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Chapter 1

The role of peer sanctioning

institutions in cooperation problems

1.1 A department’s coffee corner

Imagine a large firm or institute in which each department is allocated its own coffee

corner. Employees working in the same department jointly benefit from keeping their

coffee corner clean. Thus, if one employee makes an effort to clean the coffee corner,

the work environment will improve for everyone in the department. Alternatively, this

employee could free ride on the cleaning efforts of co-workers. This way, he or she can

enjoy a spotless coffee corner without forgoing time and energy that could be dedicated

to other tasks. If all employees of the department follow this incentive to free ride, such

that no one makes an effort to clean, the coffee corner may rapidly become disorderly,

leaving the employees worse off than if they each were to have cleaned.

Now suppose that the employees of a department selectively address one another’s

cleaning habits. If someone cleans up after using the coffee corner, a co-worker may

reward him or her (positive sanction), for example with a compliment. If an employee

leaves dirty mugs in the coffee corner, he or she may be punished (negative sanction)

by being held responsible for another pesky task. One can imagine that positive and

negative sanctions provided by peers encourage employees to complete their share of

work. However, there are numerous types of sanctions, and numerous possible ways

in which peers may allocate them, and it is not evident how appropriate behavior

is successfully promoted. For example, which of the two types of sanctions described

above, punishment or reward, best encourages people to maintain a clean coffee corner?

And is it sensible to allow all co-workers of a department to individually decide on peer

sanctioning? Or would the coffee corner be better maintained when some or all co-

workers collectively decide, for example, that someone who did not clean must perform

an alternative duty?

1



Chapter 1

The success of a certain type of peer sanction in encouraging co-workers to clean

may not mean that employees positively evaluate this type of sanction. For example,

employees may find collective sanctioning decisions more fair than individual sanction-

ing decisions regardless of which of the two results in a cleaner coffee corner. Or the

coffee corner might be best maintained through severe punishment (e.g., by neglect-

ing to invite deviant co-workers to department lunch gatherings) than through mild

punishment (e.g., frowning at the deviant employee). Still, even if the coffee corner

remains spotless under threats of severe punishment, this raises the question whether

department members would allow one another to employ severe punishment actions.

Co-workers may not always directly witness one another cleaning or leaving dirty

dishes. Rather, it is likely that employees will utilize circumstantial information, which

may or may not reflect others’ actual behaviors. For example, one employee might

observe a co-worker leaving a dirty mug in the sink without knowing that this co-worker

already cleaned everyone else’s dishes the previous day. Such inaccurate information can

lead to misguided sanctioning decisions. How would the possibility of having inaccurate

information on others’ cleaning habits affect answers to the questions posed above?

The co-workers described in the above example are involved in daily situations where

they must decide whether to contribute private resources to a collective endeavor. Sim-

ilar situations that have major implications for the welfare of the actors include the

provision of national public goods and services, environmental protection efforts, and

the maintenance of local public infrastructure. Such situations are generally referred to

as cooperation problems. While contributing is beneficial to the group of involved actors

as a whole, individuals have an incentive to defect on the group by keeping their re-

sources for private use. If every individual follows this incentive, the collective endeavor

is not realized, and each actor is worse off than if all individuals had contributed.

In this thesis, the term ‘contribution’ is reserved for individual decisions and can re-

fer to ‘high’ as well as ‘low’ contributions. Contributing less than other group members

is referred to as ‘free riding,’ and neglecting to contribute is referred to as ‘defecting.’

Contributing the highest possible amount is referred to as ‘cooperating.’ ‘Group con-

tributions’ refer to aggregate contributions of all members of a group of actors involved

in a cooperation problem.

Cooperation problems are prominent examples of social dilemmas, that is, situations

in which individual, goal-directed behaviors lead to collectively suboptimal outcomes

(Buskens and Raub, 2013; Dawes, 1980; Kollock, 1998; Raub et al., 2015). The tension

between individual and collective interests renders explaining the emergence and main-

tenance of cooperation, i.e., the problem of social order, one of the fundamental research

problems in the field of sociology (Coleman, 1964; Hobbes, 1651; Parsons, 1937). This

thesis considers cooperation problems in which the actors involved have an opportu-

nity to allocate positive or negative sanctions to their peers. The use of peer sanctions

and the effect of peer sanctioning opportunities on the emergence and maintenance of

2



The role of peer sanctioning institutions in cooperation problems

cooperation are considered, as well as actors’ perceptions of peer sanctions and their

decision whether to allow an opportunity for peer sanctioning in their group.1

1.2 Peer sanctions as institutions

Peer sanctions are defined as positive and negative selective incentives that actors allo-

cate to each other. Thus, the term ‘sanction’ refers to both punishment and reward. If

cooperation problems are supplemented with an opportunity for allocating peer sanc-

tions, this opportunity can be considered an institution that regulates cooperation (cf.

Casari and Luini, 2009; Gürerk et al., 2006; Sutter et al., 2010). Hereby, institutions

are conceived of as “the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction”

(North, 1990). This includes formal institutions that offer third party enforcement (e.g.,

courthouses and police departments) and informal institutions, in which actors them-

selves provide enforcement (e.g., peer sanctioning, cf. Andreoni and Gee, 2012; Kamei

et al., 2011; Markussen et al., 2014). Peer sanctioning opportunities thus represent an

example of a constraint that regulates behavior in social dilemmas.2

The opportunity to allocate peer sanctions, or the implementation of such sanctions,

may encourage cooperative behaviors. However, allocating sanctions is typically costly

(Axelrod, 1986; Coleman, 1990; Heckathorn, 1989; Voss, 2001, but see Guala, 2012).

This implies that a second-order cooperation problem arises, in which each actor has an

incentive to refrain from sanctioning while enjoying benefits of increased cooperation

resulting from sanctions allocated by others (Oliver, 1980). Still, numerous studies show

that costly peer punishments and rewards are often used by human actors, rendering

peer sanctions feasible institutions for establishing and maintaining cooperation (see

Balliet et al., 2011; Chaudhuri, 2011 for an overview).

In modern societies, cooperation is often enforced by formal authorities such as

courts and police. However, such external authorities are typically absent in certain

types of cooperation problems, for example in small-scale communities, in relations

between nations, and in small groups of actors such as those involved in the coffee

corner example (Ostrom, 1990; Decker et al., 2003). In these settings, cooperation may

be – or has to be – supported through peer sanctions. Moreover, the emergence of an

external authority itself is an outcome of successful cooperation (Fehr and Gintis, 2007;

Voss, 1985), presupposing that the second-order cooperation problem has been solved.

In sum, more basic mechanisms than external authorities, such as peer sanctions, are

relevant in explaining human cooperation (Fehr and Gintis, 2007).

1Another interesting topic concerns the effect of peer sanctioning opportunities on actor welfare (e.g.,
Nikiforakis, 2014). As described in the empirical chapters of this thesis, the settings considered do not
allow one to assess welfare effects in a similar manner as previous studies. Therefore, while welfare is
addressed in the empirical chapters, the focus of the thesis remains on cooperation.

2Note that cooperation problems are typically embedded in a combination of formal and informal
institutions. In this dissertation, the effect of peer sanctioning institutions is isolated by ruling out
other institutions by design.
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A vast amount of previous research addresses the role of peer sanctioning institu-

tions in cooperation problems. Yet, a number of issues that may be especially relevant

in settings where peer sanctioning institutions are employed have received relatively lit-

tle attention. This thesis focuses on three of these topics, with each empirical chapter

addressing one or several of the three topics. First, previous research typically considers

peer-sanctioning institutions in which every actor individually decides on sanctioning

others. In this thesis, such institutions are compared to institutions in which peer

sanctions are only implemented after receiving some degree of collective support from

actors. Two possible consequences of collective sanctioning decisions relative to individ-

ual sanctioning decisions are addressed, namely whether collective sanctioning decisions

are better tailored to cooperation enforcement and whether actors perceive collective

sanctioning decisions as more fair. Second, the success of peer punishment institutions

in supporting cooperation is considered in cooperation problems in which actors receive

potentially inaccurate information regarding others’ behaviors. Third, in addition to

comparing behavior in cooperation problems in settings with and without various peer-

sanctioning institutions, this thesis addresses whether actors themselves implement a

peer punishment institution in their group when presented with opportunities to do so.

As described in the ensuing sections, each of these topics may be particularly relevant

to everyday cooperation problems.

1.3 Individual and collective sanctioning decisions

Since the publications of Yamagishi (1986), Ostrom et al. (1992) and Fehr and Gächter

(2000, 2002), studies on peer sanctioning have typically considered institutions in which

all actors individually decide on sanctioning others. One prominent finding shows that

actors differ in principles that they follow when deciding whom to sanction (e.g., Car-

penter and Matthews, 2009; Falk et al., 2005; Kamei, 2014). Under individual sanc-

tioning decisions, allocated sanctions resulting from these heterogeneous strategies are

implemented simultaneously. Accordingly, actors fail to coordinate on efficient and ef-

fective sanctioning levels (Boyd et al., 2010). Moreover, individual sanctioning decisions

need not foster cooperation, but they may also be associated with the enforcement of

behaviors that hinder cooperation. That is, certain actors allocate ‘perverse sanctions’

to group members who contribute as much as the others or more (e.g., Cinyabuguma

et al., 2006; Ellingsen et al., 2013; Herrmann et al., 2008). This raises questions re-

garding whether other manners in which sanctioning decisions can be aggregated are

better tailored to enforcing cooperation. This also raises questions regarding how ac-

tors perceive individual sanctioning decisions and on whether other manners in which

sanctions can be implemented are considered more fair. Strictly implementing sanc-

tions that receive a certain degree of collective support from group members may be

4
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especially successful in both respects (Casari and Luini, 2009; Strimling and Eriksson,

2014; Hauser et al., 2014).

Ethnographic evidence shows that peer-sanctioning decisions employed in small-

scale communities are often collectively made by the group as a whole or by a subgroup

(Guala, 2012; Ostrom, 1990; Turnbull, 1961; Veszteg and Narhetali, 2010). Collective

sanctioning decisions may be superior or inferior to individual decisions depending on

the level of collective agreement required for implementing a sanction. On the one

hand, the more collective agreement is required for a sanction to be implemented,

the more likely it might be that the agreed-upon sanctions adequately promote group

welfare, i.e., high levels of cooperation (Casari and Luini, 2009; Hauser et al., 2014).

On the other hand, as a higher degree of collective agreement is required, sanctions

become more difficult to realize, rendering collective sanctioning decisions inefficient

and reducing their ability to enforce cooperation (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962; Fischer

and Nicklisch, 2007). Casari and Luini (2009) show that cooperation is better enforced

by punishment that is agreed upon by a small proportion of group members than via

individual punishment decisions. This raises questions concerning how enforcement

of cooperation depends on levels of collective agreement required for sanctions to be

implemented and on whether findings on punishment are generalizable to reward. These

two questions are theoretically and empirically addressed in this thesis.

Comparing individual and collective sanctioning decisions is not only relevant to

research on cooperative behavior. Rather, sanctioning institutions also affect actors’

intrinsic motivation to contribute (Fehr and Falk, 2002; Mulder, 2008; Tenbrunsel and

Messick, 1999). The extent to which allocated sanctions promote intrinsic motivation

is relevant for upholding cooperation when a punishment institution is no longer in

place or when behaviors cannot be sufficiently monitored (Mulder and Nelissen, 2010;

Mulder et al., 2006). Relatively little is known on how peer sanctioning decisions made

by individuals or made by the group affect actor perceptions of the sanctions that are

allocated. However, one reason why collective sanctioning decisions are employed by

numerous groups of actors might be that they are valued for non-instrumental reasons.

More specifically, actors may differently evaluate the fairness of sanctions allocated

through individual and collective decisions (Strimling and Eriksson, 2014). This thesis

compares the effect of sanctioning institutions with individual and with collective sanc-

tioning decisions on actor perceptions of the fairness of peer sanctions that they and

their peers receive in cooperation problems.

1.4 The accuracy of information on others’ contri-

butions

In numerous everyday cooperation problems, the actors involved may not always receive

accurate information on one another’s behaviors (Bereby-Meyer, 2012). Especially the
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risk of inaccurately observing others’ contribution to the collective good may have severe

implications for behavior in cooperation problems with peer sanctioning institutions.

Henceforth, the possibility to inaccurately observe contributions of one or several fellow

group members is referred to as ’noise’. More precisely, this thesis focuses on settings in

which actors either contribute their full endowment or contribute nothing, and in which

noise implies a positive probability that an actor observes another actor’s cooperation

as a defection and vice versa. With noise, actors may make ‘misguided’ decisions when

sanctioning their peers (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Grechenig et al., 2010; Wu and

Axelrod, 1995). That is, an actor may observe cooperation by a fellow group member

as defection and punish accordingly. Alternatively, an actor may observe defection

by a fellow group member as cooperation and fail to punish. Misguided sanctioning

decisions may hinder cooperation under peer sanctioning institutions. This highlights

the importance of examining how peer-sanctioning institutions function in cooperation

problems with noise (Bereby-Meyer, 2012).

With noise, some potential sanctioners may correctly observe the contribution or

defection of a prospective recipient, while others might observe it incorrectly. An advan-

tage of demanding more collective agreement with noise is thus that the more actors are

required to agree on sanctioning, the less likely it is that sanctions that are proposed af-

ter an inaccurate observation of another’s contribution or defection are implemented. A

disadvantage is that the more actors are required to agree on sanctioning decisions, the

more the ability to reach collective agreement may be hindered by heterogeneous infor-

mation between sanctioners on the contribution or defection of a prospective recipient.

This raises the question which degree of collective agreement required on sanctioning

decisions best supports cooperation under noisy information. In this thesis, the ef-

fect of individual and collective sanctioning decisions on cooperation are considered in

cooperation problems characterized by noise.

1.5 Endogenous peer sanctioning institutions

The majority of previous studies compare situations in which actors interact under a

peer-sanctioning institution to situations in which actors do not have the option to

sanction each other. Such studies address the question whether actors react in pre-

dictable ways to the opportunities that are created by peer sanctioning institutions

(Botelho et al., 2005). However, in numerous small-scale cooperation problems, the

involved actors themselves design institutions for maintaining cooperation (Ostrom,

1990). To better understand how endogenous institution formation in cooperation

problems proceeds, the deeper theoretical question emerges whether actors involved in

cooperation problems anticipate the opportunities created by peer-sanctioning institu-

tions, and permit the implementation of such institutions in their group (Batenburg

et al., 2003; Gürerk et al., 2006; Prendergast, 1999). In addressing this question, re-
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search should focus on settings in which actors themselves decide whether to implement

a sanctioning institution in their group before they engage in cooperation problems.

Available evidence suggests that when actors are given repeated opportunities to

decide whether to implement a peer-sanctioning institution with individual sanction-

ing decisions, actors decide to implement the institution after they acquire experience

with the decision situation (e.g., Ertan et al., 2009; Gürerk, 2013; Gürerk et al., 2006,

2009; Markussen et al., 2014; Rockenbach and Milinski, 2006. However, this finding

may strongly depend on whether the conditions for cooperation to emerge under peer

sanctioning institutions are favorable. As noted above, there are reasons to assume that

with noise, peer-sanctioning institutions with individual sanctioning decisions may not

be as successful in encouraging cooperation. This raises questions concerning whether

the willingness of actors to implement a peer-sanctioning institution with individual

sanctioning decisions generalizes to cooperation problems with noise.

Previous studies find group contributions under peer-punishment institutions with

individual punishment decisions to be higher when punishments have more severe im-

plications for the recipient, regardless of noise (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Egas and

Riedl, 2008; Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008). However, when actors voluntarily allow

for the implementation of peer punishment institutions in their group, it is unclear

whether they prefer an institution in which they can allocate severe punishments, or

rather opt for a punishment institution under which punishments are relatively mild.

As noted above, punishment allocated through individual decisions may occasionally

be directed at cooperators, and this may be especially problematic if punishments are

severe. Noise intensifies the risk that cooperators are punished further, as coopera-

tors may receive misguided punishments from group members who observe them as

defectors. In this thesis, endogenous institution formation and endogenous punishment

severity are considered both with and without noise.

1.6 Theoretical and empirical approach

The three issues described above are addressed in four empirical chapters that employ

similar theoretical and empirical approaches. In each empirical chapter, one-shot ver-

sions of the n-player Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) or Public Goods Game (PGG) are used

for theory formation and empirical testing. The PD and PGG have emerged in the

literature as archetypal representations of cooperation problems (e.g., Davis and Holt,

1993; Ledyard, 1995; Sally, 1995). The decision whether to use the PD or PGG is based

on practical considerations elaborated on in the respective chapters. Both the PD and

PGG employ a contribution stage. In this stage, all members of a group of n actors

receive an equal endowment w > 0. Actors simultaneously and independently decide on

contributing the endowment to a group account. In a PD, an actor i can only choose

whether to contribute the entire endowment, i.e., contribution ci ∈ {0,w}, while in a
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PGG, actors select a fraction of the endowment to contribute, i.e., ci ∈ [0,w]. Aggregate

contributions of all group members c = ∑ ci are multiplied by a factor m, with 1 <m < n.

Each actor receives an equal share of mc. It can be easily verified that aggregate group

earnings nw − c +mc are highest when all actors contribute their entire endowment,

as m > 1, while individual earnings w − ci +mc/n decrease with own contributions ci,

because m < n. Because collective payoffs are maximized when all actors contribute

their full endowment and individuals earn most by contributing nothing, the PD and

PGG correspond to the definition of a cooperation problem presented at the start of

this chapter.

Peer sanctions are modeled as a second stage in the PD and PGG that starts after

actors are informed of the contribution of each fellow group member (Fehr and Gächter,

2000, 2002; Sefton et al., 2007). In the most basic form of a sanctioning stage, each

actor i can determine whether to sanction each fellow group member j ≠ i. If i decides

to sanction j, a cost a > 0 is deducted from i’s earnings. In case of punishment, an

amount b > a is deducted from the earnings of actor j, while b is added in case of reward.

Several variants of the PD and PGG are considered in this thesis. The modification

of the sanctioning stage that allows actors to collectively decide on sanctioning a group

member is outlined in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The implementation of noise is discussed

in Chapters 4 and 5, and the implementation of an endogenous sanctioning stage with

endogenous sanction severity is described in Chapter 5.

A similar theoretical approach is used in each empirical chapter where behavior

in variants of the PD or PGG is considered.3 First, behaviors for each variant under

standard game-theoretic assumptions are outlined. According to these assumptions, all

actors are self-regarding with a sole objective to maximize personal payoffs; all actors

act rationally and expect rational behaviors from other actors; and all features of the

interaction, including the utility function of the actors, are common knowledge. As

noted above, actors maximize their payoffs in the contribution stage by keeping their

endowment for themselves. Moreover, because the cost of allocating sanctions exceeds

zero, under standard assumptions, actors do not allocate or expect to receive sanctions.

Thus, full defection is predicted regardless of whether a peer sanctioning stage is added

to the interaction. This is true for every variant of the PD or PGG that is considered

in this thesis.

Empirical evidence shows that behaviors of numerous actors in PDs or PGGs do

not correspond to predictions that follow from standard game-theoretic assumptions.

Instead, robust patterns of alternative contribution and sanctioning are observed in

cooperation problems with endogenous and exogenous sanctioning stages (e.g., Chaud-

huri, 2011; Gürerk, 2013). More specifically, numerous actors contribute in PDs and

PGGs without a sanctioning stage as long as they expect sufficient reciprocation (Fis-

3Only Chapter 3 does not consider behavior in variants of the PD or PGG. Here, existing theories on
determinants of fairness perceptions are applied to PGGs with a sanctioning stage and with individual
or collective punishment decisions.
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chbacher et al., 2001; Herrmann and Thöni, 2009; Kamei, 2012; Kocher et al., 2008;

Thöni et al., 2012). Furthermore, numerous actors punish free riders or reward high

contributors (e.g., Balliet et al., 2011; Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002; Sefton et al.,

2007), and a small cohort of actors is consistently found to punish high contributors

or reward free riders (e.g., Cinyabuguma et al., 2006; Ellingsen et al., 2013; Herrmann

et al., 2008; Ostrom et al., 1992). In theorizing on behaviors found in variants of the

PD or PGG beyond the standard actor model, it is assumed in each chapter that a

proportion of actors in the population acts according to these alternative behaviors.

The remaining actors are assumed to be rational and self-regarding and to anticipate

that certain proportions of their peers act according to alternative behaviors. The the-

oretical frameworks describe how the different types of actors might behave in each PD

or PGG stage considered, and how experiencing the behavior of other actors may affect

subsequent decisions.

This theoretical approach is broadly consistent with behavioral game theory in that

it aims to predict how actors actually behave in certain interaction situations (Camerer,

2003). In each empirical chapter, the same alternative behaviors that are empirically

validated in previous studies are consistently assumed to occur and are used to predict

decisions made in a range of settings (Fehr and Falk, 2002; Gächter and Thöni, 2011;

Ockenfels and Raub, 2010).

Several methods have been used in previous studies to examine the effect of (peer)

sanctioning institutions on behaviors in cooperation problems. Examples include case

studies of cooperation and punishment in naturally occurring cooperation problems

(Boehm, 1999; Ostrom, 1990); field experiments on peer punishment in everyday inter-

actions between strangers (Balafoutas and Nikiforakis, 2012; Berger and Hevenstone,

2014; Noussair et al., 2011); lab-in-the-field experiments using subjects of various cul-

tural backgrounds (Baldassarri and Grossman, 2011; Henrich et al., 2006; Herrmann

et al., 2008; Marlowe et al., 2008); and laboratory experiments employing the PD, PGG,

or related games, predominantly using student subjects (Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002;

Ostrom, 1990; Yamagishi, 1986). The latter approach is employed in this thesis. In

the experiments, decisions are incentivized in that the outcomes of the PDs and PGGs

determine subject earnings. Although laboratory experiments are often criticized for

artificially representing interaction situations and for lacking a representative subject

pool, laboratory experiments allow one to test causal claims by excluding potentially

confounding factors. Thus, laboratory experiments are well suited to isolate effects of

peer sanctioning institutions on cooperation (see Falk and Heckman, 2009; Jackson and

Cox, 2013; Thye, 2007 for a discussion on the use of laboratory experiments in the social

sciences).
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1.7 Overview of remaining chapters

In Chapters 2 through 5, specific research questions are addressed that relate to the

three main topics outlined above. Note that these chapters are written as separate em-

pirical studies, and thus some overlap, especially in descriptions of theoretical frame-

works and experimental designs, may be encountered. Chapter 2 considers how the

effect of peer sanctioning institutions on cooperation is affected by the extent to which

sanctioning decisions are made collectively in cooperation problems where actors have

accurate information regarding others’ behaviors. A laboratory experiment on the PGG

with either a punishment or reward stage is employed. To represent individual and col-

lective sanctioning decisions, three different ‘decision rules’ are employed, through which

punishments or rewards are implemented. Under the individual decision rule (IDR), all

sanctions that group members allocate are implemented. Under the collective decision

rule (CDR) that requires majority consent, sanctions are only implemented if at least a

majority of group members, excluding the prospective recipient, choose to sanction the

same actor. Sanctions not achieving majority agreement are not implemented. Under

the CDR that requires unanimity consent, all group members with the exception of the

prospective recipient must target someone for punishment or reward to be implemented.

Chapter 3 examines the same setting as that explored in Chapter 2; namely a PGG

in which peer punishment and reward are allocated through individual, majority, or

unanimity decision rules; but focuses on a different outcome. The chapter examines

how peer sanctions, and the decision rule through which sanctions are implemented,

affect actors’ perceptions of the fairness of punishments and rewards that they and fellow

group members receive. The same laboratory experiment is employed in Chapters 2

and 3, but Chapter 3 focuses on the perceived fairness of sanctions received by subjects

and fellow group members as measured through a questionnaire.

Chapter 2 shows that peer punishments are more successful at promoting coop-

eration than rewards under all decision rules. Therefore, Chapters 4 and 5 focus on

punishment only. In Chapter 4, the enforcement of cooperation through an IDR and

through CDRs is revisited. However, in addition to examining cooperation problems

in which actors have accurate information regarding one another’s contributions or

defections, this chapter considers cooperation problems with noise. A laboratory ex-

periment is employed to compare an IDR and two CDRs for allocating punishment

in an n-player PD. In Chapter 2, numerous punishments under CDRs do not achieve

sufficient agreement to be implemented. Noise may hinder punishment implementa-

tion through CDRs even further. Therefore, in Chapter 4, required levels of collective

agreement for punishment implementation are lower than in Chapter 2.

Chapter 5 considers cooperation problems in which actors endogenously decide

whether to implement a punishment institution with an IDR and endogenously decide

whether each punishment has a lower or higher impact on the income of its recipient.

Both cooperation problems in which actors possess accurate information on one an-
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other’s cooperation or defection and cooperation problems with noise are considered.

This setting is captured in a third laboratory experiment wherein subjects interact in n-

player PDs. Before each interaction commences, subjects decide whether to add a peer

punishment stage to the PD, and if so, the severity of punishments that are allocated.

Chapter 6 returns to the three main themes of this thesis, i.e., collective sanctioning

decisions, inaccurate information, and the endogenous implementation of peer sanction-

ing institutions. For each topic, findings of the empirical chapters are summarized, and

avenues for future research are identified. The chapter concludes with recommendations

based on the results of this thesis for co-workers who wish to keep their shared coffee

corner clean.
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Chapter 2

Implementing punishment and

reward in the Public Goods Game –

The effect of individual and

collective decision rules∗

Abstract

Punishments and rewards are effective means for establishing cooperation in social

dilemmas. We compare a setting where actors individually decide whom to sanction

with a setting where sanctions are only implemented if actors collectively agree that

a certain group member should be sanctioned. Collective sanctioning decisions are

problematic due to the difficulty of reaching consensus. However, when a decision is

made collectively, perverse sanctioning (e.g., punishing high contributors) by individual

actors is ruled out. Therefore, sanctions implemented through a collective decision

rule are more likely to be in the interest of the whole group. We employ a laboratory

experiment where subjects play Public Goods Games with opportunities for punishment

or reward that is implemented either by an individual, a majority, or unanimously. For

both punishment and reward, contribution levels are higher in the individual than

the majority condition, and higher under majority than unanimity. Often, majority

agreement or unanimity is not reached on punishments or rewards.

2.1 Introduction

A public good is characterized by non-excludability: once it is produced, all actors can

enjoy its benefits regardless of their contribution to the provision of the good (Olson,

∗This is a slightly different version of Van Miltenburg, Buskens, Barrera, and Raub (2014) that has
been published in International Journal of the Commons.
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1965). Since public good provision is costly, this implies a tension between the individual

and collective interest. While full cooperation leads to the best possible group outcome,

individuals have an incentive to free ride on the contributions of others.

Contributions to public goods can be supported by positive or negative peer sanc-

tioning institutions, that is, the opportunity for actors to reward or punish each other.

Experimental research established that high contributions can be maintained when

sanctioning is possible, both in public goods problems and related settings (Balliet

et al., 2011; Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002; Ostrom et al., 1992; Sefton et al., 2007;

Yamagishi, 1986). However, a challenge for research and policy is to design institutions

that best enable heterogeneous actors to enforce cooperation (Ostrom, 2010, 2012). In

this respect, which method of implementing sanctions is most successful in increasing

contributions remains an open question (Gächter and Thöni, 2011). For example, it

is unclear whether contributions are higher when the decision of whom to sanction is

made individually or when it is made collectively. A sanctioning institution with an

individual decision rule (IDR) is an institution in which every actor individually de-

cides whom to sanction and pays the associated costs. A sanctioning institution with

a collective decision rule (CDR) is an institution in which sanctions are executed only

when multiple actors agree and pay the cost of sanctioning.

In real-life public goods problems, actors often employ a sanctioning institution

with a CDR. For example, Ostrom (1990) and Veszteg and Narhetali (2010) describe

small communities where group members successfully enforce collective action through

collective sanctioning decisions. Typically, members of the community regularly meet

to identify free riders and decide upon their punishment, for example in a vote. Also,

in international cooperation, nations use collective sanctioning decision rules to ensure

provision of global public goods such as international security and economic stabil-

ity. Sanctioning decisions are usually taken by a variant of majority voting. Una-

nimity voting is uncommon, because it gives every individual nation the opportunity

to veto a sanction, thereby making collective organizations ineffective decision makers

(http://www.europa.eu, 2010; http://www.un.org, 2010).

So far, there is limited experimental research comparing the effect of sanctioning

through IDRs and CDRs in public goods problems.1 Casari and Luini (2009) find that,

compared to an IDR, contributions to public goods are higher when punishment is only

carried out if at least two out of four actors punish the fifth member of their group.

Thus, they consider only one CDR, and do not compare positive and negative sanctions.

1Numerous experimental studies employ other forms of collective peer sanctioning decisions, but do
not compare IDRs with CDRs. Decker et al. (2003) examine the effect of implementing a subset of
punishment proposals while actors share punishment costs. In Ertan et al. (2009), Nese and Sbriglia
(2009), Sutter et al. (2010), and Botelho et al. (2005) subjects vote on whether to allow individual peer
sanctioning. Andreoni and Gee (2012), Feld and Tyran (2002), Guillen et al. (2006), Kamei et al.
(2011), Markussen et al. (2014), Putterman et al. (2011), and Tyran and Feld (2006) let subjects
collectively decide on implementing various forms of sanctioning institutions.
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This leaves a number of unresolved issues, in which the current chapter provides further

insight.

First, it is unclear how the effect of a CDR on contribution levels depends upon

the proportion of actors required to agree for a sanction to be implemented. On the

one hand, the higher the proportion required, the less likely it will be that a sufficient

number of actors agrees on the necessity of sanctioning and is willing to incur the

associated costs (cf. Buchanan and Tullock, 1962). Thus, while under an IDR all

desired sanctions are carried out by definition, under CDRs there is a higher chance

that free riders remain unpunished or contributors unrewarded. On the other hand,

under an IDR individuals might decide to use sanctions in ways that hurt cooperation

and thereby result in decreasing payoffs for the group, i.e.. to reward free riders or

to punish contributors (Casari and Luini, 2009; Ellingsen et al., 2013). Consequently,

the more actors collectively agree that a certain group member should be sanctioned,

the higher the chance that this sanction will be in the collective interest, that is, in

accordance with enforcing high contributions to the public good. In the current chapter,

we address the effect of the required proportion of consenting actors on contribution

levels by comparing contributions under an IDR to a CDR for which majority and

a CDR for which unanimity is required. Majority or unanimity refers to the group

members other than the prospective target of the sanction. Thus, if in a group of four

actors three other actors all want to sanction the fourth, we consider this unanimity.

Majority requires that at least two of the three others want to sanction the fourth.

Second, theoretical arguments and empirical results on punishment cannot be straight-

forwardly generalized to reward. For example, to maintain cooperation rewards have

to be repeatedly allocated to contributors. Conversely, the mere threat of punishment

can be sufficient to deter free riding (Dari-Mattiacci and De Geest, 2010). This sug-

gests that punishments and rewards may differ in efficiency. Empirically, it has been

shown that punishments and rewards might differ also in terms of efficacy (e.g., Sefton

et al., 2007; Choi and Ahn, 2013). We therefore study decision rules for assigning both

punishment and reward.

The effects of the decision rules on macro-behavior, such as aggregate contribution

levels, depend on assumptions about the micro-motives of individual actors (cf. Gächter

and Thöni, 2011). For example, these effects depend on which proportion of actors is

willing to sanction, who is likely to be targeted, and how sanctions influence contribution

decisions. We summarize existing knowledge on individual behavior in the PGG with

sanctions. Subsequently, we apply this to predict macro-level behavior in the PGG

with different decision rules, and with punishment or reward. We thus assess through

which mechanisms our empirical extensions could result in different contribution levels

between sanctioning institutions.

The chapter is structured as follows. In the theory section, we review the literature

on behavior in public goods problems with opportunities for sanctioning. Subsequently,

we develop hypotheses on contribution and sanctioning behavior, and on how this be-
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havior of individuals translates in different contribution levels under IDRs and CDRs.

Individual-level and macro-level hypotheses are tested in an experiment where individ-

ual, majority, and unanimity decision rules for punishing and rewarding are employed

in an incentivized manner.

2.2 Theory

2.2.1 The Public Goods Game

The linear Public Goods Game (PGG; also called Voluntary Contribution Mechanism,

e.g., Isaac and Walker, 1988) is used as a model of public goods problems. It is played

by n actors. Every actor i receives an endowment w. They simultaneously and in-

dependently decide whether to keep this endowment for themselves or contribute an

amount ci ∈ [0,w] to a ‘group account’. The total amount contributed by all n actors

together, c = ∑ ci, is multiplied by a number m, with 1 < m < n, and mc is divided

equally among all actors. Because m < n, the individual return obtained from the

amount contributed to the group account is smaller than when it would have been kept

to oneself (mci/n < ci). Therefore, when the PGG is played once, and when actors

are self-regarding in that utility equals own payoff, contributing nothing is a domi-

nant strategy, yielding the highest utility regardless what others do. This results in

the unique Nash equilibrium of zero contributions. However, since m > 1 the joint

group outcome nw − c +mc is maximized when everybody contributes the full endow-

ment. Every player would then be better off compared to when all contribute nothing

(mw > w). Thus, individually rational behavior in the sense of playing a dominant

strategy or, more generally, Nash equilibrium behavior, leads to a Pareto-suboptimal

outcome, making the PGG a social dilemma (Dawes, 1980).

2.2.2 Behavior in the PGG

The prediction of complete free riding is typically refuted in experimental research

employing the PGG. Instead, contributions averaging 50% of the endowment are con-

sistently observed in one-shot PGGs (Kocher et al., 2008; Walker and Halloran, 2004).

Also in repeated PGGs where group composition changes after each round, as in our ex-

periment, subjects initially contribute 50% on average. However, in subsequent rounds

contributions gradually decline to very low levels (Ledyard, 1995).

Research explaining this declining contribution pattern focuses on non-standard util-

ity as an alternative behavioral assumption. It has been empirically established that

actors in the PGG can be classified in two main preference types (Fehr and Gintis, 2007;

Ones and Putterman, 2007; Ostrom, 2000). Actors of the first type are rational and

self-regarding free riders who never contribute to the public good. Actors of the second

type are conditional cooperators who contribute more, the more they expect others to
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contribute (see Chaudhuri, 2011; Gächter, 2007 for an overview of empirical evidence).

These actors are assumed to derive utility from reciprocating others’ expected con-

tribution even in one-shot settings. Conditional cooperators are heterogeneous in the

extent to which they match others’ contributions. Many are ‘imperfect’ reciprocators

in that they contribute slightly below what they expect others to contribute on average.

In an experiment specifically designed to identify preference types, Fischbacher et al.

(2001) classify 50% of their subjects as (partial) conditional cooperators and 30% as

free riders.2 Others have roughly replicated this distribution of types in different sub-

ject pools (Herrmann and Thöni, 2009; Kamei, 2012; Kocher et al., 2008; Thöni et al.,

2012). Conditionally cooperative behavior is consistent with a prosocial orientation

(e.g., Van Lange, 1999; Ackermann et al., 2014).

In repeated PGGs, conditional cooperators adapt their expectation of others’ contri-

bution on the basis of their experience of the average group contribution in the previous

rounds (Fischbacher and Gächter, 2010). The more free riders and imperfect conditional

cooperators there are, the lower group contribution will be. Conditional cooperators

decrease their contribution accordingly, which causes the average to further decline.

This explains the decrease of cooperation over time.

2.2.3 The PGG with peer sanctions

Sanctioning can be modeled by adding a second stage to the standard PGG. After all

actors have determined their contribution and observed the contributions of the other

group members, they decide for every other group member j whether to pay an amount

to punish or reward this actor. Let sij denote the amount actor i uses to sanction actor

j. We assume here that an actor can only choose whether or not to sanction, but not

the magnitude of the sanction: sij is either a fixed amount a > 0 or zero. When the

amount is used for punishment, a multiple k of a is subtracted from the payoff actor j

obtained in the PGG. The same amount is added to the payoff of actor j when sij is

used for reward. Thus, in addition to the payoff from the standard PGG, every actor

i loses a total amount k∑
j
sji of received punishment from all other actors j or gains

this amount of received rewards. Moreover, every actor i forfeits ∑
j
sij by assigning

sanctions to other actors j. This captures the essential features of how sanctions are

implemented in the PGG, denoted here as an IDR.3

In sanctioning institutions with a CDR, all actors likewise decide whether to pay

an amount to sanction others. Sanctioning under a CDR is different from an IDR in

the sense that a sanction is only implemented if at least a proportion x/n of all group

2Virtually all remaining subjects were characterized as ‘triangle’ contributors (Fischbacher et al., 2001).
These actors fully reciprocate others’ expected contribution at 50% of the endowment, but their
contribution declines when they expect others to contribute either more or less than this threshold.

3Note that details of this procedure can vary. For example, in many studies the amount sij used to
sanction can be chosen freely by actors between 0 and some positive value.
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members, save the prospective recipient, sanctions the same actor. Because we fixed

the sanctioning amount sij to 0 or a, this implies that sanctions under a CDR are more

severe than those under an IDR assigned by a smaller number of actors. Thus, every

actor j loses an amount k∑
i
sij under a punishment institution with a CDR when the

proportion qj of actors i for whom sij = a is larger than or equal to x/n. The same

applies to the amount gained under rewards. If qj < x/n no sanction is executed, that

is, actor j does not gain or lose money due to received sanctions. Moreover, the actor(s)

who proposed to sanction actor j do not pay the cost of sanctioning if qj < x/n. Thus,

every actor i who sanctions j loses an amount ∑

j∶qj≥x/n
sij.

We assume one-shot interactions.4 Thus, actors cannot benefit from group members

who increase their contribution in subsequent games after being sanctioned. This im-

plies that long-term incentives for sanctioning, which differ between IDRs and CDRs,

are ruled out. Under the IDR, rational self-regarding actors do not allocate costly

sanctions in one-shot interactions. Under CDRs, rational self-regarding actors likewise

do not sanction if their sanctions are implemented. If sanctions are not implemented,

rational self-regarding actors are indifferent between sanctioning or not. Accordingly,

the Nash equilibrium of zero contributions for the one-shot PGG with sanctions un-

der standard assumptions of rationality and selfishness remains unchanged, while any

amount of punishment or reward that is not implemented under the CDRs might be

allocated in equilibrium. Although repeated interactions with sanction opportunities

might be more realistic for many applications, we do stick to one-shot interactions

also because in repeated interactions actors have alternative sanctioning mechanisms,

too. For example, actors can reciprocate others’ low contributions by own low contri-

butions in future interactions. This would lead to possible confounding effects of the

exogenous sanctioning mechanisms we want to study with the endogenous sanctioning

opportunities due to repeated interactions (cf. Fehr and Gächter, 2002).

Given that not all actors are rational and self-regarding, some might sanction de-

spite the prediction that follows from the assumptions of selfish rationality. Under a

CDR, non-executed sanctions are costless, and group members are not informed about

sanctions that were proposed by others but were not executed. Thus, non-executed

sanctions cannot influence behavior of other actors than the ones who proposed the

sanction. Therefore, actors have no incentive to take the probability that the sanction

is executed into account when deciding whether or not to sanction under a CDR. 5

4In our experiment we employ random matching. Although subjects are likely to interact multiple
times, they are not informed on the identity of others. It is common in the experimental literature
to treat this as series of one-shot games. However, Botelho et al. (2009) show that under random
matching subjects behave slightly different from subjects who play perfect stranger matching. The
main difference is that subjects contribute zero more often under random matching, although they
do not contribute less on average. We do not expect that these slight differences affect the difference
between the experimental conditions we consider.

5When a sanction under a CDR is implemented, there are by definition multiple sanctioners. Thus,
under a CDR actors know that implemented sanctions are severe for the recipient. Therefore, they
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Given these characteristics of the interaction situation, there is no reason to assume

that actors make different sanctioning decisions under IDRs and CDRs.

We proceed with a review of empirical evidence and a theoretical account of con-

tributing and sanctioning behavior in the PGG with an IDR. This reveals which actors

likely allocate sanctions, and which behaviors are likely to be sanctioned. Multiple

individual sanctions for a given behavior imply a high consensus. Thus, given that the

decision rule will not directly influence sanctioning decisions, those behaviors that are

likely sanctioned individually by many are more likely to be sanctioned when a CDR

is used. Behavior in the PGG with an IDR then allows to predict the likelihood that

sanctions will be implemented under a CDR.

2.2.4 Behavior in the PGG with peer sanctions under an IDR

Despite the equilibrium prediction, experimental evidence shows that actors frequently

use punishment under an IDR in one-shot settings. It is consistently found that pun-

ishment is assigned in a pro-social manner, that is, in accordance with enforcing co-

operation. Specifically, actors receive more punishment the less they contribute (e.g.,

Carpenter and Matthews, 2009; Casari and Luini, 2009), and the less they contribute

compared to the average contribution of the group (e.g., Carpenter and Matthews,

2009; Ertan et al., 2009; Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002; Ones and Putterman, 2007;

Sefton et al., 2007). Punishment is mostly executed by high contributors (e.g., Fehr

and Gächter, 2002; Sefton et al., 2007). However, it is also observed that low contrib-

utors occasionally punish above-average contributors. This ‘perverse’ punishment is

usually carried out by a small number of actors (Casari and Luini, 2009). The extent

to which it occurs varies greatly between subject pools, up to 50% of total punishment

expenditure (Herrmann et al., 2008), but is typically estimated between 5% and 25%

(Casari and Luini, 2009; Cinyabuguma et al., 2006; Ertan et al., 2009; Ones and Put-

terman, 2007; Ostrom et al., 1992). The effect of pro-social and perverse punishment

differs. Below-average contributors increase their contribution in the subsequent round

after being punished (e.g. Fehr and Gächter, 2002), but for above-average contribu-

tors empirical evidence is mixed. Some studies show that above-average contributors

decrease their contribution after being sanctioned (Bochet et al., 2006; Masclet et al.,

2003; Ones and Putterman, 2007); others find no effect of receiving perverse punish-

ment on contribution decisions (Denant-Boemont et al., 2007; see also Ellingsen et al.,

2013).

Like punishments, rewards are typically used to promote cooperation in one-shot

settings. High contributors tend to reward other high contributors (Choi and Ahn, 2013;

might for example be reluctant to sanction mildly deviant behavior, for which a severe sanction might
not be deserved. However, the chance that the sanction is implemented will also be smaller for slight
deviations. Thus, actors expect a more severe sanction with a lower probability of implementation
the more actors are required to agree. There seems to be no reason to assume that this influences
their sanctioning decisions.
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Ellingsen et al., 2013; Sefton et al., 2007; Sutter et al., 2010; Walker and Halloran, 2004).

However, while rewards are mainly allocated to above-average contributors, it is often

less clear than for punishment that the amount of rewards received increases with the

(positive) deviation from the average group contribution (Choi and Ahn, 2013; Nosenzo

and Sefton, 2012; Sefton et al., 2007; Walker and Halloran, 2004, but see Ellingsen

et al., 2013). Also, in repeated PGGs where actors can identify each other it is found

that rewards are frequently used in every successive interaction (Ellingsen et al., 2013;

Milinski and Rockenbach, 2011; Rand et al., 2009), while the use of rewards declines

over time in fixed groups when actors cannot infer who rewarded them (Choi and Ahn,

2013; Sefton et al., 2007). As with punishments, the effect of receiving rewards on

cooperation differs with the recipients’ contribution. Above-average contributors are

found to contribute more in the subsequent interaction the more rewards they receive,

while below-average contributors contribute less the more they are rewarded (Ellingsen

et al., 2013).

In repeated interactions in fixed groups, contributions under reward institutions are

sometimes found to be lower than those under punishment institutions (Drouvelis and

Jamison, 2012; Milinski and Rockenbach, 2011; Nosenzo and Sefton, 2012; Sutter et al.,

2010, low leverage; Wiedemann et al., 2011) although others do not find a difference, at

least until the final periods (Choi and Ahn, 2013; Rand et al., 2009; Sefton et al., 2007;

Sutter et al., 2010, high leverage; see also Balliet et al., 2011). In repeated one-shot

settings, which are most similar to our experiment, it is found that contributions are

lower under reward than under punishment (Choi and Ahn, 2013).

2.2.5 Non-selfish utility in the PGG with sanctions

Rational self-regarding free riders never sanction when this is costly and their sanctions

are implemented with a non-zero probability. However, anticipation of being sanctioned

will induce them to contribute, provided that the loss due to received punishment or

gain from rewards offsets the payoff advantage of free riding (Fehr and Fischbacher,

2004). Non-selfish actors could derive utility from sanctioning defectors even in one-

shot interactions (Diekmann and Voss, 2003). These pro-social punishers are sometimes

classified as a separate type of actor, which partly but not completely overlaps with

conditional cooperators in the PGG without punishment (e.g. Ostrom, 2000; Ones and

Putterman, 2007).

Empirical evidence is indeed consistent with the assumption that people derive util-

ity from punishing and rewarding in one-shot settings. Fehr and Gächter (2002) already

noted that subjects experience anger when they observe free riding in a hypothetical

situation. This anger increases the more the free rider deviates from the average con-

tribution of others. Casari and Luini (2009) show that punishment decisions are not

influenced by information that others already punished the recipient. Thus, subjects

do not care so much about actors being punished, but derive utility from the act of
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punishing. Fudenberg and Pathak (2010) show that subjects punish even when the

recipient is not informed on the punishment, implying that punishment cannot influ-

ence future cooperation. In a neurobiological experiment, De Quervain et al. (2004)

show that the human reward system is activated in the brain of an actor punishing

a defector. Utility from rewarding is addressed by Dawes et al. (2007), who conduct

an experiment in which subjects can decide on a costly in- or decrease of a random

amount of tokens other subjects had received. They find that subjects who afterwards

indicate more anger and annoyance towards those with a high amount also spend more

to increase low and reduce high amounts received by others. Yet, despite utility derived

from sanctioning, it is found that actors sanction less the higher the costs of sanctioning

are (Anderson and Putterman, 2006; Carpenter, 2007; Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008;

Sutter et al., 2010; Vyrastekova and Van Soest, 2008). Thus, actors take their own

payoff into account in sanctioning decisions (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004).

As mentioned above, some actors use sanctions ‘perversely’. Although they are

relatively rare, perverse sanctioners constitute a separate type of actors. These actors

free ride in the PGG, and subsequently punish high contributors (e.g. Chaudhuri, 2011;

Cinyabuguma et al., 2006; Gächter and Herrmann, 2009; Herrmann et al., 2008). A

motive for perverse punishment might be revenge on previous punishment received from

high contributors (Denant-Boemont et al., 2007; Fehr and Gächter, 2000; Nikiforakis,

2008; Ostrom et al., 1992), a desire to increase the relative payoff advantage of free

riding (Fehr and Gächter, 2000), or a dislike of do-gooders or norm violators (Gächter

and Herrmann, 2009; Monin, 2007; Ones and Putterman, 2007). Alternatively, it could

be that actors occasionally punish high contributors by mistake (Fehr and Gächter,

2000). Rand et al. (2010) and Rand and Nowak (2011) show that punishment of

cooperators can be evolutionary stable, thus providing a potential explanation for the

fact that perverse punishment can drive out cooperation. Perverse rewards, i.e., rewards

targeted at free riders, just as perverse punishments, increase the payoff discrepancy

between high and low contributors. Hence, they are potentially equally detrimental for

cooperation (Ellingsen et al., 2013).

Punishment and reward work through different mechanisms. The possibility of being

punished might be enough to deter free riding, so that there is no need to actually

allocate punishment. However, when an actor makes a high contribution, rewards

actually have to be carried out sufficiently often to induce free riders to contribute (Dari-

Mattiacci and De Geest, 2010). Thus, when contributions in a population increase due

to the availability of a sanctioning institution, more rewards than punishments have

to be allocated. In one-shot settings, actors cannot establish a norm of direct mutual

rewarding. They are therefore unsure whether the costs of allocating rewards will be

offset by reciprocation (Rand et al., 2009). This makes rewards more expensive than

punishments in the one-shot PGG. As mentioned, more expensive sanctioning implies

that less sanctions are assigned. This explains why, without opportunities for directly
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reciprocating received rewards, actors initially attempt to reward but eventually give

up when others do not continue to reward as well.

2.2.6 Micro-level hypotheses

Before turning to differences in contribution levels between IDRs and CDRs, we cap-

ture the framework developed for micro-motives, that is, contributing and sanctioning

behavior of individual actors, in a number of hypotheses. These hypotheses are based

on empirical regularities observed in previous experiments. The hypotheses will be used

as a micro-level framework summarizing which actors are likely to sanction, and how

actors react to receiving pro-social or perverse sanctions. When theorizing on the effect

of sanctioning decision rules on contribution levels, we assume that actors behave as

summarized in this framework.

We first derive hypotheses on sanctioning behavior. Although perverse punishment

is sometimes observed, punishment is usually pro-social and allocated by high contribu-

tors. Accordingly, we hypothesize that actors are more likely to punish others the more

they contributed themselves.

Hypothesis 2.1 The more an actor contributes, the higher this actor’s likelihood to

assign punishment.

Punishment of high contributors is more often targeted at free riders than punish-

ment of low contributors. Thus, the more an actor contributed the more likely he is to

punish a free rider. This implies that we expect an interaction between the contribution

of the actor allocating punishment and the contribution of the recipient of the punish-

ment on the likelihood to sanction. We argue that actors perceive free riding both in

the sense of the recipient contributing a low amount and in the sense of contributing

less than the other group members. This means that low as well as below-average

contributors are likely to be punished by high contributors.

Hypothesis 2.2a The more an actor contributes, the more this actor’s likelihood of

assigning punishment decreases with the contribution of the recipient of the punishment.

Hypothesis 2.2b The more an actor contributes, the more this actor’s likelihood of

assigning punishment increases with the negative deviation of the recipient of the pun-

ishment from the group average contribution.

Pro-social reward is also predominantly allocated by high contributors.

Hypothesis 2.3 The more an actor contributes, the higher this actor’s likelihood to

assign reward.

High contributors are more likely to reward other high contributors. This applies

both in an absolute sense, and compared to the average of other group members. Again,
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we hypothesize an interaction between the contribution of the rewarding actor and the

contribution of the recipient of the reward.

Hypothesis 2.4a The more an actor contributes, the more this actor’s likelihood of

assigning reward increases with the contribution of the recipient of the reward.

Hypothesis 2.4b The more an actor contributes, the more this actor’s likelihood of

assigning reward increases with the positive deviation of the recipient of the reward from

the group average contribution.

Unlike punishments, rewards have to be allocated repeatedly to high contributors

in order to enforce cooperation. Therefore, they are costly to maintain when direct

reciprocation is impossible. Accordingly, the likelihood of rewarding decreases over

rounds.

Hypothesis 2.5 The more rounds have already been played, the lower the likelihood

that rewards are allocated.

We now turn to the effect of sanctions on contribution decisions. Receiving punish-

ment leads to conformation to the behavior of other actors, in order to avoid receiving

punishment in future interactions. Free riders thus increase and high contributors de-

crease their contribution the more they are punished. Consequently, their contribution

is more in line with others’ average.

Hypothesis 2.6 The more an actor contributing below the average is punished, the

more this actor contributes in the subsequent interaction.

Hypothesis 2.7 The more an actor contributing above the average is punished, the

less this actor contributes in the subsequent interaction.

Rewards strengthen current deviations from average behavior. Above-average contrib-

utors will thus contribute more and below-average contributors less the more they are

rewarded, provided they did not already contribute the full endowment or free ride

completely, respectively.

Hypothesis 2.8 The more an actor contributing above the average is rewarded, the

more this actor contributes in the subsequent interaction.

Hypothesis 2.9 The more an actor contributing below the average is rewarded, the

less this actor contributes in the subsequent interaction.
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2.2.7 Macro-level effects of CDRs

Under a CDR, only the sanctions on which required consensus is reached are executed.

Given sanctioning behavior as predicted in the micro-level hypotheses, it is likely that

there will be more consensus on some sanctions than on others. This gives rise to

different contribution levels under IDRs versus CDRs. Macro-level hypotheses differ

for punishment and reward.

Under an IDR, all allocated punishments are carried out. This implies that pro-

social punishers will frequently punish free riders. Free riders will receive more punish-

ment the less they contribute in an absolute sense and compared to the others. Also,

perverse punishers have the opportunity to punish high contributors. The situation

is different when only those sanctions are implemented to which a majority of actors

consents. A large proportion of actors derives utility from sanctioning. It is therefore

likely that majority consent is often reached on punishment of free riders. The more

a free rider deviates from the average, the higher the chance that consent is reached.

Conversely, when perverse punishment is relatively rare, as is typically found, it will

be unlikely that a majority of actors agrees on punishing a high contributor. Thus, a

majority sanctioning institution will mitigate perverse punishment while at the same

time pro-social punishment is likely to be implemented. We therefore expect a majority

decision rule to lead to higher contribution levels than an IDR.

Hypothesis 2.10a Contributions are higher under a majority than under an individ-

ual punishment decision rule.

Some previous studies indeed found that majority consent is sufficient to rule out

perverse punishment, but that pro-social punishment could still be implemented. Casari

and Luini (2009) found that punishment was more effective when two out of four ac-

tors had to agree on sanctioning a fifth. Perverse punishment was to a large extent

ruled out under this decision rule. Likewise, Ertan et al. (2009) let subjects decide by

majority vote whether or not to enable punishment of high contributors. While this

was sometimes favored by a number of free riders, it was never implemented because a

majority opposed the possibility.

Under a unanimity decision rule punishment is only executed when all remaining

group members decide to punish an actor. Perverse punishment is therefore even less

likely than under a majority decision rule. However, also for pro-social punishment

a unanimity decision rule requires a very high proportion of actors willing to punish.

Therefore, it will be difficult to implement any punishment at all. Conversely, under

an IDR there could be perverse punishment, although the vast majority of punishment

should be targeted at below-average contributors. It is therefore likely that contribution

levels under a unanimity punishment decision rule are lower than under an individual

rule.
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Hypothesis 2.10b Contributions are higher under an individual than under a una-

nimity punishment decision rule.

As explained above, continuous need of rewarding makes reciprocating through re-

wards more expensive than through punishment, which causes the use of rewards to

decline (Dari-Mattiacci and De Geest, 2010). This makes sanctioning through punish-

ment more effective. Therefore, we expect that for every decision rule contributions are

higher under punishment than under reward.

Hypothesis 2.11 For every decision rule, contributions are higher under punishment

than under reward.

The more actors are required for a reward to be executed, the more likely it is

that too many actors give up on using rewards. Thus, the more actors are required, the

more likely it is that consensus cannot be reached anymore. Also, perverse rewards have

to be carried out when an actor free rides in anticipation of being rewarded. Perverse

rewards are thus likewise costly to maintain. Therefore, while perverse rewards might be

occasionally allocated it is unlikely that they are persistently problematic for enforcing

cooperation. Thus, rewards under an IDR are not thwarted by perverse sanctions as

much as punishment, while it is difficult to raise enough actors to agree on rewards

under a CDR. The more actors are required to agree, the more problematic enforcing

cooperation becomes. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the more actors are required

to agree on rewards, the fewer rewards will be carried out and the lower contribution

levels are. Thus, the macro-level hypotheses on rewards are partly different from those

on punishment.

Hypothesis 2.12a Contributions are higher under an individual than under a major-

ity rewarding decision rule.

Hypothesis 2.12b Contributions are higher under a majority than under a unanimity

rewarding decision rule.

2.3 Experimental design

In the experiment, subjects participated in interaction situations based on the PGG as

described above with group size n = 4; endowment w = 20, and multiplier m = 1.6. The

outcome of the game represented points that subjects earned. After the experiment,

subjects received 1 eurocent for every 60 points earned.

The experiment comprised three parts. In the first part, preferences for conditional

cooperation were assessed using a measure designed by Fischbacher et al. (2001). First,

subjects decided on an unconditional contribution, i.e., how much to contribute in the

PGG in a group with three other subjects. Second, subjects made this same deci-

sion conditional on others’ average contribution. Thus, they decided how much they
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would contribute for every possible average of the three other group members (strat-

egy method, Selten, 1967). The more conditionally cooperative a subject is, the more

contribution should increase with others’ average. Subjects were randomly matched in

groups of four. For three randomly chosen group members, the payoff was calculated

based on the unconditional contribution. For the fourth group member the conditional

contribution corresponding to the average unconditional contribution of the three oth-

ers was used. This makes both decisions incentive-compatible. Note that conditionally

cooperative preferences were always assessed at the beginning of a session, prior to

playing the actual PGGs. Fischbacher and Gächter (2010) measured conditional co-

operativeness using a similar design, administered either at the start or end of the

experiment. They did not find a sequence effect, suggesting that measuring preferences

does not significantly influence subsequent behavior.

In the second part of the experiment, the standard PGG as described above was

played for 10 rounds. Between the rounds, subjects were randomly rematched into

different groups. They could not infer their group members’ previous decisions. After

every round, subjects were informed about the contribution decision of the others in

their group and their own payoff. Numerous previous experiments have administered

baseline games before the experimental treatments (cf. Casari and Luini, 2009; Sefton

et al., 2007). No sequence effects were found in experiments where the order of baseline

and punishment treatments was randomized (e.g. Fehr and Gächter, 2002; Herrmann

et al., 2008).

In the third part, the PGG with sanctions was employed. In every session, 10 rounds

were played with only punishment and 10 rounds with only reward; the order varied

between sessions. Both reward and punishment took place in one of three experimental

conditions; individual, majority, or unanimity. In all three conditions, subjects first

decided on a contribution. Subsequently, they were informed about contributions of

their group members and decided for all three others separately whether to sanction

this person. If executed, a sanction added or subtracted six points from the earnings

of the recipient at a cost of two points. This cost ratio 1:3 is often used in PGG

experiments (cf. Fehr and Gächter, 2002). The effect and cost of the sanction were

chosen to ensure that receiving a sanction has a severe impact on payoffs. Because the

amount by which actors could sanction was fixed, the severity of the sanction is equal

to the number of actors sanctioning.6

In the individual condition, all assigned rewards and punishments were implemented.

Subjects who received multiple sanctions were sanctioned by the cumulative amount

while all subjects allocating the sanction paid the cost of two points. The procedure

in the majority condition was exactly the same, except that the sanction was only

executed when at least two group members wanted to sanction the same recipient.

6The 1:3 reward ratio enables increasing group earnings through mutual rewarding. However, note
that our random matching scheme excludes direct reciprocity. Subjects are therefore unlikely to
unilaterally reward all others for the purpose of increasing efficiency.
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Thus, an actor sanctioned by two others lost 12 points, while each of the sanctioning

actors lost 2 points. In the unanimity condition, the sanction was only executed when

it was requested by all three remaining group members. When the number of subjects

who wanted to sanction was insufficient in the majority or unanimity condition, the

sanction was not executed and no costs had to be paid. Note that the labels ‘majority’

and ‘unanimity’ refer to the level of required consensus among the three other group

members, excluding the prospective recipient of a sanction. After each round, subjects

were informed about all sanctions that had been executed in their group but could not

infer who allocated them. No information was provided about sanctions that were not

executed. Again, subjects were randomly rematched between the rounds.

The experiment was programmed using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and conducted

at the ELSE laboratory of Utrecht University. Subjects were recruited using the online

recruiting system ORSEE (Greiner, 2004). Twelve sessions were held, four in each

experimental condition of which two with reward first and two with punishment first.

Instructions were provided on paper. It was made clear that the instructions were

always truthful and identical for all subjects in a session. In the first set of instructions,

the standard PGG and the first two parts of the experiment were explained. It was

announced that there would be further tasks, but not what these tasks entailed. These

instructions included a number of control questions, which appeared on the computer

screen. When a subject did not answer correctly to a question, the answer was explained

on the screen. Additional instructions, adapted for each experimental condition, were

provided for the reward as well as for the punishment part. The options in the PGG

were labeled in a neutral way: punishment and reward were called ‘subtracting’ and

’adding’ points, respectively.

A total number of 184 student subjects participated in the experiment (32% male;

34% economics students). Both the majority and unanimity sessions comprised 64

subjects in total, while 56 subjects were in a session which was held in the individual

condition. Payoffs averaged e 12.50, with a minimum of e 8.50 and a maximum of e 15.

2.4 Methods and results

2.4.1 Descriptive results

All subjects participated first in the baseline. Subsequently, they were assigned to either

the individual, majority, or unanimity condition. In this condition they participated

in the punishment as well as the reward treatment. A Mann-Whitney test reveals no

significant effect of the order in which the punishment and reward treatments were

administered on average contribution in either the reward (z = 1.601; p = 0.11) or

punishment (z = 1.441; p = 0.15) games.7 Therefore, we combine the first and second

7Reported p-values of all nonparametric tests are two-sided. The experimental sessions are used as
independent observations.
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Figure 2.1: Average contribution in the PGGs, separated for each round and experi-
mental condition.

treatment in subsequent analyses. Since the p-values of the order effects are relatively

low we check the robustness of our parametric analyses against models in which we

include only the first sanctioning treatment that subjects participated in.

Figure 2.1 shows the average contribution levels in the PGGs over the rounds in

the baseline and in each experimental condition. Contributions are initially around

50% of the endowment. This is in line with previous findings (Ledyard, 1995). After

the first round, Figure 2.1 shows strong differences in contribution levels between the

conditions. Contributions in the baseline decline to almost zero. Conversely, individual

and majority punishment are the only conditions under which contributions increase

over time. A Wilcoxon signed rank test confirms that average contributions are higher

in the reward than the baseline (z = 2.432; p = 0.02) and in the punishment than the

reward conditions (z = 3.059; p < 0.01). For both reward and punishment the individual

and majority conditions lead to higher contributions than unanimity, although only

the difference between individual and unanimity punishment is significant in a Mann-

Whitney test (z = 2.309; p = 0.02).

Overall average profits are higher in the reward than in both the punishment and

baseline treatments (Wilcoxon signed rank test: z = 2.589; p = 0.01 for baseline vs.

reward; z = 2.981; p < 0.01 for punishment vs. reward; z = 1.098; p = 0.27 for baseline

vs. punishment). However, this is related to our reward technology, which enables
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earnings to be higher in the reward than the other treatments. The highest possible

group earnings are achieved with full contribution in baseline and punishment, and with

full contribution and mutual rewarding in the reward treatments. When we consider

average earnings as a proportion of the highest possible, this proportion is higher in

both the punishment (z = 3.059; p < 0.01) and baseline (z = 3.059; p < 0.01) than in the

reward treatments. With regard to the decision rules, we find that earnings are higher

in the individual than in the unanimity reward condition (z = 2.021; p = 0.04). Other

differences in earnings between the decision rules are insignificant in nonparametric

tests.

To test how parametric condition differences in earnings correspond to differences

in contribution levels, we replicate Model 1 with earnings as the dependent variable

(output not shown). We use a multilevel model with the earnings of a given subject

in a given period nested in subjects and sessions. The resulting pattern of condition

differences in earnings is the same as that in contributions, except of course that absolute

earnings under reward are higher than in the baseline and punishment treatments.

Furthermore, only the difference in earnings between the baseline and the unanimity

punishment condition is not significant. Thus, the significant increase of contributions

under unanimity punishment does not result in a significant increase in earnings. Other

differences between the conditions in earnings are significant, although the significance

of the differences between the three punishment decision rules drops to the 10%-level

in a two-sided test. Because condition differences in contributions and earnings are

similar, we report only on contributions in the remainder of the analysis section.

When a subject was targeted for punishment in the majority condition, in 58% of

the cases this was by one person only and therefore the punishment was not carried

out. Likewise, in 81% of the cases in which a subject was targeted for punishment in

the unanimity condition, the required number of three sanctioning subjects was not

reached. For reward, in 72% of the cases in which someone was targeted for reward in

the majority condition and in 97% of the cases under unanimity, the reward was not

implemented. In line with previous research, 25% of punishments were targeted at sub-

jects contributing the average of other group members or more. Of these, 91% and 98%

were not implemented in majority and unanimity, respectively. 33% of rewards were

targeted at below-average contributors, of which 89% and 100% were not implemented

under majority and unanimity.

Figure 2.2 shows the average number of sanctions allocated and average number

of sanctions carried out for different deviations of the recipient from the average con-

tribution of the other group members. Note that between one and three other group

members can propose to sanction. Figure 2.2 shows a clear trend of more punishment

proposed on average the more the recipient negatively deviates from the average con-

tribution of others. Also, more rewards are proposed for above-average contributors,

but it is not so clear that more rewards are proposed the further the deviation.
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Figure 2.2: Average punishment (above) and reward (below) assigned (left) and car-
ried out (right) for different deviations from the average contribution of other group
members, separated for each experimental condition.

2.4.2 Methods – contribution

The first dependent variable, contribution, is measured as the contribution decisions of

subjects in the PGG. First, we test the macro-level hypotheses by comparing dummies

for the experimental conditions individual, majority, and unanimity punishment and

reward. These are less conservative tests for the differences between conditions than

the comparisons in the previous subsection, because the interdependencies between

the observations are modeled in more detail. Still, the results mainly reconfirm the

differences that resulted from the non-parametric tests. Second, we test the micro-level

hypotheses explaining differences between experimental conditions based on individual

decision patterns. The punishment and reward treatments are analyzed separately.

In the micro-level models, sanctions received are measured as the number of others

who had sanctioned the subject in the previous round. Only executed sanctions are

included. Furthermore, three dichotomous variables indicate whether in the previous

round a subject had contributed more than 4 points below the average of other group

members, more than 4 points above the average, or did not deviate from the average by

more than 4 points. These three dummies for previous deviation are interacted with the
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number of sanctions received to test whether the effect of being sanctioned is different

for above- and below-average contributors.

Previous deviation was measured using dummies for 4 points higher/lower rather

than a continuous variable indicating the precise extent of the deviation. This is be-

cause a continuous variable interacted with received reward tests if subjects increase

(decrease) their contribution more, the higher (lower) the contribution for which they

were rewarded. This is unrealistic, since contribution is limited between 0 and 20. The

boundaries of 4 points from the average are chosen such that the deviation is substan-

tial enough for subjects to perceive sanctions as clearly norm-enforcing or perverse.

Accordingly, log-likelihoods of models with different boundaries are equal to or lower

than those of the models presented here. We control for the subject’s contribution in

the previous round, round number, treatment order, and experimental condition. Fur-

thermore, preference for conditional cooperation is included, measured as the slope of

the conditional contribution assessed in the first part of the experiment. The steeper

the slope, the more a subject indicated to contribute more when others do so as well.8

We use Tobit regression to account for contribution with a limited range, between

0 and 20, with both extremes often chosen. The units of analysis are decisions in the

PGGs. Since every subject makes multiple contribution decisions, random effects at

the subject level are included to account for decisions nested in subjects. Also, within

a session subjects often encounter others with whom they or their group members

have interacted previously. Thus, subjects are interdependent within sessions. It is

not possible to include both the subject and session level in a three-level Tobit model.

Therefore, all models were replicated using multilevel linear regression, in which both

subject and session level random effects are included but where contribution is treated

as if its range is unlimited. Also, we estimated the models using Tobit regression

with random effects at the session level to test if disregarding this level in the models

presented below influenced the results, and we ran a Tobit model with robust standard

errors adjusted for clustering within sessions. The latter model provides the most

conservative way of correcting for the clustering of observations and, therefore, might

underestimate the significance of some effects. Given the limited effect of the session

level in, e.g., the three-level linear regression model, we have considerable confidence in

the estimations of the two-level Tobit models with random effects for subjects reported

in the tables. Finally, we examined the possible effects of punishment and reward

treatment order in more detail by rerunning all models with only the first treatment

that subjects participated in included. Below, effects of treatment order and robustness

of the results in alternative analyses are discussed for every model separately.

8Two subjects whose slopes are zero, but who do make positive conditional contributions (both uncon-
ditionally contribute a certain amount) are excluded from the analysis. A zero slope thus indicates a
preference for unconditional free riding. Excluding these subjects did not influence the results.
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Table 2.1: Tobit regression on contribution decisions with random effects at subject
level (5460 decisions, of which 2376 censored, by 182 subjects).

Model 1

Coeff. S.e.

Baseline ref.
Punishment - individual 13.938** 0.518
Punishment - majority 10.239** 0.464
Punishment - unanimity 5.866** 0.479
Reward - individual 6.184** 0.528
Reward - majority 2.770** 0.474
Reward - unanimity 0.340 0.501
Constant 0.786 0.522

σu 6.372** 0.380
σe 7.934** 0.113

Log Likelihood -12773.784

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)

2.4.3 Explanatory results – contribution

Table 2.1 shows differences in contribution decisions between the experimental condi-

tions. The baseline condition, in which every subject participated, serves as a reference.

Contributions in all experimental conditions except unanimity reward were higher than

in the baseline, although the effect of majority reward is insignificant when we adjust for

clustering within sessions. Contrary to Hypothesis 2.10a, contribution under punish-

ment is higher in the individual than the majority condition (χ2
(1) = 29.51; p < 0.01).

The other macro-level hypotheses are confirmed. Contribution under punishment is

higher in the individual than the unanimity condition (χ2
(1) = 136.58; p < 0.01), con-

firming Hypothesis 2.10b. As predicted in Hypothesis 2.11, contributions are higher

under punishment than reward in the individual (χ2
(1) = 228.83; p < 0.01), majority

(χ2
(1) = 246.01; p < 0.01), and unanimity (χ2

(1) = 122.01; p < 0.01) condition. Fi-

nally, contribution under reward is higher in the individual than the majority condition

(χ2
(1) = 23.76; p < 0.01) and higher in the majority than the unanimity condition

(χ2
(1) = 12.79; p < 0.01). This confirms Hypotheses 12a and 12b. All differences

between decision rules are insignificant in the conservative model that accounts for

clustering in sessions, but remain highly significant in other model specifications. The

differences between punishment and reward remain significant in every alternative spec-

ification.

Because we want to exclude that the support for the hypotheses confounds with

effects of subjects playing a punishment and reward treatment after each other, we
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Table 2.2: Tobit regression on contribution decisions in the punishment conditions with
random effects at subject level (1638 decisions, of which 345 censored, by 182 subjects).

Exp. Hyp. Model 2 Model 3

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Previous punishment received 1.006** 0.170
Prev. neg. deviation > 4 1.102* 0.440 0.045 0.514
× Punishment received + 2.6 1.598** 0.226

Prev. dev. ≤ 4 ref. ref.
× Punishment received 0.285 0.256

Prev. pos. deviation > 4 -1.905** 0.347 -1.985** 0.353
× Punishment received − 2.7 0.361 0.829

Previous contribution 0.642** 0.044 0.653** 0.044
Slope conditional contribution 0.986 0.559 0.898 0.543
Period -0.014 0.043 -0.015 0.043
Individual ref. ref.
Majority -0.057 0.614 -0.101 0.596
Unanimity -2.907** 0.650 -2.838** 0.633
Punishment treatment first -1.328** 0.506 -1.248* 0.492
Constant 10.568** 0.594 10.199** 0.591

σu 2.964** 0.263 2.853** 0.262
σe 4.189** 0.093 4.180** 0.093

Log Likelihood -4130.177 -4122.261**

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)

also consider effects of the ordering of treatments. Contributions in the punishment

conditions are lower when punishment was the first compared to when it was the second

treatment. In the reward conditions, contributions are higher when it was the first

treatment. Still, when we only consider the first treatments subjects participated in,

contributions are higher in the individual than in the majority conditions, although this

difference becomes insignificant for reward (χ2
(1) = 0.93; p = 0.34). Also, contributions

are higher in the majority than in the unanimity conditions. Finally, contributions

are higher in the individual and unanimity punishment conditions than in the related

reward conditions. Only in the majority condition this difference disappears (χ2
(1) =

0.16; p = 0.69). Hence, the confirmation of this part of Hypothesis 2.11 should be

interpreted with caution.

The micro-level model for the punishment conditions is presented in Table 2.2.

Only main effects are included in Model 2. Several control variables are significant.

Contributions are lower in the unanimity compared to the individual condition and

when punishment was administered first, and higher the more a subject contributed
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in the previous round. The difference between the individual and majority condition

is not significant in this model. Subjects who contributed 4 points or more below

the average increase and subjects who contributed above the average decrease their

contribution compared to around-average contributors. Also, contributions are higher

the more punishment was received previously.

The interaction effects are included in Model 3. The main effect of punishment

is excluded from this model, so the three interactions represent the effect of received

punishment for the three groups of subjects belonging to specific deviations from the

mean contribution. The model shows that subjects contributing below the average

increase their contribution more, the more they are punished. Hypothesis 2.6 is thus

confirmed. The insignificant main effect of negative deviation indicates that subjects

who contributed below the average but were not punished do not significantly increase

their contribution compared to around-average contributors. Subjects who contributed

above the average decreased their contribution if they had not been punished, but did

not significantly decrease their contribution further after receiving punishment. Thus,

no support is found for Hypothesis 2.7. This might be due to the relatively limited

amount of sanctioning against high contributors even in the individual condition. The

effect remains insignificant in a separate analysis of the individual condition.

The findings in Models 2 and 3 are similar in a multilevel model, with random effects

and clustering at session level, and in a model in which only the first treatments are

considered. All hypothesis-related effects are robust.

Model 4 in Table 2.3 shows the determinants of contribution decisions in the re-

ward conditions. In this model the differences between the experimental conditions

and treatment order are not significant. The other control variables are significant;

contributions are higher the more conditionally cooperative a subject is and the more

a subject contributed previously, and decreases over rounds. Subjects who previously

contributed above the average decrease and those who contributed below the average

increase their contribution compared to around-average contributors. Finally, the more

rewards a subject had previously received, the higher the contribution.

In Model 5, the interaction effects are included. Again, the three interactions repre-

sent the separate main effects. This shows that subjects who had contributed above the

average significantly decrease their contribution. However, the decrease is significantly

weaker the more they were rewarded. This confirms Hypothesis 2.8. Very few subjects

received rewards after a below-average contribution, and virtually all rewards were ruled

out by majority and unanimity. Hence, we find no significant effect of being rewarded

for around-average or below-average contributors. The effect remains insignificant in

a separate analysis of the individual condition. Hypothesis 2.9 is thus not confirmed.

Again, findings are similar in a multilevel model, with random effects and clustering

at session level, and in a model in which only the first treatments are considered All

hypothesis-related effects are robust.
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Table 2.3: Tobit regression on contribution decisions in the reward conditions with
random effects at subject level (1638 decisions, of which 981 censored, by 182 subjects).

Exp. Hyp. Model 4 Model 5

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Previous reward received 1.571** 0.511
Prev. neg. deviation > 4 2.588** 0.869 2.491** 0.884
× Reward received − 2.9 0.730 1.937

Prev. dev. ≤ 4 ref. ref.
× Reward received 0.001 0.952

Prev. pos. deviation > 4 -4.876** 0.994 -5.751** 1.083
× Reward received + 2.8 2.173** 0.593

Previous contribution 0.882** 0.091 0.901** 0.092
Slope conditional contribution 5.521** 1.563 5.507** 1.571
Period -0.752** 0.123 -0.753** 0.123
Individual ref. ref.
Majority 0.580 1.703 0.522 1.715
Unanimity -2.669 1.746 -2.792 1.758
Reward treatment first 2.649 1.384 2.727 1.391
Constant 1.971 1.525 1.910 1.551

σu 8.135** 0.774 8.191** 0.775
σu 9.593** 0.316 9.560** 0.315

Log Likelihood -3063.380 -3061.248

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)

2.4.4 Methods – sanctioning

The second dependent variable in the analysis of the micro-level framework are the

decisions whether or not to sanction. These are three observations for each subject in

each period, one for every other group member.

The first independent variable is a subject’s own contribution. Second, the con-

tribution of the potential recipient of a sanction is included as a continuous variable.

Third, the deviation of the potential recipient from the average contribution of others is

measured as the contribution of the potential recipient minus the average of the other

group members. This deviation is included as two separate variables. The variable

‘positive deviation’ includes all positive values of this measure, negative values are set

to zero. The variable ‘absolute negative deviation’ represents the extent of the deviation

of all negative values, zero for positive deviations. For punishment, the contribution

and absolute negative deviation of the potential recipient are interacted with a sub-

ject’s own contribution to test whether high contributors are more likely to punish the
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less the potential recipient contributes, and the further she deviates from the average.

For reward, contribution and positive deviation of the potential recipient are interacted

with a subject’s own contribution. We control for experimental condition, treatment

order, slope of the conditional contribution, and for sanctions assigned and received by

a subject in the previous round.

We use logistic regression to analyze the dichotomous sanctioning decisions. Every

subject makes three sanctioning decisions, one for every other group member, in all ten

periods. Decisions are thus nested within periods and subjects. A multilevel intercept-

only model with decisions nested in periods and subjects revealed that variance at

the period level is negligible for both punishment and reward decisions. We therefore

present multilevel models with decisions nested only in subjects. All models were

repeated using only the first treatment subjects participated in. Below, we discuss the

sequence effects of all models.

2.4.5 Explanatory results – sanctioning

Models on punishment decisions are displayed in Table 2.4. Model 6 shows that there

are no differences between the experimental conditions in the likelihood that a subject

decides to punish another. We do find that subjects who have received or have allocated

punishment in the previous round are more likely to punish. The likelihood of punishing

increases with contribution, confirming Hypothesis 2.1. Also, the more a potential

recipient of a punishment negatively deviates from others’ contribution, the higher the

likelihood that punishment is allocated while no effect is found for positive deviation.

Finally, the more a potential recipient contributes, the less likely subjects are to punish

this person.

Model 7 shows a significant interaction effect of contribution with the contribution

of the potential recipient of a punishment, confirming Hypothesis 2.2a. A significant

interaction with the negative deviation of the potential recipient confirms Hypothesis

2.2b. High contributors are thus more likely to punish the less a potential recipient

contributes in absolute sense, and relative to the average of others.

The effect that high contributors punish especially others who contribute less than

average (Hypothesis 2.2b) is not found if we only consider the first treatment for Model

7. This is probably due to the lower number of observations when only one treatment

is included, which makes it more difficult to disentangle the different reasons why high

contributors punish others.

Table 2.5 shows the models on reward. Main effects included in Model 8 show that

subjects in the unanimity condition are more likely than in the individual condition to

allocate rewards. Furthermore, subjects are more likely to reward the more rewards

they had allocated in the previous period. The effect of period is significant, confirming

Hypothesis 2.5. Also, subjects are more likely to reward the more the potential recipient

of the reward contributes, but not the higher the positive deviation from the average.
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Table 2.4: Multilevel logistic regression on decisions whether to punish nested in sub-
jects (4914 decisions by 182 subjects).

Exp. Hyp. Model 6 Model 7

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Contribution + 2.1 0.091** 0.018 0.121** 0.019
Contribution recipient -0.220** 0.027 -0.167** 0.029
× Contribution − 2.2a -0.020** 0.003

Positive dev. recipient -0.018 0.032 -0.075* 0.034
Absolute neg. dev. recipient 0.283** 0.029 0.211** 0.033
× Contribution + 2.2b 0.012** 0.0041

Round 0.029 0.020 0.050* 0.021
Individual ref. ref.
Majority 0.203 0.394 0.239 0.444
Unanimity -0.225 0.410 -0.188 0.458
Slope conditional contribution 0.295 0.357 0.145 0.402
Previous punishment received 0.301** 0.066 0.268** 0.067
Previous punishment assigned 0.291** 0.067 0.255** 0.068
Punishment first treatment -0.604 0.323 -0.861* 0.364
Constant -1.500** 0.371 -1.311** 0.409

σu 1.930 0.168 2.187 0.190

Log Likelihood -1505.348 -1444.317**

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
1Hypothesized effect not significant when only the first treatment is considered.

Rewarding is less likely the more the potential recipient negatively deviates. Hypothesis

2.3 is supported: subjects who made a higher contribution are more likely to reward.

Model 9 shows the interaction of a subject’s own contribution with the contribution

and positive deviation of the potential recipient. The significant effects indicate that

high contributors are more likely to reward the higher and the further above the average

someone contributes, confirming Hypotheses 4a and 4b.

The main effect of contribution (Hypothesis 2.3) and the effect that high contributors

reward especially others who contribute much (Hypothesis 2.4a) are not found if we only

consider the first treatment for Model 9. Again, this is probably due to the lower number

of observations when only one treatment is included, which makes it more difficult to

disentangle the different reasons why high contributors reward others.
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Table 2.5: Multilevel logistic regression on decisions whether to reward nested in sub-
jects (4914 decisions by 182 subjects).

Exp. Hyp. Model 8 Model 9

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Contribution + 2.3 0.070** 0.012 0.037** 0.0131

Contribution recipient 0.157** 0.019 0.150** 0.021
× Contribution + 2.4a 0.005** 0.0021

Positive dev. recipient 0.032 0.020 0.074** 0.023
× Contribution + 2.4b 0.007** 0.003

Absolute neg. dev. recipient -0.115** 0.025 -0.047 0.026
Round − 2.5 -0.052* 0.024 -0.065** 0.024
Individual ref. ref.
Majority 0.349 0.502 0.361 0.489
Unanimity 1.364** 0.506 1.311** 0.492
Slope conditional contribution 0.745 0.452 0.662 0.439
Previous reward received -0.179 0.092 -0.187 0.100
Previous reward assigned 0.346** 0.075 0.350** 0.076
Reward first treatment 0.117 0.403 0.126 0.392
Constant -3.567** 0.442 -3.517** 0.430

σu 2.438 0.210 2.355 0.205

Log Likelihood -1311.265 -1281.752**

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
1Hypothesized effect not significant when only the first treatment is considered.

2.5 Conclusion and discussion

We compare the effect of individual, majority, and unanimity decision rules for imple-

menting punishment and reward on actors’ ability to enforce cooperation in a Public

Goods Game (PGG). For punishment, we conjecture that contributions are higher un-

der a majority than an individual decision rule (Hypothesis 2.10a). We find higher

contributions under the individual decision rule instead, although evidence for a differ-

ence in earnings is less strong. This is because in the majority condition there are fewer

punishments. As expected, we do find that contributions are lower under a unanimity

than an individual punishment decision rule (Hypothesis 2.10b). For reward, the hy-

potheses concerning the effects of decision rules on contribution levels are all confirmed.

We find that contributions are higher under an individual than a majority decision rule

(Hypothesis 2.12a) and higher under a majority than a unanimity decision rule (Hy-

pothesis 2.12b). In sum, for both punishment and reward contributions are lower, the

more actors are required to agree on sanctioning. Also, as hypothesized, contributions
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are higher under punishment than reward for every decision rule (Hypothesis 2.11),

although no difference is found in the majority condition when only the first treatment

with sanctions is considered. Condition differences in earnings are similar.

Findings on individual behavior, as captured in the micro-level hypotheses, offer an

explanation for the observed differences in contribution between the decision rules. The

emerging pattern is very similar for reward and punishment. Hypotheses on the use

of pro-social sanctions are all confirmed. High contributors are more likely to punish

(Hypothesis 2.1) and to reward (Hypothesis 2.3) than low contributors. These high

contributors enforce the norm that others should contribute as well. That is, they are

more likely to punish the less a potential recipient contributes (Hypothesis 2.2a) and the

lower the contribution of the potential recipient is compared to the other group members

(Hypothesis 2.2b). Likewise, high contributors reward group members who also make a

high contribution (Hypothesis 2.4a) and who contribute more compared to the others

(Hypothesis 2.4b). In other words, there is more consensus on sanctions among high

contributors, the more an actor violates or adheres to their cooperative norm. Still,

many punishments and rewards under the majority and unanimity decision rules were

not executed. This implies that reaching the required number of actors was difficult

despite the high consensus on whom to target.

When low contributors are punished, they contribute more in the subsequent inter-

action (Hypothesis 2.6). Similarly, actors who are rewarded for contributing more than

other group members increase their contribution compared to others who are rewarded

less (Hypothesis 2.8). Thus, we find strong evidence that pro-social sanctions have a

positive effect on contribution levels. Conversely, perverse sanctioning occurred too

infrequently to affect contribution levels. We cannot confirm that high contributors

decrease their contribution after being punished perversely (Hypothesis 2.7). Likewise,

contrary to our expectations, free riders who are rewarded perversely do not decrease

their contribution further (Hypothesis 2.9). We did find that almost all perverse sanc-

tions were ruled out under majority and unanimity.

In sum, we find strong evidence for the allocation of pro-social sanctions, and their

positive effects on contribution levels. Concurrently, perverse sanctions occur too in-

frequently to affect cooperation. This makes an individual decision rule (IDR) un-

problematic: punishment is mostly targeted at free riders regardless of the possibility

for individual actors to sanction perversely. Because more pro-social sanctions are ob-

structed the more actors are required for the collective decision rule (CDRs), we observe

lower contribution levels the more actors are required to agree. The observed micro-

level behavior thus explains the macro-level finding of lower contribution levels under

unanimity than majority, and lower contributions in the majority than in the individual

condition.

The use of rewards decreases over time (Hypothesis 2.5). This provides an addi-

tional impediment for CDRs, because it implies that the more actors are required to

agree, the sooner consensus cannot be reached anymore. Rewards are therefore even
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more problematic to enforce than punishment, hence contributions are higher under

punishment than reward.

Casari and Luini (2009) find, in groups of five, that punishments on which two

out of four actors agree are much more effective than sanctions with an IDR. We use

stricter CDRs of two and three actors in groups of four, and find that contributions

are highest under an IDR. However, contribution levels in our majority punishment

condition (Figure 2.1) and the CDR of Casari and Luini (2009, Figure 2.1) are very

similar. The difference between their findings and ours is that contribution in their

individual punishment condition is much lower than in our experiment. Herrmann et al.

(2008) find such differences in contributions under individual decision rules between

subject pools. They attribute this to different levels of perverse punishment. Indeed,

Casari and Luini (2009) find that contributions in their individual punishment condition

are diminished due to perverse punishments. We find that perverse punishments do not

affect contributions even under an IDR.

We started with the observation that actors engaged in real-life public goods prob-

lems often use CDRs to successfully enforce cooperation. One possible reason why we

find that an IDR is more effective might be that interactions in our experiment are

one-shot and anonymous rather than repeated. In many public goods problems out-

side the laboratory, especially in small communities or between nations, participants

interact repeatedly. Moreover, actors can often communicate before deciding whether

or not to sanction. Repeated interaction and communication both imply that actors

can coordinate on raising the required proportion of agreeing actors.

Furthermore, it is often possible to identify which actors neglected to agree on

sanctioning. Therefore, when the required consensus is not reached the actors who did

not sanction can be held accountable, for example through second-order punishment

(Cinyabuguma et al., 2006; Denant-Boemont et al., 2007; Nikiforakis, 2008). Previous

studies found that second-order punishment is not always effective because it is used by

defectors to punish first-order punishers. This issue should be alleviated when CDRs

are used, because responsibility for punishment is shared by multiple others. Also,

when a CDR is used for implementing second-order punishment, it may be difficult to

reach agreement on punishment of punishers.

Finally, in our experiment actors had complete information about others’ contri-

butions. However, in other contexts, some of the actors might make an inaccurate

observation of the contributions of some of the others. An IDR might lead to in-

accurate sanctioning decisions in such an environment (e.g. Grechenig et al., 2010).

However, under a CDR mistaken sanctions caused by a wrong observation of an actor’s

contribution are likely to be ruled out when inaccurate observations are independent

across group members.

Repeated interactions, communication on whom to sanction, public announcement

of sanctioning decisions, use of counter-punishment, and noise can be implemented in

future experiments to enhance resemblance with public goods problems outside the
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laboratory. As indicated above, these adaptations might favor CDRs, because coor-

dination of sanctions in CDRs can become easier and mistakes in sanctions can be

prevented. Still, the disentangling of sanctions through reciprocal contributions and

sanctions through exogenous institutions will remain a challenge in some of these set-

ups. In addition, there might also be some more realistic specifications of the interaction

situation which favor IDRs. Most importantly, non-implemented sanctions are costless

in our setup. In other contexts, it might be more plausible that people have to invest in

sanctioning before knowing whether others will agree. This would make implementa-

tion of sanctions under a CDR even more problematic. Future research should further

specify conditions under which either CDRs or IDRs are more successful in enforcing

cooperation.
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Chapter 3

Determinants of perceived fairness

of punishment and reward in Public

Goods Games∗

Abstract

We employ a laboratory experiment on Public Goods Games with opportunities for

peer punishment (negative sanction) or reward (positive sanction). We consider equity,

collective agreement on sanctioning, and self-serving bias as determinants of subjects’

perceived fairness of sanctions that they and fellow group members receive. We find

that subjects perceive punishments received by other group members as fairer when

punishments result in equitable outcomes. Contrary to our expectations, rewards re-

ceived by other actors and personally received sanctions are not viewed as fairer when

sanctions improve equity levels. Additionally, we cannot confirm our hypothesis that

the degree to which sanctioning decisions are imposed through collective agreement

among group members systematically influences fairness perceptions. We can confirm

that sanctions received by others are perceived as fairer as more of a subject’s own pro-

posed sanctions are implemented through collective agreement. Finally, as expected,

receiving punishment negatively affects perceived fairness, while receiving reward has

a positive effect, suggesting that subject fairness perceptions are biased towards own

outcomes.

∗This is a slightly different version of Van Miltenburg, Buskens, and Barrera (2014). We thank Werner
Raub for providing comments and feedback and Jeroen Weesie for providing suggestions on our
analyses.
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3.1 Introduction

In daily life, many situations involve decisions on how much one should contribute to a

public good. Individuals decide whether to clean a common area, put effort in a team

project, or honestly pay their taxes. Though contributing to a public good is costly,

every involved actor benefits from each contribution. Consequently, every actor is better

off under full cooperation than when no one contributes, while individual actors face an

incentive to free ride on the contributions of others, rendering public goods problems a

social dilemma (Dawes, 1980; Raub et al., 2015).

One means of encouraging actors to contribute to a public good involves establishing

a peer sanctioning institution. In experimental research, peer-sanctioning institutions

typically imply that, after observing the contributions of their peers, all actors may

decide to reduce or increase the welfare of each fellow group member at a private cost

(cf. Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002; Ostrom et al., 1992; Yamagishi, 1986). Henceforth,

decisions to reduce another actor’s welfare are referred to as punishments, and deci-

sions to increase another actor’s welfare are referred to as rewards. The general term

‘sanction’ refers to both reward and punishment decisions.

It is widely recognized that peer punishment and reward institutions are often

successful in promoting cooperation (see Balliet et al., 2011; Chaudhuri, 2011 for an

overview). Moreover, sanctioning institutions are found to affect actors’ intrinsic moti-

vation to contribute to a public good (Fehr and Falk, 2002; Mulder, 2008; Tenbrunsel

and Messick, 1999). As it is often found that individuals are more motivated to pursue

the collective interest when they perceive an interaction situation as fair (Biel et al.,

1997; Eek and Biel, 2003; Fehr and Rockenbach, 2003; Jost and Kay, 2010; Van Prooi-

jen et al., 2008), the perceived fairness of sanctions that are allocated under a peer

sanctioning institution may affect actors’ intrinsic motivation to contribute. In this

chapter, we study determinants of actors’ perceptions of the fairness of punishments

and rewards allocated through peer-sanctioning institutions in public goods problems.

We distinguish between the perceived fairness of sanctions that actors receive personally

and of sanctions received by fellow group members.

Perceived fairness as a side effect of peer sanctioning has received relatively little

attention in the social dilemma literature (Schroeder et al., 2003; Van Prooijen et al.,

2008). However, sanctions that are perceived as unfair may have detrimental effects on

cooperative behaviors. To obtain rewards or avoid being punished, actors are forced to

make a high contribution if a sanctioning institution is in place and if potential sanc-

tioners observe their actions. If actors are not internally motivated to cooperate as well,

cooperation may dissolve when the sanctioning institution is removed (De Cremer and

Tyler, 2005; Mulder et al., 2006) or when contributions cannot be monitored sufficiently

(Mulder and Nelissen, 2010). Alternatively, actors may react to sanctions that they per-

ceive as unfair by limiting their contribution in another area where enforcement is less

strict (Cornelissen et al., 2013). Conversely, it is found that sanctioning institutions
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that are perceived as fair increase actors’ feeling of belonging to the group, thereby

motivating them to pursue the group interest (De Cremer and Tyler, 2005). Further

insight into determinants of actors’ views on the fairness of sanctions that they and their

peers receive may help prevent potentially negative side effects of unfair sanctions.

The most basic determinant of fairness perceptions may relate to outcomes attained

through peer sanctions, i.e., the manner in which allocated sanctions affect the distri-

bution of earnings between group members (Jost and Kay, 2010). In a public goods

problem without a sanctioning institution, those who contribute the least obtain the

highest earnings. This negative relation between contributions and earnings becomes

weaker and may even be reversed when free riders are punished or when high contribu-

tors are rewarded. Sanctions that actors receive themselves and those that other group

members receive may be judged as fairer as they alleviate the inverse relation between

contributions and earnings.

Fairness perceptions are not only influenced by outcomes but also by procedures

through which outcomes are attained (e.g., Aksoy and Weesie, 2009; Dolan et al., 2007;

Frey et al., 2004; Jost and Kay, 2010; Sen, 1995). One of the most peculiar features

of the procedure through which peer sanctions are typically allocated in experimental

research is that each actor can individually decide whether to sanction others (Strimling

and Eriksson, 2014). Henceforth, this is referred to as an individual decision rule

(IDR). Conversely, in daily life, peer-sanctioning institutions often entail some form of

collective decision-making for the allocation of rewards or punishments (Decker et al.,

2003; Guala, 2012; Ostrom, 1990). In this chapter, we compare the perceived fairness of

sanctions allocated through an IDR to those allocated through collective decision rules

(CDRs). Under a CDR, sanctions are only implemented when a certain proportion

of group members agree that an actor should be sanctioned. Sanctions that do not

achieve sufficient collective agreement are not implemented. When actors are sanctioned

themselves, they may perceive the procedure as fairer as more group members are

required to agree on sanctioning decisions, because fellow group members are less likely

to sanction them erratically as more agreement is required. When fellow group members

are sanctioned, actors may perceive procedures as more fair, the more freedom they have

in deciding to sanction someone.

Finally, actors may be biased towards their own outcomes in judging the fairness of

sanctions that they receive. This may lead actors to perceive personally received pun-

ishments as unfair, and rewards as fair, regardless of whether these sanctions resulted

in a fairer distribution of resources or were allocated through a fair procedure.

In this chapter, we study outcomes of sanctioning decisions and procedures through

which sanctions are allocated as determinants of the perceived fairness of punishments

and rewards received by actors themselves and by their peers. In Section 3.2, from

a review of previous research, we discuss which established determinants of fairness

perceptions are relevant in public goods problems with peer-sanctioning institutions.

Hypotheses are formulated accordingly and tested in a laboratory experiment. In the
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experiment, which is described in Section 3.3, subjects participate in incentivized pub-

lic goods problems with peer-sanctioning institutions, while fairness perceptions are

measured through a questionnaire that originates in organizational research, and that

includes measures of perceived outcome and procedural fairness. To the best of our

knowledge, we are the first to apply this measure of fairness perceptions to incentivized

laboratory cooperation problems. The results are outlined in Section 3.4, and Section

3.5 concludes.

3.2 Theory

3.2.1 The Public Goods Game

In the experiment, public goods problems are modeled through series of one-shot Public

Goods Games (PGGs). Each PGG starts with a contribution stage. In this stage,

actors interact in groups of size n. Each group member receives an equal endowment

and determines how much of this endowment to contribute to a group account. The

proportion of the endowment that is not contributed is added to the actors’ private

resources. The total amount contributed is multiplied by a number m, whereby 1 <

m < n, and is then divided equally among the actors. Group welfare thus increases

with every contribution (because m > 1), while individual actors earn less the more

they contribute (because m < n).

Peer punishment and reward are both modeled as a second stage of the PGG. In this

stage, each actor observes contributions that every other actor has made to the group

account. Subsequently, in a punishment stage, all actors decide for every other group

member whether or not to punish, and in a reward stage, all actors decide whether or not

to reward their peers. When implemented, both punishments and rewards involve a cost

to the actor allocating the sanction. The earnings of the recipient of an implemented

sanction are decreased by three times this cost in case of punishment and increased by

three times this cost in case of reward. When multiple actors sanction the same group

member and the sanction is implemented, all sanctioners pay the cost, and the recipient

gains or loses three times the cost for each group member who paid to sanctioned him

or her.

We consider three decision rules through which punishments and rewards are im-

plemented. Under the IDR, every sanction is implemented. Under the CDR that

requires majority agreement, sanctions are only implemented when a majority of group

members, excluding the prospective recipient, sanction the same actor. Under the CDR

that requires unanimous agreement, sanctions are only implemented when all remaining

group members sanction the same actor. If an actor decides to sanction under a CDR

but the sanction is not implemented, no sanctioning costs are paid and the earnings of

the intended recipient remain unaffected. After the punishment or reward stage, actors

are informed of the implemented sanctions received by each group member and of their
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own earnings. Actors are not informed of the earnings of the other group members.

Non-implemented sanctions are not communicated to others.

In our experiment, subjects are engaged in series of PGGs with either a punishment

or reward stage. After the series of PGGs are completed, actors are asked to disclose

their views on the overall fairness of the sanctions allocated throughout a series. The

structure of each PGG is predefined as described above. Interactions proceed through

a computer screen that rules out all forms of interaction between subjects aside from

those involved in the PGG. Subjects do not know the identity of their fellow group

members. Subjects are randomly matched to different group members after each PGG

in a series is completed.

3.2.2 Fairness

Several forms of fairness or justice are identified in the literature (Jost and Kay, 2010),

of which two are applicable to our predefined anonymous one-shot PGGs. The first is

referred to as distributive fairness, or the fairness of the division of costs and benefits

among actors (Adams, 1963, 1965; Deutsch, 1975, 1985). In the contribution stage of

the PGG, actors earn more as they contribute less to the public good. Decisions made

by actors in the sanctioning stage determine the extent to which the negative relation

between contribution and earnings persists. The second type, procedural fairness, im-

plies that irrespective of outcomes, procedures through which allocations are arrived

at should be fair (Leventhal, 1980; Thibaut and Walker, 1975). In our experiment, the

procedure is represented by decision rules through which sanctions are implemented.

Actors may interpret these two types of fairness differently depending on whether

they are judging sanctions that they receive themselves or those that their fellow group

members receive. The fairness of sanctions that actors receive themselves may be

interpreted in a manner that favors personal outcomes (Messick and Sentis, 1979),

while the perceived fairness of sanctions received by fellow group members may be

influenced by the fact that some sanctions may have been allocated by the focal actor.

Hence, the perceived fairness of sanctions received by actors themselves and by fellow

group members is measured and analyzed separately and occasionally differentiated in

the theoretical discussion. We proceed by describing these two forms of fairness in the

context of our PGGs.

3.2.3 Distributive fairness

After the contribution stage of a PGG, the distribution of earnings across group mem-

bers is such that actors earn more as they contribute less to the public good. When

an actor receives punishment (reward) in the sanctioning stage, the earnings of this

actor decrease (increase) relative to the earnings of the other group members, altering

the distribution of earnings within the group. For example, suppose group member A
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made the lowest contribution, and therefore earns more than the others. When group

member B decides to punish A, the income of B decreases by the cost of punishment

allocation, while the income of A decreases by three times this cost. The earnings of the

other group members are unaffected by B’s decision to punish A. Thus, the earnings of

A decrease relative to those of B, and the earnings of both A and B decrease relative

to the rest of the group. In general, the more high contributors are rewarded or the

more free riders are punished, the more the negative relation between contribution and

earnings is weakened or even reversed. In this way, sanctions alter the distribution of

earnings among group members.

Traditionally, individuals are understood to judge distributive fairness based on

three principles (Deutsch, 1975). The first is the principle of equality, which implies

that everyone should earn the same payoff. The second principle, equity, states that

actors who provide the highest input should receive the largest share of the output. In

our PGGs, this would imply that actors earn more as they contribute more. Finally,

according to the need principle, actors who have a higher need for a resource should

receive more than actors with less significant need.

In our anonymous symmetric PGGs, there is no visible heterogeneity between actors

in their need for income. Thus, actors cannot apply the need principle in their fairness

evaluations. According to the equality principle, sanctions are perceived as fairer when

actors who make below-average contributions earn as much as above-average contrib-

utors. According to the equity principle, sanctions are considered fairer as actors who

make below-average contributions earn less than above-average contributors. In other

words, both equality and equity imply that actors who contribute less than the group

average should be punished or that (average and) above-average1 contributors should

be rewarded. However, equity implies that below-average contributors are punished or

that (average and) above-average contributors are rewarded as much as possible, while

equality implies that these individuals are sanctioned only to the extent that equal

payoffs are approached. As subjects in the experiment are not informed of the earn-

ings of their fellow group members, they cannot precisely infer how sanctions affect the

distribution of earnings in the group.2 This implies that subjects cannot distinguish

1It depends on the variation in contributions made within a group whether rewarding average con-
tributions increases or decreases equality and equity. For example, if all group members contribute
the average amount and only one is rewarded, equality and equity decrease. Conversely, if there are
considerable differences between individual contributions made, rewarding an average contributor can
enhance equality or equity levels. Theoretically, we find it more appealing to include average contri-
butions among those that ‘deserve’ rewards in accordance with the fact that they are not included
in the contributions that ‘deserve’ punishment. Empirically, our conclusions on perceived fairness
of rewards remain unchanged when ‘fair rewards’ are classified as rewards for ‘above-average’ versus
‘average and below-average’ contributions, or when rewards of average contributions are excluded
from the measures.

2Subjects observe contributions and the number of received sanctions of all group members. Thus,
subjects can calculate fellow group members’ earnings from the contribution stage, and by how much
each group member’s earnings were increased or decreased through received sanctions. However,
subjects cannot determine others’ overall earnings, as they do not know who paid the cost of allocating
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between the extent to which sanctions promote equality or equity. Subjects do observe

how much each group member contributes and how many sanctions each group member

receives. Therefore, they may perceive the outcome of the sanctioning stage as fairer

as more below-average contributors are punished or as more average and above-average

contributors are rewarded. That is, actors perceive sanctions as fairer as sanctions

promote equity, without knowing the precise extent to which equality is achieved.

Previous experimental findings support the conjecture that actors allocate peer sanc-

tions to increase equity. Dawes et al. (2007) and Klempt (2012) consider settings in

which actors experience payoff inequality that does not result from individual differ-

ences in cooperative behavior. As outcomes are not a product of subject behavior,

all sanctioning motives besides those of restoring equity are ruled out in these stud-

ies. Still, it is found that many actors punish those who achieve better outcomes and

reward those who achieve lesser outcomes, thus increasing equity. Moreover, Tabib-

nia and Lieberman (2007) find that the human brain activates a reward system when

subjects observe others generating equitable outcomes.

In sum, we define distributive fairness in PGGs as the extent to which actors who

contribute less than the group average are punished and the extent to which actors

who contribute the same as or more than the group average are rewarded, i.e., the

higher the extent to which sanctions promote equitable outcomes. This argument holds

both for sanctions that actors receive themselves, and for sanctions received by other

group members. Accordingly, we formulate the first hypothesis on reaching equitable

outcomes:

Hypothesis 3.1 Personally received sanctions and sanctions received by others are

perceived as fairer the more actors who contribute less than the group average are pun-

ished and the more actors who contribute the same as or more than the group average

are rewarded.

First, this implies that actors perceive personally received sanctions as fairer the more

the sanctions that they receive increase the equity of the payoff distribution, that is,

they more they are punished for below-average or rewarded for average and higher

contributions. Second, this implies that actors perceive sanctions received by fellow

group members as fairer, the more the sanctions that fellow group members receive

result in a more equitable payoff distribution.

3.2.4 Procedural fairness

The procedure through which decisions are made is often recognized as an important

determinant of fairness perceptions (Frey, 2003; Jost and Kay, 2010; Leventhal, 1980;

sanctions. Moreover, subjects can examine the screen that presents this information for 30 seconds
at most (actors almost always take a few seconds only) before moving on to the next screen. It
is therefore highly unlikely that subjects precisely calculate how sanctions affect the distribution of
earnings.
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Thibaut and Walker, 1975) and is repeatedly found to have a stronger effect than

decision outcomes (Schroeder et al., 2003). In our PGGs, procedures through which

sanctions are implemented are represented by the decision rules described in Section

3.1.

In a previous study on perceptions of punishment decisions, Strimling and Eriksson

(2014) find that individuals perceive punishment as more acceptable as decisions to

punish someone are made by the group as a collective. However, respondents in their

study are third parties who judge hypothetical interactions between other people, while

in our experiment, actors either decide whether to allocate a sanction or are sanctioned

themselves. The outcomes of sanctioning decisions affect individual payoffs. Therefore,

fairness may be evaluated differently in our setting than in the study of Strimling and

Eriksson (2014).

First, we discuss how decision rules as procedures through which actors receive

sanctions from fellow group members affect the perceived fairness of personally received

sanctions. Under an IDR, an actor may be sanctioned by every group member who

decides to do so. This allows for perverse sanctioning decisions. That is, actors may be

punished for cooperating or rewarded for free riding (Casari and Luini, 2009; Ellingsen

et al., 2013; Herrmann et al., 2008). Although perverse sanctions may significantly

affect cooperative behaviors, they are typically much less frequent than punishments

directed at free riders or reward directed at high contributors. Therefore, as more actors

must agree on sanctioning decisions, it becomes more likely that only severe free riders

are punished and high contributors rewarded. In other words, the more collective

agreement is required, the more actors can a priori anticipate behaviors that they

may be sanctioned for and the more the decision procedure is free of biases resulting

from erratic individual decisions. Dolan et al. (2007) finds neutrality, accuracy, and

consistency to be important determinants of fair procedures. Hence, in line with the

findings of Strimling and Eriksson (2014), we expect that actors find personally received

sanctions fairer as more individuals must agree on sanctioning them.

Hypothesis 3.2 Personally received sanctions are perceived as fairer as more actors

are required to agree on sanctioning decisions.

Second, we discuss how decision rules as procedures through which sanctions that

actors allocate to fellow group members are implemented affect the perceived fairness

of sanctions received by other group members. Whereas every actor can independently

decide whom to sanction under an IDR, the higher the level of collective agreement

required for sanctions to be carried out, the less individual decision-making power

each actor has in deciding to sanction someone. Individual influence in the decision

procedure forms an important aspect of procedural fairness (Dolan et al., 2007; Frey,

2003). For example, Bies (1993) finds that workers perceive pay cuts as fairer when they

are involved in the decision-making process. The ability to voice an opinion, even after
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a decision has been made, promotes higher levels of experienced procedural fairness

(Folger, 1977).

The lower the degree of collective agreement required for sanctions to be imple-

mented, the more influence actors have over sanctioning decisions. Previous research

suggests that individuals derive utility from the act of sanctioning (e.g., Dawes et al.,

2007; De Quervain et al., 2004). When a CDR is applied, actors perceive themselves

to exert more influence as more of their proposed sanctions are implemented by the

group. We therefore hypothesize that the proportion of an actor’s allocated sanctions

implemented under a CDR positively affects the perceived fairness of others’ received

sanctions.

Hypothesis 3.3 Sanctions received by other group members are perceived as fairer as

more sanctions that the focal actor attempts to allocate under a CDR are implemented.

3.2.5 Self-serving bias

A widely recognized aspect of perceived fairness is that perceptions are biased towards

an actor’s personal outcomes (e.g., Messick and Sentis, 1979). This is referred to as

self-serving bias. Cognitive dissonance theory is often used to explain this phenomenon

(Rode and Le Menestrel, 2011). That is, while individuals are motivated to achieve

higher monetary outcomes, they also aspire for a fair division of resources (Eek et al.,

1998; Wilke, 1991). Dissonance is reduced by interpreting fairness in a manner that

favors personal outcomes. Accordingly, actors may evaluate sanctions in such a way

that they interpret personally received punishment as unfair, and personally received

reward as fair, regardless of the contribution for which those sanctions are received. This

is in line with the results of previous studies that found actors to perceive the same

distribution of resources as fairer when in their favor than when they are disadvantaged

(e.g., Messick and Sentis, 1979. We formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3.4 Personally received punishments are perceived as less fair as actors

receive more punishments, and personally received rewards are perceived as fairer as

actors receive more rewards.

Note that the self-serving bias partly leads to hypotheses that compete with Hypothesis

3.1. Namely, while Hypothesis 3.4 predicts a negative effect of personally received

punishments on fairness perceptions and a positive effect of personally received rewards,

Hypothesis 3.1 predicts the opposite effect so long as sanctions generate more equitable

outcomes.

3.3 Experimental design

We use data from a laboratory experiment in which subjects participated in PGGs with

peer-sanctioning institutions as described in Section 3.1. In the experiment, subjects
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accumulated points that were translated into monetary earnings at the end of the

session. We here describe aspects of the experiment that are of relevance to the current

chapter. These include a series of ten PGGs with opportunities to punish other group

members, a series of ten PGGs with opportunities to reward other group members, and a

questionnaire that measures the perceived fairness of sanctions that were implemented.

Subjects were rematched to different groups after each PGG in a series was completed.

A full description of the experiment is provided in Chapter 2.

Each PGG opened with a contribution stage. In this stage, subjects were divided

into groups of four and endowed with 20 points each. The subjects independently

and simultaneously decided how much of their endowment to contribute to a ‘group

account.’ All remaining points were held in a ‘private account.’ All points contributed

to the group account were multiplied by 1.6 and then divided equally among all four

group members. A subject’s earnings made in the contribution stage were composed

of points held in his or her private account supplemented with his or her share of the

group account.

In the ten PGGs with an opportunity to punish and in the ten PGGs with an

opportunity to reward, a sanctioning stage followed after the contribution stage of each

PGG. This implied that subjects were informed of the contributions of fellow group

members and were asked for each group member whether or not they wanted to sanction

this individual. If a subject decided to sanction and the sanction was implemented, in

cases of punishment, the recipient lost six points, and in cases of reward, six points

were added to the earnings of the recipient. Subjects paid a cost of two points for

every sanction that they allocated and that was implemented. After the sanctioning

stage, subjects were informed of all sanctions that were implemented in the group and

of their own earnings. Subjects were rematched into different groups after every PGG

was completed.

In each session, all PGGs with a sanctioning stage were carried out under one of

three experimental conditions. Thus, over the course of one session, the same experi-

mental condition was used for the ten PGGs with a punishment stage and for the ten

PGGs with a reward stage. In the condition employing an IDR, all allocated sanc-

tions were implemented. In the condition employing a CDR that required majority

agreement, sanctions were only implemented when at least two subjects sanctioned the

same recipient. In the condition employing a CDR that required unanimous agreement,

three subjects needed to sanction the remaining member of the group for sanctions to

be implemented. Sanctions not achieving the required level of agreement were not im-

plemented, and subject(s) who attempted to allocate such sanctions did not pay the

sanctioning cost of two points. Subjects were not informed of unimplemented sanctions

that their fellow group members had attempted to allocate.

Perceived fairness levels were measured through a questionnaire administered af-

ter the PGGs to avoid likely confounding effects of eliciting fairness perceptions on

subsequent behaviors (Eek and Biel, 2003). The questionnaire included several items
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for measuring perceived procedural fairness developed by Thibaut and Walker (1975)

and items for measuring perceived distributive fairness developed by Leventhal (1976,

1980). Validation of the scales that the items belong to is presented by Colquitt (2001).

The scales were originally developed for organizational research. Only items that can

be applied to peer-sanctioning institutions in PGGs were included in our questionnaire.

For example, an item on the opportunity to appeal to an outcome was excluded, as

appeal was not possible by definition. We adapted the remaining items to the context

of peer-sanctioning institutions. The six resulting items for punishments received by

other group members are: ‘have you been able to express your views and feelings in

your decrease of other group members’ payoffs?’; ‘have you had influence over the de-

crease the other group members have received?’ (cf. Thibaut and Walker, 1975); ‘has

the decrease of the payoff of other group members been applied consistently?’; ‘has the

decrease of the payoff of other group members upheld ethical and moral standards?’

(cf. Leventhal, 1980); ‘does the decrease that other group members have received reflect

what they have contributed to the group?’; ‘is the decrease that other group members

have received justified, given their contributions?’ (cf. Leventhal, 1976). All ques-

tions with the exception of the first were repeated using ‘you’ rather than ‘other group

members,’ but with otherwise identical phrasing. Likewise, to measure the perceived

fairness of received rewards, all questions were repeated with use of the word ‘increase’

in place of the word ‘decrease.’ All items were measured on a seven-point scale ranging

from ‘to a small extent’ to ‘to a large extent.’

The experiment was programmed using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and conducted at

the ELSE laboratory of Utrecht University. Subjects were recruited through the ORSEE

online recruiting system (Greiner, 2004). Separate instructions for the PGGs with an

opportunity to punish and for those with an opportunity to reward were provided to

subjects on paper before the start of the corresponding part of the experiment. A total

of 184 subjects participated in the experiment (32% male; mean age of 23): with 64

participating under the majority CDR, 64 participating under the unanimity CDR, and

56 participating under the IDR. Payoffs averaged at e 12.50, with a minimum value of

e 8.50 and a maximum value of e 15.

3.4 Measures and methods

The measures of perceived fairness are constructed using corresponding items from

the post-experimental questionnaire. For perceived fairness of punishment, a factor

analysis with promax rotation on all items reveals two underlying factors: one for

items that measure personally received punishments and one for items that measure

punishments received by fellow group members. Accordingly, two corresponding scales

are constructed (Cronbach’s α own = 0.91; others = 0.90). The correlation between the

two scales is strong and significant (r = 0.61; p < 0.01). Note that both scales include
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items that measure perceived distributive as well as procedural fairness. Combining

distributive and procedural fairness in one scale is not uncommon (Colquitt, 2001).

The underlying factor structure of the perceived fairness of rewards is not as evident

as it is for punishment. However, if the number of factors is pre-specified, following

promax rotation, items for personally received rewards and for rewards received by

others load on two different factors. Only the item ‘have you had influence over the

increase you have received?’ loads on the factor for others rather than that for person-

ally received rewards. Accordingly, this item was removed from the analysis, slightly

improving the Cronbach’s α of the resulting scale. Two scales were again constructed

from the factor scores, with one measuring the perceived fairness of personally received

rewards and with the other measuring the perceived fairness of rewards received by

others (Cronbach’s α own = 0.83; others = 0.80). The correlation between the two

scales is strong and significant (r = 0.72; p < 0.01). The correlation between scales

measuring personally received punishments and rewards and those measuring others’

received punishments and rewards is significant, but low (r = 0.29; p < 0.01 for own,

r = 0.33; p < 0.01 for others).

The decision procedures are represented by the three decision rules, i.e., the IDR, the

CDR that requires majority consent for sanctions to be implemented, and the CDR that

requires unanimous consent for sanctions to be implemented. Each subject experiences

only one decision rule that is applied in all PGGs that the subject participates in.

Thus, we have one observation for each subject on decision procedures and fairness

perceptions. Other explanatory variables, such as sanctions received and the extent

to which sanctions promote equity, may vary in each PGG that subjects engage in.

Accordingly, remaining explanatory variables are aggregated over the ten PGGs with

a punishment stage for an analysis of perceived fairness of punishment and over the

ten PGGs with a reward stage for an analysis of perceived fairness of reward. Thus,

the measures described below were calculated twice: once for the PGGs with a reward

stage and once for the PGGs with a punishment stage.

The proportion of the sanctions a subject allocated that was implemented is mea-

sured as the total number of times over all ten PGGs that a sanction a which subject

allocated was implemented divided by the total number of sanctions that the subject

had attempted to allocate. In each PGG, a subject decides for each of the three fel-

low group members whether or not to attempt to sanction, resulting in a total of 30

punishment and 30 reward decisions. Subjects who interacted under the IDR, in which

all sanctions are implemented by default, and those interacting under CDRs who never

attempted to allocate a sanction obtain strictly speaking a missing value, as the pro-

portion cannot be assessed in such cases. For all similar variable constructions, we treat

such ‘legitimate’ missing values in the same way, namely by imputing a value of zero

for these missing values and then adding a dummy variable to the regression model

indicating whether a zero is imputed.
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Sanctions promote equity more effectively as more below-average contributors are

punished and as more average and above-average contributors are rewarded. Likewise,

sanctions decrease equity when average and above-average contributors are punished or

when below-average contributors are rewarded. Because a self-serving bias may cause

subjects to judge personally received sanctions differently from sanctions that other

group members receive, we consider personally received sanctions and sanctions received

by others separately. For sanctions received by other group members, equitability of

rewards is measured as the proportion of other group members who contributed at

least as much as3 the group average and who received at least one reward, and the

equitability of punishments is measured as the proportion of other group members who

contributed less than the group average and who received at least one punishment.

Proportions are averaged over all PGGs that a subject participated in, and in which at

least one of the group members contributed at least as much as (for rewards) or less than

(for punishments) the group average. Similar variables are constructed by measuring

sanctions that go against reaching more equitable outcomes, i.e., the proportion of

other group members receiving rewards for below-average contributions and receiving

punishments for contributing the group average at a minimum.

As in the case of sanctions received by others, personally received sanctions are

distinguished among punishments and rewards received for contributing at least as

much as the average contribution of the group and contributions falling below the

group average. This is measured as the total number of PGGs (between one and 10) in

which a subject received at least one sanction when contributing at least as much as the

group average divided by the total number of PGGs in which the subject contributed

at least as much as the group average. The same procedure was used to measure

the proportion of PGGs in which subjects were punished or rewarded after making

below-average contributions. Subjects who never contributed at least as much as the

group average or below the average contribution are assigned a value of zero. Dummy

variables that indicate when a value zero is imputed are included.

In some PGGs, no group members are sanctioned. In addition to the effect of an

absence of sanctions on equity as measured in the previous variables, these interactions

are more equitable and may be perceived as fairer the more group the members con-

tribute (and earn) the same amount. As heterogeneity among contributions increases,

high contributors earn progressively less than low contributors. Thus, PGGs in which

no group members receive sanctions are less equitable as contributions differ to a higher

degree.4 Variation is measured as the standard deviation of contributions made by the

3Again, our conclusions are not affected by whether rewards received for average contributions are
incorporated with above- or below-average contributions or excluded from the measure.

4Our measure assumes that in PGGs where at least one group member was sanctioned, the variation
in contributions is irrelevant for fairness perceptions. Alternatively, we may argue that the effect of
variation in contributions on fairness perceptions gradually weakens the more the sanctions that were
implemented restored equity. This would imply an interaction between the variation in contributions
and the proportion of others who were sanctioned for above- and below-average contributions. The
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four group members. The measure is constructed as the average of the standard devi-

ations of contributions made over all ten PGGs that a subject participated in, and in

which no group members received sanctions. Subjects who had not encountered a PGG

in which no sanctions were implemented are assigned a value of zero. Dummy variables

indicating whether a zero is assigned are included to account for this imputation.

Finally, we control for the mean contribution of the subject and of the other group

members, both averaged over the ten PGGs. Experimental subjects are employed as

the unit of analysis. We apply multilevel regression with subjects nested in sessions

to account for possible dependency at the session level. Two subjects who expressed

difficulties understanding the questionnaire, which was offered exclusively in English,

are excluded from the analysis.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Descriptive results

Comparing in general how subjects perceived received sanctions, received punishments

are perceived as slightly fairer than received rewards, though little difference is found

between the perceived fairness personally received sanctions and sanctions received by

others. Among the seven-point items used for the scale measuring the perceived fairness

of personally received punishments, subjects score 3.67 (sd. = 1.51) on average. On the

perceived fairness of punishments received by others, subjects score 3.44 (sd. = 1.54) on

average. On the perceived fairness of personally received rewards, subjects score 2.41

(sd. = 1.30) on average. Finally, on the perceived fairness of rewards received by others,

subjects score 2.59 (sd. = 1.51) on average.

Table 3.1 presents the descriptive characteristics of variables used in the regression

models. Variables for which some subjects are assigned a value of zero are presented as

both pre- and post-imputation values. Table 3.1 shows that, on average, slightly more

equity-increasing sanctions are implemented in the PGGs with a punishment stage than

in the PGGs with a reward stage, i.e., a higher proportion of subjects (themselves or

fellow group members) are punished for below-average contributions than those who

are rewarded for average and above-average contributions. Conversely, more equity-

decreasing sanctions occur under reward, i.e., we observe a higher proportion of subjects

who are rewarded for below-average contributions than those who are punished for

average and above-average contributions. There is substantially more variation among

contributions made in the PGGs with a reward stage than among those made in the

PGGs with a punishment stage. Roughly half of all attempted punishments, and only

30% of attempted rewards, are implemented on average. Subjects contribute more

conclusions presented below do not change when such an interaction is employed rather than the
current measure. Also, this interaction does not result in better model fit. Accordingly, we present
the simpler measure described here.
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Table 3.1: Descriptive characteristics of variables used in the regression analysis.

Punishment Reward

Variable M S.d. Min. Max. M S.d. Min. Max.

Perceived fairness 0.000 0.962 -2.169 1.600 0.000 0.913 -1.600 2.123
personally received sanctions

Perceived fairness 0.000 0.957 -2.365 1.462 0.000 0.899 -1.654 2.068
sanctions received by others

Prop. sanctioned 0.050 0.092 0.000 0.526 0.242 0.263 0.000 1.000
others, contr. ≥ av. group

Prop. sanctioned 0.386 0.245 0.000 1.000 0.067 0.123 0.000 0.571
others, contr. < av. group

Prop. sanctioned 0.061 0.159 0.000 1.000 0.191 0.267 0.000 1.000
self, contr. ≥ av. group1

Prop. sanctioned 0.060 0.158 0.000 1.000 0.181 0.264 0.000 1.000
self, contr. ≥ av. group2

Own contribution 0.028 0.000 1.000 0.051 0.000 1.000
never at least average3

Prop. sanctioned 0.385 0.327 0.000 1.000 0.084 0.182 0.000 1.000
self, contr. < av. group1

Prop. sanctioned 0.361 0.330 0.000 1.000 0.078 0.178 0.000 1.000
self, contr. < av. group2

Own contribution 0.063 0.000 1.000 0.063 0.000 1.000
never below-average3

Var. contr. if 2.957 1.919 0.000 8.452 5.805 1.959 0.833 11.033
no-one in group is sanctioned1

Var. contr. if 2.821 1.974 0.000 8.452 5.673 2.122 0.000 11.033
no-one in group is sanctioned2

Never no-one 0.046 0.000 1.000 0.023 0.000 1.000
sanctioned3

Prop. of own 0.561 0.317 0.000 1.000 0.310 0.334 0.000 1.000
allocated sanctions executed1

Prop. of own 0.330 0.368 0.000 1.000 0.161 0.286 0.000 1.000
allocated sanctions executed2

Never allocated 0.411 0.000 1.000 0.480 0.000 1.000
sanctions/IDR3

Av. contr. others 10.863 3.090 3.733 17.567 6.461 2.166 2.333 11.600
Av. contr. subject 10.745 4.544 0.000 20.000 6.267 5.174 0.000 20.000
1Prior to the zero imputation of legitimate missing values.
2Following the zero imputation of legitimate missing values.
3Dummy variable where a value of one indicates that a zero was imputed for
legitimate missing values in the variable directly above.
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Table 3.2: Multilevel linear regression on the perceived fairness of personally received
punishments (175 subjects nested in 12 sessions).

Exp. Hyp. Model 1 Model 2

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Majority 3.2 + -0.014 0.263 -0.514 0.344
Unanimity 3.2 + -0.186 0.262 -0.100 0.415
Prop. others punished when -0.231 0.952
contributing at least group average

Prop. others punished when 0.056 0.479
contributing below group average

Variation contributions when 3.1 - 0.005 0.057
no-one in group is punished

Prop. punished when 3.1/3.4 −/− -0.963* 0.458
contributing at least group average

Prop. punished when 3.1/3.4 +/− -0.554* 0.251
contributing below group average

Prop. allocated pun. executed 0.604 0.327
Av. contribution subject 0.037 0.024
Av. contribution others 0.083* 0.034
Constant 0.062 0.188 -1.084 0.575

σu 0.279** 0.099 0.00 0.00

Log Likelihood -237.761 -215.756

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
Controlled for dummy variables that indicate whether a value of zero was assigned to
legitimate missing values.

on average under punishment than under reward, though substantial heterogeneity is

found between subjects in both cases.

3.5.2 Perceived fairness of personally received sanctions

We first discuss our results concerning the hypotheses on personally received punish-

ments and rewards. Table 3.2 shows the results of the regression analysis on the per-

ceived fairness of punishments that subjects received themselves. In Model 1, only

experimental conditions are included. There is no significant difference between the

conditions, implying that Hypothesis 3.2 is not confirmed in the case of punishment.

Other independent variables are included in Model 2. Receiving punishment for below-

average contributions, which promotes equity, negatively affects fairness perceptions.

Moreover, the effect of variations in contributions when no group member is punished
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Table 3.3: Multilevel linear regression on the perceived fairness of personally received
rewards (175 subjects nested in 12 sessions).

Exp. Hyp. Model 3 Model 4

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Majority 3.2 + 0.083 0.212 0.622* 0.294
Unanimity 3.2 + -0.332 0.212 0.375 0.313
Prop. others rewarded when 0.358 0.556
contributing at least group average

Prop. others rewarded when -0.110 0.841
contributing below group average

Variation contributions when 3.1 − -0.043 0.053
no-one in group is rewarded

Prop. rewarded when 3.1/3.4 +/+ 1.020* 0.461
contributing at least group average

Prop. rewarded when 3.1/3.4 −/+ 0.664 0.461
contributing below group average

Prop. allocated rew. executed 0.381 0.325
Av. contribution subject -0.038 0.021
Av. contribution others 0.026 0.050
Constant 0.084 0.153 -0.587 0.346

σu 0.184* 0.098 0.014 0.606

Log Likelihood -230.109 -213.146

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
Controlled for dummy variables that indicate whether a value of zero was assigned to
legitimate missing values.

is not significant. Together, these effects imply that Hypothesis 3.1 is not confirmed

in the case of personally received punishments. Rather, subjects perceive personally

received punishments as less fair the more they are punished, regardless whether they

are punished for average, above-average, or below-average contributions, confirming

that fairness perceptions are biased toward personal outcomes as stated in Hypothesis

3.4. As expected, punishments received by others do not affect fairness perceptions of

personally received punishment. We still include these variables to generate compa-

rable models that describe all fairness evaluations. This also illustrates that subjects

really distinguish between the four fairness evaluations and that they do not merely

report a generalized feeling related to the entire treatment. Finally, subjects find the

punishments that they receive to be fairer as others contribute more on average.

Table 3.3 presents the perceived fairness of personally received rewards. Again,

Model 3 includes decision rules only, which have no significant effect, indicating that
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Hypothesis 3.2 is not confirmed in the case of rewards. Model 4 includes the other

independent variables. Equity, as measured by the variation in contributions, does not

significantly affect fairness perceptions, thus again providing no support for Hypothesis

3.1. We do find that the number of received rewards for average and above-average

contributions positively affects fairness perceptions, which is both consistent with Hy-

pothesis 3.1 on equity and Hypothesis 3.4 on self-serving bias. The effect of receiving

rewards for below-average contributions is not significant, supporting neither Hypoth-

esis 3.1 nor Hypothesis 3.4. However, this may be attributable to the fact that few

subjects who contributed below the group average were rewarded. The fact that the

effect size is similar to that of being rewarded for average and above-average contribu-

tions indeed suggests a power problem, while the direction of the effect is consistent

with self-serving bias. As for punishment, rewards received by others do not affect fair-

ness perceptions on personal rewards. In contrast with those of punishment, fairness

perceptions of personal rewards are not affected by the average contribution of other

group members.

3.5.3 Perceived fairness of sanctions received by other group

members

Table 3.4 presents the perceived fairness of punishments received by other group mem-

bers. Model 5 shows that the experimental conditions do not significantly affect fairness

perceptions. Model 6 includes the other independent variables. Although the insignif-

icant effect of variation in contributions does not support Hypothesis 3.1, subjects

perceive punishments of others who contribute at least the group average as fair, while

they perceive punishments of others who contribute less than the group average as un-

fair, supporting Hypothesis 3.1. Model 6 also shows that subjects perceive punishments

received by others as fairer as larger proportions of their own proposed punishments are

implemented, suggesting that subjects view having decision-making power in deciding

whom to sanction as fair. This confirms Hypothesis 3.3 in the case of punishment.

Moreover, we find that subjects perceive punishments of others as less fair the more

they are personally punished for below-average contributions, suggesting that subjects

still hold negative feelings toward the institution overall when they are punished them-

selves. Finally, punishments received by others are perceived as fairer as more others

contribute on average. This indicates that punishments are perceived as fair if they are

successful in promoting high contributions.

Table 3.5 presents an analysis of the perceived fairness of rewards received by other

group members. Model 7, with only experimental conditions, shows that rewards re-

ceived by others are perceived as less fair under a CDR that requires unanimity than

in the other conditions. The effect of the unanimity decision rule disappears when

the other independent variables are included in Model 8, suggesting that this effect is

attributable to experiences subjects have with rewards. Moreover, Model 8 shows that
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Table 3.4: Multilevel linear regression on the perceived fairness of punishments received
by others (175 subjects nested in 12 sessions).

Exp. Hyp. Model 5 Model 6

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Majority 0.034 0.295 -0.866** 0.301
Unanimity -0.431 0.294 -0.334 0.363
Prop. others punished when 3.1 - -1.712* 0.834
contributing at least group average

Prop. others punished when 3.1 + 0.833* 0.420
contributing below group average

Variation contributions when 3.1 − -0.054 0.050
no-one in group is punished

Prop. punished when -0.510 0.402
contributing at least group average

Prop. punished when -0.473* 0.220
contributing below group average

Prop. allocated pun. executed 3.3 + 1.145** 0.286
Av. contribution subject 0.012 0.021
Av. contribution others 0.076* 0.030
Constant 0.112 0.210 -0.724 0.503

σu 0.345** 0.102 0.00 0.00

Log Likelihood -230.550 -192.583

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
Controlled for dummy variables that indicate whether a value of zero was assigned to
legitimate missing values.

subjects perceive rewards received by others as fairer as more of their own proposed

rewards are implemented, confirming Hypothesis 3.3 in the case of rewards as well.

The insignificant effects of equity as measured by the proportion of others who were

rewarded for below-average, or for average and above-average contributions and by the

variation in contributions when no one was rewarded indicate that Hypothesis 3.1 is not

confirmed for rewards received by others, in contrast with the findings for punishments

received by others.

3.6 Conclusion and discussion

The objective of this chapter is to identify determinants of perceived fairness of peer

punishments and rewards (i.e., positive and negative sanctions) that actors receive

themselves and that are received by their peers. As likely determinants, we consider the
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Table 3.5: Multilevel linear regression on the perceived fairness of rewards received by
others (175 subjects nested in 12 sessions).

Exp. Hyp. Model 7 Model 8

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Majority 0.171 0.175 0.518 0.277
Unanimity -0.468** 0.175 0.177 0.294
Prop. others rewarded when 3.1 + 0.920 0.523
contributing at least group average

Prop. others rewarded when 3.1 - 0.238 0.791
contributing below group average

Variation contributions when 3.1 - -0.047 0.050
no-one in group is rewarded

Prop. rewarded when 0.614 0.433
contributing at least group average

Prop. rewarded when 0.541 0.433
contributing below group average

Prop. allocated rew. executed 3.3 + 0.619* 0.306
Av. contribution subject -0.009 0.020
Av. contribution others -0.018 0.047
Constant 0.103 0.127 -0.320 0.325

σu 0.091* 0.139 0.00 0.00

Log Likelihood -223.375 -202.405

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
Controlled for dummy variables that indicate whether a value of zero was assigned to
legitimate missing values.

extent to which sanctions increase the equity of the distribution of payoffs across group

members, whether sanctions are allocated through a decision-making procedure that

requires individual, majority, or unanimous agreement and self-serving biases towards

personal outcomes.

The analysis provides mixed evidence for our expectation (Hypothesis 3.1) that

subjects perceive their own and others’ received punishments and rewards as fairer as

sanctions promote more equitable payoffs. That is, we find no consistent support that

sanctions subjects receive themselves are perceived as fairer as more of these sanctions

increase equity. Additionally, rewards received by others are not perceived as fairer as

equity is increased. However, we do find that subjects perceive punishments received by

other group members as fairer, the more the punishments that others received promote

equitable outcomes.
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With regard to decision-making procedures, we do not find support for our expec-

tation (Hypothesis 3.2) that subjects perceive personally received sanctions as fairer

as more collective agreement is required to implement sanctions. However, we con-

firm Hypothesis 3.3 that subjects perceive others’ received punishment and rewards as

fairer, the more of the focal subject’s own proposed sanctions are implemented under

procedures that require collective agreement. This suggests that subjects perceive it as

unfair if they do not exert influence over the decision to sanction someone. Finally, as

expected based on the self-serving bias (Hypothesis 3.4), we find that subjects perceive

personally received punishments as less fair the more they are punished and personally

received rewards as fairer the more they are rewarded.

Overall, our results suggest that subjects perceive sanctioning decisions as fair when

sanctions that are implemented support their own wishes: when subjects themselves

are punished as little as possible and rewarded as much as possible, and when their own

proposed sanctions are implemented. Apart from this, only punishments received by

others are perceived as fairer, the more they result in equitable outcomes. In contrast

to our findings, Strimling and Eriksson (2014) do find individuals to perceive allocated

punishments as more acceptable when the level of collective agreement required in

decision-making procedures is higher. In their study, respondents are asked to make

judgments on hypothetical interactions between other people. Their results may differ

from those of the current chapter, as in our study, actors evaluate decision-making

procedures in situations that they participate in themselves and that affect their own

earnings. This is likely to generate stronger self-serving bias effects.

Future research may further identify the role of individual versus collective sanction-

ing decisions in fairness perceptions. Such studies may attempt to model procedures

through which collective sanctioning decisions can be made in greater detail. Our col-

lective decision rules may have failed to capture important factors that may render

collective sanctioning decisions fairer than individual decisions. For example, a setting

may be considered in which actors have the opportunity to converse on appropriate

sanctioning behaviors before interacting in the Public Goods Game (PGG). Actors

may then be better equipped to anticipate behaviors that will be sanctioned, especially

under a collective decision rule. Additionally, when communication is possible, actors

may better understand why some of the sanctions that they attempt to allocate do

not receive sufficient collective agreement for implementation. In this way, more elab-

orate possibilities for communication may enhance the perceived fairness of sanctions

allocated through collective rather than individual decisions (Guala, 2012).

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to employ a questionnaire for

measuring perceived fairness of punishments and rewards implemented through various

decision rules in an incentivized behavioral experiment. This implies that our design

and measures are not premised on previous studies. While our measure of fairness

perceptions has been extensively validated in organizational research (Colquitt, 2001),

to our knowledge, it has never been applied to peer-sanctioning institutions. Thus, we
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cannot infer the extent to which the items are suitable for this setting. For example,

subjects may have had difficulty applying concepts such as ‘views and feelings’ and

‘consistency’ to the abstract PGGs that they experienced. Future research efforts may

attempt to improve the validation of scales for measuring the perceived fairness of peer

sanctions.

To prevent our fairness measure from influencing behaviors observed in the experi-

ment, after all interactions were completed, we asked subjects to disclose their overall

fairness perceptions of sanctions that were implemented throughout the entire series

of cooperation problems. Therefore, it is not possible to assess how fairness percep-

tions develop over the course of the interactions. Moreover, subjects may not have

remembered every detail of the relevant PGGs when answering the fairness questions,

especially when other treatments were administered in between. Future research efforts

may employ more complex designs to tackle these two issues without disturbing behav-

ior in the PGGs. For example, in a post-experimental questionnaire, subjects could be

presented with scenarios that occurred in each PGG they participated in and asked to

judge the perceived fairness of each PGG separately.

Despite these limitations, findings that actors display a self-serving bias in their per-

ceptions of punishment fairness and perceive it as fair to exert influence over decisions

to punish or reward someone have some interesting implications. For example, ques-

tions arise regarding the extent to which these findings are limited to peer sanctioning

scenarios. Under many other sanctioning institutions, for example if sanctions are allo-

cated through formal rules enforced by external authorities, actors have no sanctioning

power at all. Our findings suggest that actors may perceive such formal sanctioning

institutions as fairer, the less they are punished and the more they are rewarded them-

selves, and the more the authority sanctions group members whom an actor would also

have sanctioned him- or herself.
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Collective decision rules for

implementing punishment in

n-person Prisoner’s Dilemmas with

noise in the display of

contributions∗

Abstract

We examine the effect of various punishment institutions on cooperation and earn-

ings in an experiment of six-person Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) games in which subjects

observe others’ contribution decisions with some noise. We compare standard peer

punishment institution in which each subject individually determines whether to pun-

ish another, with institutions in which punishments are only implemented if subjects

collectively agree to punish a particular group member. In conditions without noise,

we find that contributions and earnings are higher when more subjects must reach col-

lective agreement on a punishment. In conditions with noise, contributions are lower as

more subjects are required to agree. Moreover, with noise, earnings are lower under all

punishment institutions than in the control condition that does not include punishment

opportunities.

4.1 Introduction

Many cases of human social interaction are characterized by a conflict between individ-

ual and collective interests. A prominent example are cooperation problems, in which

∗This is a slightly different version of Van Miltenburg, Przepiorka, and Buskens (2014) that has been
submitted to an international journal. We thank Werner Raub for providing comments and feedback.
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actors decide on contributing their private resources to a collective endeavor. While full

cooperation generates the best possible outcomes for the collective, individual actors

have an incentive to free ride on the contributions of others. This constitutes a social

dilemma (Dawes, 1980).

Cooperation problems have been researched extensively in laboratory experiments.

Several studies consider settings in which, after observing the contributions of their

peers, actors can individually decide to reduce peer payoffs at a cost to themselves. We

will call this a peer punishment institution that employs an ‘individual decision rule’

(henceforth IDR). Typically, peer punishment institutions with an IDR generate high

cooperation rates (e.g., Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002; Ostrom et al., 1992). However,

most studies on peer punishment consider cooperation problems in which actors always

accurately observe one another’s contribution decisions. Conversely, in numerous real

world settings, individuals are provided with imprecise (i.e., noisy) information about

the cooperation or defection of others. To study the effect of such noise on cooperation

under peer punishment institutions, we conduct a laboratory experiment using six-

person Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) games, in which each actor observes another group

member’s cooperation as a defection or vice versa with positive probability. In the

remainder of the chapter, this probability is referred to as noise.

Noise can lead to misguided punishment decisions and thus limit the efficiency of an

IDR in sustaining cooperation (Fischer et al., 2013; Grechenig et al., 2010).1 For exam-

ple, let us assume that co-workers with different expertise work on a common project.

While one of them, person A, may put little effort in the project, her co-workers, who

know little about A’s field, may believe that she made a sincere contribution. Con-

versely, suppose person B offers valuable input that appears insignificant, but which

requires considerable work behind the scenes. Other group members who did not ob-

serve B’s real effort may come to believe that B did not contribute his fair share. As

the value of a common project depends on the value of actual contributions, all of the

co-workers benefit from B’s efforts but not from A’s work. However, as some will mis-

perceive A and/or B’s contributions, B may be criticized for shirking, or A may not

be sufficiently reprimanded for not contributing enough. Such feedback might discour-

age B from putting in the same amount of effort again, and A may be encouraged to

continue shirking. In both cases, noise hinders cooperation.

An alternative peer punishment institution that might better support cooperation

with noise is one that employs a collective decision rule (henceforth CDR), in which

punishments are only implemented if a certain proportion of actors agrees to punish a

particular group member. Put differently, under a CDR, if the required agreement is

not reached, punishment is not carried out. Numerous social groups that face coop-

eration problems employ collective punishment decisions (Decker et al., 2003; Guala,

1We study one-shot interactions. This implies that theoretical complexities involved in strategic punish-
ments with noise in repeated interactions (Green and Porter, 1984; Wu and Axelrod, 1995; Fudenberg
et al., 2012) do not apply to our setting.
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2012; Ostrom, 1990; Veszteg and Narhetali, 2010). Under noisy conditions, some peers

correctly observe a cooperation, while others observe it as a defection and may apply

punishment accordingly. When more actors are required to agree, it becomes less likely

that such ‘misguided’ punishments aimed at cooperators are implemented. However,

experimental research on the effect of CDRs on cooperation without noise shows that

it is difficult to achieve sufficient collective agreement to punish defectors (Chapter 2).

With noise, achieving agreement should be even more difficult, as one or several poten-

tial punishers may observe defectors as cooperators. When more actors are required to

come to an agreement, defectors are less likely to be punished.

In sum, CDRs present both an advantage and a disadvantage with regards to im-

plementing punishment in noisy environments. The magnitude of both effects depends

on the required degree of actor consensus. We here aim to identify an optimal decision

rule for encouraging cooperation under noisy conditions – a rule that enables actors

to identify and punish defectors, while cooperators are unlikely to be punished erro-

neously. In our experiment, we compare an IDR with two CDRs for series of one-shot

six-person PD games with noise. The first CDR places minor restrictions on collective

agreement, and the second requires majority consensus.

In the remainder of this chapter, we first summarize previous findings on behavior

from related experimental studies. We then describe our experimental games and derive

our hypotheses. In our hypotheses, we focus on noise effects on cooperation and earnings

for the three punishment decision rules. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe the experimental

procedure and results, respectively. Section 4.6 discusses our findings and provides a

conclusion.

4.2 Related literature

In the abundant experimental literature on cooperation and peer punishment, a number

of findings have been frequently replicated. When punishment options are not avail-

able, cooperation rates of 50% are typically found in one-shot interactions. If one-shot

interactions are finitely repeated with different partners, cooperation generally declines

to lower levels over time (Camerer, 2003; Ledyard, 1995). Behaviors change consid-

erably when a punishment institution with an IDR is employed. Numerous subjects

punish defectors, and high levels of cooperation are usually maintained (e.g., Balliet

et al., 2011; Chaudhuri, 2011; Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002). Many studies also report

a small proportion of defectors who punish cooperators, which negatively affects coop-

eration (e.g., Cinyabuguma et al., 2006; Herrmann et al., 2008; Ostrom et al., 1992).

Henceforth, we refer to punishment directed at defectors as pro-social punishment and

to punishment directed at cooperators as perverse punishment. Finally, numerous it-

erations are typically required before the benefits of increased cooperation outweigh
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punishment costs such that the net effect of a punishment opportunity on earnings

becomes positive (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Gächter et al., 2008).

As there are typically fewer perverse punishers relative to pro-social punishers in a

population, a CDR should generate higher cooperation rates than an IDR if it rules out

perverse punishment, while sufficient agreement to implement pro-social punishments

can still be achieved. Two recent studies that address CDR punishment appear to be

consistent with this intuition. Casari and Luini (2009) study groups of five subjects.

Under their CDR, punishment is only implemented if at least two subjects punish the

same group member. The authors find that cooperation and earnings are higher under

the CDR than under the IDR, as perverse punishments hinder cooperation under the

IDR, though such punishment are not typically implemented under the CDR. Chapter

2 examines groups of four actors. Two CDRs are employed: one in which two group

members must punish the same recipient, and one in which three members must punish

the same recipient. In Chapter 2, perverse punishment is not found to affect cooper-

ation. Moreover, numerous pro-social punishments attempted under CDRs are not

implemented. The IDR thus outperformed the CDRs. Both contributions and earn-

ings are lower when a broader consensus is required to enact punishments. Required

consensus between three actors was found to be especially problematic to maintaining

cooperation.

Both previous studies on CDRs consider settings in which subjects, if they decide to

contribute to the public good, also determine how much they will contribute (i.e., these

studies employ a Public Goods Game). We are the first to consider CDRs when subjects

determine whether or not to contribute their full endowment (i.e., we consider a PD).

Relative to continuous contributions, our clear distinction between cooperation and

defection may facilitate collective agreement on punishing defectors. However, when

contributions are continuous, collective agreement to punish the lowest contributor is

often achieved (Casari and Luini, 2009), which is not possible in our setting.

Grechenig et al. (2010) and Fischer et al. (2013) experimentally examine how noise

in the display of contributions affects the extent to which cooperation can be maintained

through punishment institutions with an IDR. Both studies again consider continuous

contributions, while noise refers to an either 10% or 50% chance of a contribution being

observed by another actor as a randomly determined higher or lower amount. This

renders noise more ambiguous than it is in the current setting, in which a misrepresented

contribution is always shown as defection and vice versa. Grechenig et al. (2010) and

Fischer et al. (2013) find that subjects do not refrain from employing punishment in the

presence of noise, such that two types of error occur in pro-social punishment. First,

some punishments are misguidedly directed toward cooperators. Grechenig et al. (2010)

find this to be detrimental to their future cooperation, though this is not replicated by

Fischer et al. (2013). Second, defectors avoid punishment from others who observe

them as cooperators and are thus less strongly discouraged from free riding. Moreover,

resources are ‘wasted’ on misguided costly punishments of cooperators. As a result,
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both studies find that in the presence of noise, an IDR cannot promote cooperation and

earnings as effectively. This latter finding is supported in studies that examine means

of implementing noise or inaccurate contribution information that are less related to

our setup (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Bornstein and Weisel, 2010; Patel et al., 2010).2

Hence, studies must now identify punishment institutions that are more successful in

promoting cooperation and earnings in noisy environments. The current chapter aims

to contribute to this endeavor.

4.3 Experimental game and hypotheses

4.3.1 One-shot six-person PD with peer punishment

We theoretically and experimentally consider cooperation problems represented in series

of one-shot six-person PDs. The PD model is employed due to the straightforward

manner in which noise can be incorporated. In a six-person PD, all n = 6 actors receive

an equal endowment w. Each actor i independently and simultaneously determines

whether to contribute the entire endowment w to a group project, i.e., contribution ci
is either 0 (defection) or w (cooperation). All contributions c = ∑ ci are multiplied by

m, with 1 < m < n, and divided equally among all members. As m < n, cooperation

generates a lower payoff than defection (wm/n < w). However, group payoffs nw −

c +mc are maximized when each actor cooperates. Moreover, under full cooperation,

individuals earn higher payoffs than they do under full defection (wm > w). Individually

rational and selfish behavior thus leads to Pareto-suboptimal outcomes, rendering the

one-shot PD a classic example of a social dilemma (Dawes, 1980). In the experiment,

we use common values for endowments and individual returns from contributing by

setting w = 20 and m = 2.4 (cf. Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002).

The current chapter focuses on PDs that include peer punishment opportunities.

Following the contribution stage described above, each actor i observes the contri-

bution decisions of all other group members j ≠ i. All actors then individually and

simultaneously determine whether to punish each j. If i decides to punish j, and if

the punishment is implemented, actor i pays a fixed cost of a > 0, while j loses an

amount of b > a. If i decides not to punish j, actor i pays no cost, and the earnings of

j are unaffected. The total number of group members that i allocates punishment to

is denoted by fi; and the total number of group members who punish i is denoted by

gi. In the experiment, we employ a = 2 and b = 6, which corresponds to the frequently

used 1:3 cost-to-impact ratio of punishment.

2Likewise, lesser offers are proposed and accepted in ultimatum games when responders receive lim-
ited information on the proposed division (Gehrig et al., 2007; Croson, 1996; Rapoport et al., 1996;
Rapoport and Sundali, 1996). Not informing subjects about others’ punishment decisions in cooper-
ation problems is found to positively affect cooperation (Fudenberg and Pathak, 2010).
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Under an IDR, which reflects how peer punishment institutions are typically em-

ployed in cooperation experiments, all punishments are implemented. Thus, each ac-

tor’s earnings are decreased by allocated punishments afi and received punishments

bgi. Under a CDR, punishment is only implemented if at least a certain proportion x/n

of group members j ≠ i punishes the same recipient i. If gi/n < x/n, the punishments

directed at i are not carried out, i.e., actors j do not incur cost a for punishing i, and

i’s earnings are not reduced by bgi. Thus, an actor i only loses an amount of bgi due

to punishments received if gi/n ≥ x/n, and only incurs punishment costs of a for each

j whom i has attempted to punish and for whom gj/n ≥ x/n. Actors are not informed

of non-implemented punishments that others attempt to allocate.

In our experiment, we employ two different CDRs: one under which punishment is

implemented if at least two actors punish the same recipient (CDR2), and one under

which at least three punishers are required (CDR3). In our groups of six, five fellow

group members may punish each actor. Thus, CDR3 requires a majority of the other

group members for punishment to be carried out (x/n = 0.6), while CDR2 requires the

lowest possible degree of collective agreement (x/n = 0.4).

Under an IDR, rational and self-regarding actors who assume that others are also

rational and self-regarding will not allocate or expect to receive punishment in (a series

of) one-shot interactions, as opportunities for reputation building are ruled out. Under

CDRs, rational, self-regarding actors likewise do not punish others if the punishment

is implemented. If a punishment is not implemented, actors are indifferent toward

punishing or not. The unique Nash equilibrium of zero contributions of the baseline

PD remains unchanged, but punishing below the required level of consensus is allowed

in equilibrium.

4.3.2 Noise in the display of contributions

In most public goods or PD experiments, subjects receive accurate information on the

contribution decisions of all other group members. Here, we compare this standard

setup with one in which actors know that there is a 20% probability that a cooperation

may be displayed as a defection, or defection as cooperation. Whether a contribution

decision is displayed incorrectly is independently determined for each contribution or

defection that each actor observes. The 20% noise implies that on average, each actor’s

decision will be incorrectly perceived by one of the five other group members. Payoffs

are based on the real contributions of all group members. Thus, noise does not affect

the payoff structure of the PD such that the Nash equilibrium remains unchanged.

Assuming that initial cooperation rates remain close to 50% as is in most experi-

ments the case, initial average observed cooperation is not heavily affected by noise, as

both contributions and defections can be perceived incorrectly. Thus, a typical decline

in cooperation in the PD without punishment should also occur in the presence of noise.

We refer to the baseline PD as a PD without punishment institution, and assume that it
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does not matter whether noise is present or not. Conversely, in PDs with a punishment

institution, the two errors in observations of others’ contribution decisions give rise to

two ways in which punishment decision outcomes may deviate from decision maker in-

tentions (henceforth referred to as punishment errors). First, pro-social punishers might

fail to punish actual defectors if they observe these defectors as cooperators. Second,

pro-social punishers may punish actual cooperators if they observe these cooperators

as defectors. This latter punishment error is referred to as ‘punishment directed at

cooperators observed as defectors’, to distinguish it from perverse punishment, which

is intended to hit an actual cooperator. Of course, the two errors also occur in cases

of perverse punishment. However, the effect of errors in pro-social punishment on co-

operation should be more significant, as pro-social punishment is more common than

perverse punishment.

Through the two errors, noise changes the amount of punishment that cooperators

and defectors can expect to receive when a given number of group members attempt

to punish observed cooperation or defection. For example, an actual cooperator might

face three group members who punish observed defectors and two others who never

punish. Without noise, the cooperator will not be punished. Conversely, with noise,

each of the three potential punishers might observe the cooperator as a defector and

attempt to punish. How noise affects the likelihood that cooperators and defectors are

punished depends on the decision rule in effect. In the example case, under CDR3 the

cooperator is only punished when all three potential punishers observe the cooperator

as a defector and attempt to punish. This is relatively unlikely. If only one or two

punishers observe the wrong contribution decision under CDR3, the cooperator is not

punished, as the threshold for implementation is not reached.

Table 4.1 depicts punishments that defectors and cooperators receive in our experi-

ment for each possible number of other group members who punish observed defectors.

In our groups of six, each actor faces between zero and five potential pro-social pun-

ishers. For the noise conditions, the table shows expected values based on 20% of

pro-social punishers on average inaccurately observing the focal actor’s contribution

decision. In what follows, we strictly focus on pro-social punishment only and neglect

perverse punishment for the time being.

Values presented in Table 4.1 were determined as follows. Without noise, punish-

ment for defection is simply the number of punishers multiplied by the points that

recipients lose for each punishment (i.e., bgi). In the experiment, subjects lose six

points for each punishment received. For example, defectors who are punished by three

group members lose 3 × 6 = 18 points. This is shown in the three-punisher section of

the no-noise division of Table 4.1. Under the CDRs, actors receive no punishment if

the number of punishers falls below the threshold for implementation. Accordingly, the

no-noise section of Table 4.1 shows that defectors receive no punishment if the group

contains one punisher under both CDRs, and if the group contains two punishers under

CDR3. Cooperators do not receive pro-social punishment without noise.
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With noise, punishments that actual defectors receive depend on the number of

punishers who correctly observe their decisions. Thus, if a group contains n punishers,

the probability that zero, one, . . . , n of these punishers observe a defection correctly

is used to weigh the corresponding punishment level. For an actual defector under the

IDR with three punishers, there is a 0.8% chance that no punisher correctly observes the

decision, causing the defector to receive no punishment at all. Likewise, there is a 9.6%

chance that only one punisher observes the defector correctly, causing the defector

to receive six punishment points, etc. The probability that zero, one, two, or three

punishers correctly observe a defection multiplied by the associated punishment points

(b) gives a total expected punishment level of 14.4 points. This can be verified in the IDR

noise section of Table 4.1 under defection with three punishing group members. The

same calculations hold for actual cooperators, but punishments are in this case weighed

by the probability that any number of punishers will observe a decision incorrectly.

Under a CDR with noise, even if enough punishers are available, the punishment of

an actual defector is only implemented if a sufficient number of them correctly observe

the defection. Thus, the same probabilities for any number of punishers correctly

observing a defection apply as under the IDR above, though zero punishment points

are associated with probabilities under which too few punishers observe the correct

decision. In the example case involving three punishers, under CDR2 defectors receive

zero punishment if only one punisher makes a correct observation (9.6% chance), as

the punishment of this one group member will not be implemented. As shown in the

CDR2 noise section of Table 4.1 under defection and three punishers, this generates 13.8

expected punishment points. Likewise, to calculate the expected punishment of actual

cooperators as shown in Table 4.1, the probability that too few punishers incorrectly

observe their decision is associated with zero punishment.

4.3.3 Hypotheses

We use Table 4.1 to derive hypotheses regarding differences in cooperation rates and

earnings across the experimental conditions. We predict that cooperation rates will

be higher as defectors receive more punishment relative to cooperators. Thus, the

more punishment cooperators receive in a certain experimental condition, the less co-

operation we anticipate, while more cooperation is expected as defectors receive more

punishment.3 Note that implicit in our hypotheses are assumptions that punishment di-

rected at cooperators is roughly as detrimental to cooperation as punishment directed

at defectors is beneficial and that the effect of punishment on cooperation does not

3Another view on punishment that can be used to interpret Table 4.1, is whether or not defectors are
punished enough to offset their payoff advantage. However, many studies show that non-deterrent
punishment also affects cooperation, as many actors are not self-regarding (e.g., Engel, 2014; Masclet
et al., 2003). Therefore, we chose to assume a linear effect of the amount of punishment received.
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depend on noise. These assumptions are empirically tested and evaluated in light of

observed differences between the experimental conditions.

Without noise, we have no reason to assume that decision rules affect actors’ pro-

social punishment decisions. As non-implemented punishments are costless and not

communicated to others, actors need not shy away from proposing punishments if they

anticipate others may not propose to punish the same actor. Though punishments may

become more severe for the recipient as more actors are required to agree, we do not

expect that this will render actors reluctant to attempt to punish, as high severity is

compensated for by a lower probability of implementation. Moreover, recipients may

be punished with equal severity under an IDR. Thus, without noise, we do not expect

that decision rules influence pro-social punishment decisions.

Previous studies (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Grechenig et al., 2010) have shown that

while with noise actors are more likely to punish observed defectors, they employ less

severe punishments on average. In our experiment, this is not possible, as actors only

determine whether to punish and thus cannot choose the severity of their punishment.

If anything, we might expect that noise will render actors reluctant to punish observed

defectors, as they may punish an actual cooperator (Bornstein and Weisel, 2010; Patel

et al., 2010). The more agreement is required, the lower the probability of punishment

errors occurring, and the more closely punishment decisions should correspond to the

situation without noise. Thus, if pro-social punishment decisions employed differ across

our experimental conditions, we expect that actors will be less likely to punish with

noise and more likely to punish under noise conditions as more agreement is required.

Table 4.1 shows that without noise, fewer pro-social punishments are implemented

when decision rules are stricter. Thus, cooperation rates should be higher when fewer

actors are required to agree on punishment decisions. However, this assumes an ab-

sence of perverse punishment. Under the IDR, perverse punishment may negatively

affect cooperation, while under the CDRs perverse punishment will be largely ruled

out (Casari and Luini, 2009; Chapter 2). As predictions are highly sensitive to devia-

tions in perverse punishment, we refrain from formulating hypotheses on differences in

cooperation rates between decision rules without noise.

For any number of punishers, Table 4.1 shows that under each decision rule (ex-

pected) punishment for cooperation is higher when noise is present than without noise,

while (expected) punishment for defection is lower. Both effects should negatively af-

fect cooperation. Moreover, if noise renders actors more reluctant to punish, with noise

defectors will receive even less expected punishment than cooperators, and negative

noise effects may be even more pronounced. With regards to earnings, if cooperation

rates increase as a result of pro-social punishment, without noise, this implies that fewer

punishment costs must be paid. Conversely, with noise even when full cooperation is

achieved, some actors are observed as defectors and may be punished (Ambrus and

Greiner, 2012). Thus, for high cooperation rates, higher punishment costs must be

paid when noise is present, and these punishment costs are offset by a smaller increase
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in cooperation. Accordingly, we expect noise to negatively affect both cooperation and

earnings under each decision rule:

Hypothesis 4.1a In PD’s with a punishment institution, less cooperation is achieved

with noise than without noise regardless of the punishment decision rule employed.

Hypothesis 4.1b In PD’s with a punishment institution, lower earnings are achieved

with noise than without noise regardless of the punishment decision rule employed.

The shaded cells shown in Table 4.1 denote decision rule(s) generating the highest

difference between expected punishment for cooperation and expected punishment for

defection. For example, when five potential punishers are present, the difference be-

tween expected punishment for cooperation and for defection is highest under CDR3

(22.3 points), followed by CDR2 (20.5 points) and the IDR (18 points). If, in line with

our assumption, punishment of cooperators hinders cooperation to the same degree as

punishment of defectors promotes cooperation, the decision rule resulting in the highest

punishment of defectors relative to cooperators will generate the highest cooperation

rates. Thus, as long as actors are punished by an intermediate number of punishers

rather than by one or all others, CDR2 holds an expected advantage over the other

rules. If a higher degree of required consensus renders actors more likely to punish such

that more pro-social punishments are allocated under CDR2 than under the IDR, the

difference in cooperation between CDR2 and the IDR may be even stronger. If actors

are even more likely to punish under CDR3 than under CDR2, the difference between

CDR2 and CDR3 may be less pronounced. We formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4.2a With noise, cooperation rates are higher under CDR2 than under

an IDR and CDR3.

Under CDR2, for each given number of punishers in a group, lower punishment of both

cooperators and defectors is expected than under the IDR. As we hypothesized that

higher cooperation rates are achieved under CDR2 than under the IDR, and that fewer

punishments are allocated to achieve this, we can also hypothesize that earnings will

be higher under CDR2 than under the IDR.

Hypothesis 4.2b With noise, earnings are higher under CDR2 than under the IDR.

We refrain from comparing earnings achieved under CDR2 and CDR3, as lower coop-

eration rates are expected under CDR3, though fewer costly punishments are enacted

to achieve this. Thus, the net effect on earnings remains ambiguous.

4.4 Experimental procedure

In our experiment, subjects participated in series of PD games in anonymous groups of

six with an endowment w = 20 points and multiplier m = 2.4 (Section 4.3.1). After the
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experiment, subjects received e 1 for every 160 points earned. Subjects were randomly

matched with different partners after each PD.

Experimental sessions were conducted either with or without noise. In sessions

without noise, subjects were perfectly informed of the contribution decisions of others

and of their own earnings in that period after each game. In sessions with noise,

subjects were only informed of noisy contribution decisions and of what their earnings

for the period would be if all contribution decisions they observed were correct. The

participants were made aware that each contribution decision they observed came with

a 20% independent probability of being incorrect. An incorrect observation implied

that an actual cooperation was displayed as a defection and vice versa.

In each session, subjects first participated in 15 PD games without the option to

punish other group members. After this first series was completed, a punishment stage

was added to the PD for two ensuing sequences of 15 interactions. In each period, all

subjects received an additional endowment of 10 points at the start of the punishment

stage and decided for each of the other group members whether or not to punish them.

If a subject decided to punish and the punishment was implemented, six points were

deducted from the earnings of the recipient, and two points were deducted from the

earnings of the punishing subject. The additional endowment of 10 points thus enabled

each subject to punish all five other group members.4 When multiple subjects targeted

the same group member for punishment, and the punishment was implemented, all

punishers paid the punishment cost, and the recipient lost the cumulative amount.

For example, a participant who was punished by four others lost 24 points. Note

that a subject’s total accumulated earnings could become negative during this part of

the experiment. However, negative total earnings were highly unlikely given the 15

initial baseline periods and the additional endowments. Accordingly, we did not form

a procedure for total negative earnings, and negative earnings did not occur in any

session.

As noted in Section 4.3.1, three punishment decision rules were employed as ex-

perimental conditions. The two series of 15 periods were each conducted under a

different decision rule. Under the IDR, all punishments that subjects proposed were

implemented. Under CDR2, punishments were only implemented if at least two group

members punished the same recipient. Under CDR3, at least three punishers were

required for a punishment to be implemented. Further information on punishment

implementation through different decision rules is outlined in Section 4.3.1.

After the punishment stage, subjects were shown a screen with others’ (noisy) con-

tribution decisions and with punishments that each group member had received. The

participants were not informed about who had allocated the punishments. In the ses-

4Note that in most previous experiments, subjects pay the cost of punishing from their previous
earnings. In the current design, we used a punishment endowment, as in noise conditions, subjects
were not informed of their true current earnings. Grechenig et al. (2010) found that assigning a
punishment endowment does not significantly affect punishment decisions.
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sions with noise, the same noisy contribution decisions were presented as those that

were shown after the contribution stage. Again, in the sessions without noise, subjects

were informed of their actual earnings after each period, while in the sessions with

noise, subjects were informed of the payoff they would have received if their observed

contribution decisions were actual decisions. At the end of the experiment, all subjects

were informed of their actual aggregate earnings.

The experiment was programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and conducted in

the spring of 2013 at the ELSE laboratory at Utrecht University. Subjects were re-

cruited through ORSEE (Greiner, 2004). Twelve sessions were conducted in total: six

with noise and six without noise. Both in sessions with and without noise, different

combinations of decision rules were administered for the first and second punishment se-

ries of each session (see Table 4.2 for an overview). A total of 252 subjects participated

in the experiment (38% male, 86% students, 32% economics students, average age of

22.57). Sessions lasted one hour on average. Payoffs averaged e 11, with a minimum

of e 7 and a maximum of e 14.

Table 4.2: Overview of the number of subjects in each experimental session.∗

Decision rules
(first - second) # subjects no noise # subjects noise

IDR - CDR2 18 18
IDR - CDR3 24 24
CDR2 - CDR3 18 18
CDR2 - IDR 24 24
CDR3 - IDR 18 24
CDR3 - CDR2 18 24
∗Each session started with 15 periods without punishment

4.5 Methods and results

4.5.1 Order effects

In each experimental session, subjects participated in two sequences of PD games with a

punishment stage, each with a different decision rule. However, cooperative behaviors

that occurred in the first sequence remained largely consistent through the second

sequence despite change in decision rule (see Figure D.1 in Appendix D). A Fisher’s

exact test confirms that sessions in which cooperation rates are above average in the

first sequence tend to generate above-average cooperation rates in the second sequence

(p = 0.08). In the remainder of this section, we thus only report results of the first

sequence of PD games with a punishment stage. The results of the second punishment

sequence are available from the authors on request.
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Figure 4.1: Cooperation in each period of the baseline and first punishment sequence
by experimental condition without (top) and with (bottom) noise.

4.5.2 Cooperation and earnings

Figure 4.1 presents the proportion of subjects who cooperate in the PD over time and

across experimental conditions. In the top panel, it is evident that in the absence of

noise, all decision rules lead to an increase in cooperation rates relative to the baseline

condition without a punishment stage. Additionally, cooperation rates increase as more

group members are required to agree on punishment decisions. Only under the CDRs

cooperation is maintained at a high level. The bottom panel of Figure 4.1 presents a
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very different picture. With noise, only the IDR has a cooperation-enhancing effect

relative to the baseline condition, which weakens over time. Cooperation rates for both

CDRs are very similar to the baseline condition.

Differences between the conditions shown in Figure 4.1 are confirmed through a

regression analysis. Throughout the chapter, we present results based on multilevel

regression models with random effects at subject and session levels to control for in-

terdependencies we expect at both levels. We verify the robustness of model estimates

with observations clustered at the session level (Tables D4.3-D4.4 in Appendix D). Be-

cause only 12 observations were gathered at the session level, clustering at the session

level generates very conservative estimates. Nevertheless, these models support our

main conclusions. We report below if a hypothesized effect is not robust when a model

is estimated with standard errors adjusted strictly for session clustering.

The top panel of Figure 4.2 shows the predicted probability that a subject cooperates

in each experimental condition. These predictions are based on the multilevel regres-

sion model presented in Table D.2 of Appendix D. Table D.1 presents corresponding

descriptive statistics. The first model shown in Table 4.3 presents differences between

experimental conditions in the predicted probabilities. For example, the model pre-

dicts a 0.014-point higher probability to cooperate with noise than without noise in the

baseline games. This difference is not significant. Table 4.3 also shows no significant

difference in the predicted probability to cooperate between the noise and the no noise

condition under the IDR. Conversely, predicted probabilities to cooperate are lower

with noise than without noise under CDR2 and CDR3, supporting Hypothesis 1a for

both CDRs but not for the IDR. Without noise, the predicted probability to cooperate

is higher under all punishment decision rules than in the no-noise baseline, higher under

CDR3 than CDR2 and higher under CDR2 than the IDR. With noise, only the IDR

generated a higher predicted cooperation probability than the noise baseline. With

noise, the predicted probability to cooperate is higher under the IDR than CDR3, and

higher under CDR3 than CDR2. Thus, Hypothesis 2a is not supported. The difference

between the two CDRs disappears in the model with clustering at the session level.

The middle panel of Figure 4.2 shows predicted period earnings found for each ex-

perimental condition. Descriptive statistics are provided in Table D.1, and predictions

are derived from the multilevel regression model presented in Table D.2. The second

model shown in Table 4.3 presents differences in the predictions between the experimen-

tal conditions. The trends reflect those of predicted cooperation. As shown in Table

4.3, predicted earnings are lower with noise than without noise under all decision rules,

supporting Hypothesis 4.1b. Without noise, predicted earnings under all decision rules

are above baseline levels, higher under CDR3 than CDR2, and higher under CDR2

than the IDR. With noise, predicted earnings fall below the noise baseline levels under

all decision rules. No significant differences with the IDR were detected for both CDR2

and CDR3, however predicted earnings are higher under CDR3 than under CDR2.
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Thus, Hypothesis 4.2b is not supported. The difference in predicted earnings between

the CDRs disappears if only session clustering is accounted for in the estimation.

To explain effects of the experimental conditions with respect to cooperation and

earnings that partly contradict our hypotheses, we now present results on punishment

behavior and a detailed analysis of how punishment affects subsequent contribution

decisions.

Table 4.3: Differences between experimental conditions of predicted probability to co-
operate, predicted period earnings, and predicted probability to punish an observed
defector. Based on the fixed parts of multilevel logistic (cooperation and punishment)
and linear (earnings) regression models with decisions nested in subjects and sessions.
The actual models are displayed in Table D.2 (7,955 punishment decisions, 7,560 PDs,
252 subjects).

Cooperation Earnings Pun. obs. defectors

Diff. S.e. Diff. S.e. Diff. S.e.

Noise vs. no noise
Baseline 0.014 0.033 1.146 0.635
IDR -0.104 0.066 -3.493** 0.844 0.058 0.137
CDR2 -0.729** 0.035 -14.059** 0.844 -0.737** 0.090
CDR3 -0.716** 0.035 -17.039** 0.848 -0.686** 0.104
Without noise
IDR - Baseline 0.418** 0.035 2.928** 0.492
CDR2 - Baseline 0.709** 0.021 12.563** 0.492
CDR3 - Baseline 0.767** 0.020 16.906** 0.529
CDR2 - IDR 0.291** 0.042 9.635** 0.682 0.507** 0.128
CDR3 - IDR 0.349** 0.044 13.978** 0.708 0.546** 0.130
CDR3 - CDR2 0.058* 0.023 4.343** 0.708 0.039 0.126
With noise
IDR - Baseline 0.300** 0.035 -1.711** 0.492
CDR2 - Baseline -0.034 0.020 -2.643** 0.492
CDR3 - Baseline 0.037 0.023 -1.279** 0.462
CDR2 - IDR -0.334** 0.042 -0.931 0.682 -0.289** 0.103
CDR3 - IDR -0.263** 0.042 0.432 0.662 -0.199 0.113
CDR3 - CDR2 0.071* 0.030 1.363* 0.662 0.090 0.050

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
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Figure 4.2: Predicted probability to cooperate, predicted earnings, and predicted prob-
ability to punish an observed defector for each experimental condition, with 95% con-
fidence intervals. Based on the fixed parts of multilevel regression models (Table D.2)
with decisions nested in subjects and sessions. Only the first punishment sequence is
considered.
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4.5.3 Punishment

Table 4.4 presents allocated and implemented punishment for all decision rules and noise

conditions. Overall, defectors are punished more often than cooperators, and when de-

fectors are punished, that is done by a larger number of punishers. Interestingly, when

cooperators are punished, the average number of punishers is close to one in all condi-

tions. This suggests that CDR2, for which more than one punisher is required, would

have been sufficient to rule out most punishments directed at cooperators. With noise,

slightly fewer punishments are aimed at defectors and more are directed at cooperators

than without noise, which is consistent with pro-social punishment errors.

Trends of attempted punishment against cooperators and defectors were similar

across decision rules. Two exceptions include punishment of defectors under CDR2

with noise, which is relatively infrequent, and punishment of cooperators under CDR3

without noise, which is quite frequent.5 Without noise, sufficient agreement is often

reached under the CDRs on punishing defectors. Additionally, when more subjects

are required to agree on punishments, fewer defectors emerge and more are punished

on average. Conversely, noise appears to significantly hinder agreement on punishing

defectors. Numerous punishments are ruled out, even under CDR2.

Note that defectors earn 12 more points than cooperators in the contribution stage of

the experiment. Only under CDR2 and CDR3 without noise, the number of punishment

points that subjects receive for defecting is on average 12 points above punishment for

cooperation. Thus, under CDR2 and CDR3 punishments offset the payoff advantage of

defecting (see columns ‘av. total’: 3.01 × 6 − 0.02 × 6 = 17.94 punishment points under

CDR2; 2.91×6 = 17.46 punishment points under CDR3). This may explain why CDR2

and CDR3 without noise are the only two conditions in which cooperation increases

over time.

The lower panel of Figure 4.2 shows the predicted probability to punish an observed

defector for each experimental condition.6 Descriptive statistics are again listed in

Table D.1, while predictions derived from the multilevel regression model are presented

in Table D.2. In each period, subjects observe between zero and five defectors in their

group, for whom they decide whether or not to punish. The third model shown in Table

4.3 presents condition differences between the predicted probabilities. We expected

that decision rules do not affect punishment decisions without noise, that actors might

be less likely to punish with noise than without noise, and that actors would more

likely punish with noise as more agreement is required. Table 4.3 shows that predicted

punishment probabilities are indeed lower with noise than without noise under CDR2

and CDR3. However, without noise, relative to the IDR, the predicted probability to

5The two sessions conducted with noise and CDR2 generated the lowest and second-lowest rates of
attempted punishment of true defectors, respectively. High perverse punishment rates in CDR3
without noise are mostly attributable to four subjects who punish numerous cooperators. However,
these are evenly dispersed over the two sessions such that they never achieve a majority.

6We do not find significant condition differences in the likelihood to punish observed cooperators.
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punish is higher under CDR2 and CDR3, while with noise, the predicted probability

to punish is lower under CDR2 than under the IDR. Thus, with noise, actors are less

likely to punish when the likelihood that pro-social punishment errors are implemented

is lower, and the effect of required collective agreement on the likelihood to punish

differs between the two noise conditions. This is inconsistent with our assumptions. To

examine how condition differences in punishment translate into condition differences

in cooperation, we examine the effect of receiving punishment after contributing and

defecting on subsequent contribution decisions.

4.5.4 Previous game effects on contribution decisions

Table 4.5 presents a regression model with characteristics of the previous interaction

as determinants of current contribution decisions. Subjects’ own previous contribution

decision and received punishments, the number of other group members that the focal

subject observed as cooperators in the previous period, and noise interactions for these

variables are included. Punishments received for contributing and for defecting are

distinguished as two separate effects. Both are specified as a dichotomous variable that

states whether the subject was punished or not.7 Coefficients presented in Table 4.5

are similar when the model is examined for each decision rule separately (output not

shown), though the significance of most effects disappears due to the reduced sample

size, and it is not possible to estimate the effect of receiving punishment for cooperation

under the CDRs.

Table 4.5 shows that subjects are more likely to cooperate when they had cooper-

ated previously. With noise, this effect is still significant but half as strong, reflecting

higher fluctuations in contribution decisions over the periods. Receiving punishment for

defection has a positive effect on subsequent cooperation. The net effect is insignificant

with noise, although the difference between the noise and no-noise conditions is also

not significant. Receiving punishment for cooperating negatively affects subsequent co-

operation in the no-noise conditions only, while this effect completely disappears with

noise.8 Thus, our assumption that punishment of defectors is as beneficial to coopera-

tion as punishment of cooperators is harmful is not confirmed for the noise conditions.

Finally, the more other group members were observed as cooperators in the previous in-

teraction, the higher the likelihood of subsequent cooperation. This effect is significant

but much weaker in the noise conditions.

7We also estimated a model with a continuous variable indicating by how many others a subject was
punished. However, this model suffers from multi-collinearity issues, as the number of punishers is
highly correlated with the contribution decisions of the punished subject and of other group members.

8Punishment received for defection does have a highly significant effect with noise if specified as a
continuous variable. The effect of punishment received for cooperation is insignificant regardless of
precise specifications.
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Table 4.5: Multilevel logistic regression on contribution decisions for period t, with
decisions nested in subjects and sessions in the first punishment sequence (3528 PDs,
252 subjects).

Coeff. S.e.

Noise 1.157 0.652
CDR2 1.234** 0.441
× noise -2.784** 0.636

CDR 3 1.954** 0.502
× noise -2.986** 0.660

Own contribution t − 1 2.766** 0.450
× noise -1.924** 0.533

Punished while defecting t − 1 1.276* 0.511
× noise -0.699 0.561

Punished while cooperating t − 1 -0.863* 0.365
× noise 1.074* 0.449

Obs. n other cooperators t − 1 0.416** 0.085
× noise -0.208* 0.107

Period -0.041* 0.020
× noise -0.098** 0.027

Constant -2.471** 0.612

σu 0.000 0.353
σe 1.687** 0.143

Log Likelihood -1407.135

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)

4.6 Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, we experimentally compared the effect of different decision rules for

implementing punishment on cooperation and earnings in series of one-shot six-person

PDs with and without noise in the display of contribution decisions. We hypothesize

that cooperation rates are lower with noise than without noise under each decision

rule (Hypothesis 4.1a). This hypothesis is supported for the collective decision rules

(CDRs), but not for the individual decision rule (IDR). Hereby, it has to be noted that

cooperation under the IDR without noise is surprisingly low, increasing the likelihood

that similar cooperation rates are achieved with noise. We do find earnings under

all decision rule conditions to be negatively affected by noise, supporting Hypothesis

4.1b. Furthermore, we hypothesize that cooperation rates under noise conditions are

higher under the least restrictive CDR (CDR2) than under a decision rule that requires

majority consensus (CDR3) and the IDR (Hypothesis 4.2a). Earnings are also predicted

to be higher under CDR2 than under the IDR (Hypothesis 4.2b). These hypotheses
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are not supported. Instead, with noise cooperation rates are higher under the IDR and

CDR3 than CDR2. We find no differences in earnings between the IDR and CDR2.

Moreover, with noise earnings under all decision rules are lower than when punishment

is not possible at all.

Noise effects and differences between decision rules that we find at the macro-level

may to some extent be explained by noise effects on micro-level behaviors. First, with

noise, we find that subjects are less likely to punish observed defectors under the CDRs

than the IDR, especially CDR2. Second, punishments directed at cooperators is detri-

mental to cooperation without noise, but does not significantly affect cooperation with

noise. Punishment directed at defectors positively affects cooperation regardless of

noise. These two results imply that when noise is present, only under the IDR punish-

ment aimed at defectors was sufficient for maintaining cooperation, while the consid-

erable punishment aimed at cooperators was not problematic. Under both CDRs, too

few defectors were punished to enforce cooperation. Yet, under the IDR resources were

wasted on misguided punishments aimed at cooperators, and hence in the end also the

IDR is unable to maintain profits above baseline level with noise. Ambrus and Greiner

(2012), Bornstein and Weisel (2010), Fischer et al. (2013), Grechenig et al. (2010), and

Patel et al. (2010) find similar results for related settings.

Thus far, experimental evidence on the effect of noise on individual decision making

remains inconclusive. First, we find that subjects are less likely to punish observed

defectors with noise than without noise for the CDRs but not the IDR. Grechenig et al.

(2010) and Ambrus and Greiner (2012) both employ an IDR, and find that noise makes

punishment of both observed cooperators and defectors more frequent, but less severe.

Conversely, less related studies find that punishment of defectors through an IDR is less

common when information on others’ contribution decisions is inaccurate (Bornstein

and Weisel, 2010; Patel et al., 2010). Second, like Fischer et al. (2013), we find no

significant effect of punishment aimed at cooperators on cooperation with noise, while

Grechenig et al. (2010) and Ambrus and Greiner (2012) do find punishment aimed

at cooperators to negatively affect subsequent cooperation regardless of noise. Future

research may further dissect determinants of individual behaviors under imperfect in-

formation. Such research may also address CDR effects on punishment decisions in the

presence of noise.

It is interesting to note that in conditions without noise, punishment through an

IDR fails to maintain high cooperation rates over time. This contradicts numerous pre-

vious findings (e.g., Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002). This finding may be attributable

to the fact that the subjects in our experiment only decided whether to punish or not.

Additionally, each punishment reduced recipient payoffs by six points, which may not

have sufficiently discouraged defection. We also find that subjects become more willing

to cooperate without noise as more group members are required to agree on punish-

ment decisions. Indeed, most perverse punishments are ruled out while most pro-social

punishments are implemented. This suggests that both decision rules were tailored
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to the proportion of pro-social and perverse punishers in the population. Conversely,

with noise cooperation and earnings were not increased by implementing punishment

through CDRs. The CDR conditions employed were too restrictive in the noise games,

as pro-social punishment rates were low under CDRs with noise, since many pro-social

punishments were ruled out.
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Chapter 5

n-Person Prisoner’s Dilemmas with

endogenous peer punishment

institutions – The role of noise∗

Abstract

We experimentally study six-person Prisoner’s Dilemmas (PDs) in which subjects en-

dogenously decide 1) whether to implement a peer punishment institution in their group

and 2) whether the punishment institution, if implemented, implies more or less severe

punishments. We consider PDs with perfect information, and PDs in which subjects

observe each other’s cooperation or defection with noise. We expect subjects to be less

inclined to implement a punishment institution and less likely to prefer severe pun-

ishments with noise than without noise. Indeed, without noise, the majority of groups

choose a punishment institution with severe punishments, while with noise most groups

do not implement a punishment institution. In both noise conditions, cooperation and

earnings increase when a punishment institution is implemented, especially with se-

vere punishments. However, subjects in the noise condition perceive lower earnings

under severe punishments than under the other options. Also, with noise, observing

that cooperators are punished discourages subjects from implementing a punishment

institution in subsequent interactions.

5.1 Introduction

Social groups, such as neighborhoods, work teams, and religious communities, thrive

when members cooperate in pursuing group interests. However, cooperation problems

arise if defecting on the group benefits individual members (Raub et al., 2015). In

∗This is a slightly different version of Van Miltenburg, Buskens, and Raub (2014) that has been
submitted to an international journal.
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such situations, group members may encourage their peers to cooperate, for example

through punishment. Henceforth, the opportunity for all actors to punish their fellow

group members, i.e., for peer punishment, is referred to as a ‘punishment institution’

(cf. North, 1990).

Experimental research demonstrates that cooperation and long-term welfare in-

crease when a punishment institution is exogenously (by the experimenter) implemented

in cooperation problems (see Balliet et al., 2011; Chaudhuri, 2011 for an overview). This

raises the deeper theoretical question whether actors involved in cooperation problems

anticipate the consequences of punishment institutions, and voluntarily allow for the

use of peer punishment in their group (cf. Batenburg et al., 2003; Prendergast, 1999).

Several studies consider settings in which actors decide whether to interact under a

punishment institution. They find that most actors initially prefer to interact without

a punishment institution, but that punishment institutions gain popularity over time

(e.g., Ertan et al., 2009; Gürerk, 2013; Gürerk et al., 2006, 2009; Markussen et al., 2014;

Rockenbach and Milinski, 2006).

We build upon these findings in two ways. First, when actors involved in every-

day cooperation problems decide to implement a punishment institution, it is likely

that they will also select details of the punishment institution. In our experiment, in

addition to deciding whether to implement a punishment institution in their group,

actors determine punishment effectiveness, i.e., the extent to which each punishment

will reduce its recipient’s earnings (cf. Egas and Riedl, 2008; Nikiforakis and Normann,

2008). High punishment effectiveness more efficiently deters defection. Accordingly, co-

operation rates are found to increase with exogenous punishment effectiveness (Ambrus

and Greiner, 2012; Egas and Riedl, 2008; Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008). However,

actors may be reluctant to allow punishment with high effectiveness, as it implies a risk

that they may be punished severely themselves (Buchanan and Tullock, 1962). The

occurrence of perverse punishment places even cooperators at risk of being punished

(Cinyabuguma et al., 2006; Herrmann et al., 2008).

Second, studies on endogenous punishment institutions focus on cooperation prob-

lems in which actors have accurate information regarding the decisions of other group

members. While this may drive results on institution formation (Nikiforakis, 2014),

it does not always reflect everyday cooperation problems (Bereby-Meyer, 2012). We

study cooperation problems in which actors are accurately informed about the deci-

sions of their peers and cooperation problems that are characterized by noise. When

noise is present, an actor may observe another actor’s cooperation as a defection, and

vice versa.1 Noise implies that defectors may remain undetected by one or several po-

tential punishers, while cooperators may receive ‘misguided’ punishment if other group

members observe them as defectors. Accordingly, noise impedes the capacity for exoge-

1We consider one-shot interactions. This implies that theoretical complexities involved in strategic
punishment with noise in repeated interactions (Green and Porter, 1984; Wu and Axelrod, 1995;
Fudenberg et al., 2012) do not apply to our setting.
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nous punishment institutions to maintain cooperation (Fischer et al., 2013; Grechenig

et al., 2010; Chapter 4). While high effectiveness may better enforce cooperation when

noise is present than low effectiveness (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012), misguided punish-

ments aimed at cooperators will be more severe. Thus, it is unclear whether findings

on endogenous punishment effectiveness are generalizable to noisy environments.

In our experiment, actors individually indicate (henceforth vote) whether they wish

to interact under a punishment institution and which level of effectiveness they prefer.

The option that the majority of the group votes for is implemented. Many iterations

may be required before voting outcomes and behaviors under each outcome converge

to a stable pattern (cf. Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Gächter et al., 2008). Moreover,

while repeated interactions in fixed groups provide incentives for reputation formation

that may be anticipated in votes, such incentives are ruled out in one-shot interactions.

We thus study endogenous implementation of punishment institutions and effectiveness

over a long sequence of one-shot interactions.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we review related experimental

literature. Section 5.3 outlines the theoretical model and hypotheses. The laboratory

experiment is presented in Section 5.4, results are reported in Section 5.5, and Section

5.6 presents conclusions.

5.2 Related literature

The majority of experimental research that compares behaviors in Prisoner’s Dilemmas

or Public Goods Games with and without exogenous punishment institutions has re-

vealed a number of consistent behavioral patterns (Chaudhuri, 2011). Typically, in the

absence of a punishment institution, cooperation rates begin at approximately 50% and

decline to almost complete defection if one-shot interactions are repeated with different

partners (Camerer, 2003; Ledyard, 1995). Several subjects in these interactions can be

classified as conditional cooperators who cooperate as long as they expect that others

will do the same (e.g., Fischbacher et al., 2001).

Under exogenous punishment institutions, several subjects punish defectors, even

in one-shot interactions (e.g., Fehr and Gächter, 2002), and cooperation is typically

maintained at a high level (Balliet et al., 2011; Chaudhuri, 2011; Nikiforakis, 2014).

Moreover, cooperators often receive some punishment, too (e.g., Cinyabuguma et al.,

2006; Herrmann et al., 2008; Ostrom et al., 1992), hindering their subsequent coop-

eration. Henceforth, punishment directed at defectors is deemed ‘pro-social,’ while

punishment directed at cooperators is deemed ‘perverse.’ In most experiments, every

punishment depletes recipient income by three times the cost of punishment allocation

(1:3 effectiveness, e.g., Fehr and Gächter, 2002). If punishment effectiveness is varied

exogenously, cooperation rates increase with effectiveness (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012;

Egas and Riedl, 2008; Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008). However, more resources are
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destroyed by punishment when more effective punishments are employed. Accordingly,

Egas and Riedl (2008) find that group earnings decrease with effectiveness in series of

one-shot interactions.

Experiments employing noise similar to the current study in cooperation problems

with exogenous punishment institutions and 1:3 punishment effectiveness find that a

20% or higher probability of inaccurately observing contribution decisions causes a de-

crease in cooperation rates and earnings (Fischer et al., 2013; Grechenig et al., 2010;

Chapter 4). Studies examining other means of implementing noise also find noise to

negatively affect earnings in cooperation problems with a punishment institution (Am-

brus and Greiner, 2012; Bornstein and Weisel, 2010; Patel et al., 2010). Initial evidence

suggests that with noise, cooperation rates and earnings increase with punishment ef-

fectiveness in repeated interactions in fixed groups (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012).

A growing number of experimental studies examine the implementation of peer

punishment institutions through voting procedures. To our knowledge, none of these

studies have addressed noise or endogenous punishment effectiveness. Sutter et al.

(2010) allowed subjects to vote on the implementation of a punishment institution, a

reward institution, or neither, before the first interaction. The authors consider two

exogenous levels of effectiveness. They find that the majority of groups do not opt for

a punishment or reward institution under 1:1 effectiveness, and that most groups select

a reward institution under 1:3 effectiveness. Botelho et al. (2005) allowed subjects to

vote on whether to implement a punishment institution a final round after a series of

cooperation problems with and without a punishment institution. The authors find that

only one group voted in favor of the punishment institution. However, in studies where

fixed groups are offered multiple opportunities to vote, and the outcome applies to

several ensuing interactions, punishment institutions gain popularity over time. Ertan

et al. (2009) find that most groups allow for punishment of below-average contributors

after a number of voting rounds. Kamei et al. (2011) and Markussen et al. (2014)

find that after several votes, many subjects prefer peer punishment institutions over

institutions that automatically punish defectors if the cost of implementing a peer

punishment institution is low relative to automatic punishment. Finally, studies in

which subjects can migrate between groups with and without a punishment institution

find that many subjects opt for punishment institutions over time (Gürerk, 2013; Gürerk

et al., 2009; Rockenbach and Milinski, 2006; Fehr and Williams, 2013).
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5.3 Experimental game and hypotheses

5.3.1 A cooperation problem with noise, a punishment stage,

and a voting stage

Before describing the voting procedure, we outline how cooperation and punishment are

defined in the experiment. Cooperation problems are modeled as one-shot six-person

Prisoner’s Dilemmas (PDs).2 Each actor i receives an endowment w > 0. Subsequently,

all actors independently and simultaneously decide whether to contribute their entire

endowment to a ‘group account,’ i.e., actor i’s contribution ci is either w (cooperation)

or 0 (defection). Joint contributions c = ∑ ci are multiplied by m, with 1 < m < 6,

and divided equally among group members. Thus, individual actors gain more from

defecting than from cooperating (since m < 6), while the group payoff is maximized

if everyone cooperates (since m > 1). Each actor is better off under full cooperation

than if all defect (since mw > w). Still, full defection constitutes the unique Pareto-

suboptimal Nash equilibrium of the PD under the assumption that actors are rational

and self-regarding. Henceforth, we refer to actors who are rational and self-regarding

as payoff-maximizing actors. In the experiment, we comply with conventional values

of endowment and individual return from cooperation by using w = 20 and m = 2.4,

respectively (cf. Fehr and Gächter, 2000, 2002).

After the contribution stage, each actor i receives a signal oij for each other group

member j ≠ i on j’s contribution decision. Two variants of the PD are considered, that

differ in the accuracy of the signal. In the PD without noise, the signal is always correct

(i.e., oij = cj). In the PD with noise, the signal may be inaccurate, that is, oij ≠ cj with

probability p and oij = cj with probability 1 − p. If a signal is inaccurate, i observes

j’s cooperation as a defection and vice versa. Whether oij is accurate is determined

independently for each observing actor i of each choice cj. Payoffs are based on actual

contributions, though actors cannot infer actual payoffs from the noisy contributions

that they observe. Subjects in the experiment only observe their actual payoffs at the

end of a session. Still, noise does not affect the payoff structure of the PD such that the

Nash equilibrium of zero contributions remains unchanged for payoff-maximizing actors.

In the experiment, p = 0.2, and thus each actors’ contribution decision is incorrectly

observed, on average, by one of the five others in a six-person group.

In both the PD with and without noise, if a punishment institution is implemented,

once actors observe signals oij, each i can decide for each j whether to punish. If i

decides to punish j, actor i pays a cost of a > 0 for punishing, and the payoff for j is

reduced by b > a. Thus, i’s earnings from the contribution stage of the PD are reduced

by an amount of a for each j whom i decides to punish and by an amount of b for

2Group size and punishment effectiveness are set such that a different number of punishers is required
to deter defectors under each effectiveness and noise condition and such that not too many group
members are required to punish to achieve deterrence, such that enforcing cooperation is feasible.
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each j who decides to punish i. As punishment is costly, payoff-maximizing actors do

not punish in one-shot interactions. Thus, when all actors are payoff maximizing and

expect others to be as well, no actor enacts or expects to receive punishment, and the

Nash equilibrium of full defection remains unchanged. In the experiment, two levels of

effectiveness a:b are considered. The punishment cost remains constant at a = 2. With

low effectiveness, b = 6 so that a:b = 2:6 = 1:3. With high effectiveness, b = 12 so that

a:b = 2:12 = 1:6. Thus, recipients lose three or six times the amount that actors spend

on punishment allocation.

Whether a punishment stage is added to the PD and, if so, the level of effectiveness

employed, is decided by vote. The voting stage takes place before actors make con-

tribution decisions. Voting is compulsory and costless. When actors vote, they know

whether the PD they are participating in includes or does not include noise. First,

actors vote on whether to add a punishment stage to the PD. Second, actors vote for

high or low effectiveness of punishment, regardless whether they voted in favor of a

punishment stage, and without knowing whether a punishment stage will be added.

If a majority votes against the punishment stage, this stage is omitted from the PD.

This outcome is referred to as No Punishment (NP). If a majority votes in favor of a

punishment stage, this stage is added to the PD with the corresponding punishment

effectiveness voted for. These outcomes are referred to as Low Punishment (LP) and

High Punishment (HP). If exactly three of the six group members vote in favor of im-

plementing a punishment institution, or for a certain effectiveness, the outcome of the

respective vote is randomly determined.3

5.3.2 Costs and benefits of interacting under a punishment

institution

As stated above, if all actors are payoff maximizing and expect others to be as well,

irrespective of noise no punishment is allocated in a sub-game perfect equilibrium, and

all group members defect regardless of the presence of a punishment institution. Voting

outcomes are then irrelevant for behavior and earnings, and actors are indifferent in the

vote for a punishment institution and for effectiveness. However, from the literature

cited in Section 5.2, it is evident that some actors in cooperation problems behave in a

manner that is inconsistent with the payoff-maximizing actor model. First, conditional

cooperators cooperate as long as they expect others to do so as well, also under NP.

Second, pro-social and perverse punishers punish group members whom they observe

as defectors and cooperators, respectively.

3Theoretically, this procedure cannot exclude strategic votes. Actors who prefer HP (LP) over NP and
NP over LP (HP) and who expect at least three others to vote for the punishment effectiveness that
they least prefer vote against implementing a punishment institution, i.e., their second preference,
to avoid ending up under their least preferred outcome, if they expect to be pivotal. We expect the
combination of these preference patterns and expectations of other votes to be unlikely. We employed
the present voting procedure, as it leads to clear outcomes and is easy for subjects to understand.
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The presence of conditional cooperators and punishers alters the implication of the

voting outcome for payoff-maximizing actor i. First, while the presence of conditional

cooperators can imply a degree of cooperation of i’s fellow group members under NP,

pro-social punishers are likely to enforce even more cooperation among fellow group

members, increasing i’s earnings under LP and HP. Second, while actor i always defects

and cannot be punished under NP, i may be punished for certain behaviors or may

cooperate to avoid receiving punishment under LP and HP. Thus, interacting under LP

or HP can ‘benefit’ i compared to interacting under NP given the higher cooperation

rates of other group members. Conversely, interacting under LP or HP instead of NP

can have a ‘cost’ for i, as he or she may have to cooperate and may be punished.

Payoff-maximizing actors who anticipate the presence of conditional cooperators and

punishers may opt for LP or for HP if they expect the benefit to outweigh the cost.

Table 5.1, as described further below, shows how costs and benefits of interact-

ing under LP or HP rather than NP for payoff-maximizing actors depend on noise

and punishment effectiveness. The table is used to develop hypotheses on voting de-

cisions. The far-left column comprises each possible number of pro-social punishers in

a group, that is, group members who punish others whom they observe as defectors.

Corresponding rows outline how the earnings of payoff-maximizing actors are affected

through interacting under LP or HP instead of NP. For the noise conditions, the table

shows expected values based on an average of 20% of pro-social punishers inaccurately

observing the focal actor’s contribution decision. We assume that actors behave as if

they use Table 5.1 to maximize their expected payoffs, given their expected number of

pro-social punishers present in the group. Perverse punishment is not accounted for

in Table 5.1, but we later hypothesize effects of experiencing punishment directed at

(observed) cooperators on subsequent votes.

Columns entitled ‘Pun D’ and ‘Pun C’ in Table 5.1 show (expected) punishments

that actors receive under LP and HP after defecting and cooperating, respectively. Ac-

tors are punished by six points under LP, and by twelve points under HP, by every

pro-social punisher who observes them as defector (Section 5.3.1). Accordingly, the no

noise section of Table 5.1 shows that if actors defect, they receive six punishment points

under LP and twelve punishment points under HP for each pro-social punisher. Actors

are not punished for cooperating. With noise, an average of 20% of pro-social punish-

ments are targeted at actual cooperators and 80% at actual defectors. Accordingly, the

noise section of Table 5.1 shows that under LP actors expect to receive 0.8 × 6 = 4.8

punishment points for defecting and 0.2 × 6 = 1.2 punishment points for cooperating

for each pro-social punisher. Likewise, under HP actors expect to receive 0.8 × 12 = 9.6

punishment points for defecting and 0.2×12 = 2.4 punishment points for cooperating for

each pro-social punisher. For example, if actors under LP with noise expect their group

to contain four pro-social punishers, they should expect to receive 4 × (0.8 × 6) = 19.2

punishment points for defecting and 4×(0.2×6) = 4.8 punishment points for cooperating.
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‘Dec’ columns in Table 5.1 show payoff-maximizing contribution decisions. In our

experiment, as cooperators receive only 20 × 2.4/6 = 8 points in return for their own

contributions, cooperation yields 20 − 8 = 12 less points than defection. Thus, actors

maximize (expected) payoff by cooperating if (expected) punishment for defection (‘Pun

D’) is at least 12 points more severe than (expected) punishment for cooperation (‘Pun

C’). For example, in groups with four pro-social punishers under LP with noise, expected

punishment for defection will be more than twelve points more severe than expected

punishment for cooperation (19.2 − 4.8 = 14.4 > 12). Accordingly, payoff-maximizing

actors in the PD with noise who anticipate the presence of four pro-social punishers

will cooperate under LP.

‘Cost’ columns in Table 5.1 specify the (expected) cost of interacting under LP or

HP, i.e., the earnings that payoff-maximizing actors (expect to) lose when they interact

under LP or HP rather than NP. The (expected) cost comprises two elements. First,

defection is payoff maximizing under NP, while cooperation may maximize (expected)

payoffs under punishment institutions. Second, actors cannot be punished under NP,

but might receive punishment under LP or HP. Accordingly, if the ‘Dec’ column shows

that defection maximizes (expected) payoffs, ‘Cost’ is equal to (expected) punishment

for defection (‘Pun D’). If the ‘Dec’ column shows that cooperation maximizes (ex-

pected) payoffs, ‘Cost’ is equal to (expected) punishment for cooperation (‘Pun C’)

plus 12, i.e., the cost of cooperation rather than defection. For example, in a group

with four pro-social punishers under LP with noise, payoff-maximizing actors cooper-

ate and expect to receive 4.8 punishment points for doing so. Hence, the expected cost

when they cooperate under LP rather than defect under NP is 4.8 + 12 = 16.8.

As noted above, interacting under LP or HP might be advantageous if other group

members who would have defected under NP cooperate under LP or HP. In the ex-

periment, cooperation generates an eight-point increase in the earnings of each fellow

group member. Accordingly, each additional cooperator under LP or HP compared to

NP secures eight more points for everyone else in the group. ‘Incr’ columns in Table

5.1 outline increases in others’ cooperation rates required to offset (expected) cost of

interacting under LP and HP rather than NP. This is equal to ‘Cost’ divided by eight

and rounded up to the next integer value. For example, in a group with four pro-social

punishers under LP with noise, when three more fellow group members cooperate under

LP than under NP, earnings from others’ cooperation increase by 3× 8 = 24 points, off-

setting the focal actors’ expected cost of 16.8 points. Thus, if payoff-maximizing actors

in the PD with noise expect four pro-social punishers under LP, they expect to earn

more under LP than under NP if they expect that at least three more others cooperate

under LP than under NP.
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5.3.3 Hypotheses – noise and punishment effectiveness

We wish to test two types of hypotheses. First, we develop hypotheses on cooperation

under each voting outcome and on noise effects on cooperation and voting. We expect

no major differences in perverse punishment (directed at observed cooperators) between

the experimental conditions that affect differences in cooperation rates. Additionally,

we expect actors to not a priori expect perverse punishment when making contribution

and voting decisions. Therefore, we ignore perverse punishment in these hypotheses.

Second, we present hypotheses on how experiencing certain behaviors of other group

members, including punishments that may be perverse, affect subsequent voting.

The more actors allocate pro-social punishment under a noise condition or voting

outcome, the more punishment defectors receive relative to cooperators under this out-

come, and this may in turn affect cooperation and voting. How noise and punishment

effectiveness affect punishment decisions will be tested empirically and evaluated in

light of differences between experimental conditions. On one hand, actors may be less

inclined to punish under HP than under LP due to a belief that punishment is too se-

vere. On the other hand, actors may be more inclined to punish under HP than under

LP because they get more ‘value’ for punishment expenditures. Previous studies sug-

gest that actors are more inclined to punish, the higher punishment effectiveness, both

with and without noise (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Egas and Riedl, 2008). We may

expect that noise renders actors reluctant to punish observed defectors, as they may

target actual cooperators. A previous study that employs 1:3 effectiveness (Chapter 4)

finds that noise has no significant effect on decisions to punish observed defectors.

We first derive hypotheses on noise effects on voting. ‘Pun’ columns in Table 5.1

show that under every number of pro-social punishers, defectors expect to receive less

punishment and cooperators expect to receive more punishment with noise than without

noise. If noise renders actors reluctant to allocate pro-social punishment, the extent

to which defectors expect to receive less punishment relative to cooperators with noise

even increases. Accordingly, we expect that actors anticipate more cooperation under

LP and HP without noise. Moreover, ‘Incr’ columns in Table 5.1 show that actors often

require more cooperation with noise to offset expected costs of interacting under LP or

HP. In sum, with noise actors do not expect as much cooperation under LP or HP as

without noise, though more expected cooperation is necessary to offset expected costs.

We expect the lower expected benefits, and higher expected costs, to render actors less

inclined to vote in favor of implementing a punishment institution with noise.

Hypothesis 5.1 Actors are less inclined to vote in favor of implementing a punishment

institution with noise.

‘Cost’ columns in Table 5.1 show that with noise interacting under HP has a higher

cost than interacting under LP for each number of pro-social punishers. This difference

is even more pronounced when, in line with previous research, actors are more inclined
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to punish under HP than under LP. Thus, with noise, actors only vote for HP over

LP if they expect that more cooperation under the former offsets the additional cost.

Without noise, expected costs of interacting under HP and LP are equal, unless actors

expect only one pro-social punisher to be present under LP. Thus, without noise, actors

typically do not require a promise of higher cooperation under HP than LP to induce

them to vote for the former. Therefore, we hypothesize that actors are more reluctant

to vote for HP with noise than without noise.

Hypothesis 5.2 Actors are less inclined to vote for HP rather than LP with noise.

One effect that is not accounted for in Table 5.1 may further encourage a negative

noise effect on voting for (a more effective) punishment institution after actors gain

experience with the PD under each voting outcome. With noise, and when there are

more cooperators than defectors, more cooperators are observed as defectors on average

than the other way around. Thus, the more actual cooperation exceeds 50%, the more

cooperation rates that actors observe fall below actual cooperation rates. The opposite

holds for cooperation rates lower than 50%. This may imply that others’ cooperation

rates, and therefore own earnings, that actors observe with noise under a punishment

institution are lower than actual cooperation and earnings, while observed cooperation

and earnings under NP are higher than in reality. We test empirically whether these

observation biases substantially misrepresent the effect of punishment institutions on

observed cooperation or earnings.

We now hypothesize on cooperation under each voting outcome. Punishment of

defectors promotes cooperation, while punishment of cooperators can hinder subsequent

cooperation. First, for both noise conditions, ‘Pun’ columns in Table 5.1 show that for

each number of pro-social punishers, defectors receive more punishment relative to

cooperators under HP than under LP. The difference is even more pronounced when, in

line with previous research, actors are more inclined to punish under HP than under LP.

Second, for each number of pro-social punishers, ‘Pun’ columns in Table 5.1 show that

defectors receive less punishment relative to cooperators with noise than without noise.

These differences between noise conditions are even more pronounced when noise makes

actors reluctant to allocate pro-social punishment. Thus, in both noise conditions we

hypothesize that cooperation rates are higher under HP than under LP, and for each

level of punishment effectiveness we hypothesize higher cooperation rates without noise

than with noise.

Hypothesis 5.3 In both noise conditions, cooperation rates are higher under HP than

under LP and higher under LP than under NP.

Hypothesis 5.4 Cooperation rates under LP and HP are higher without noise than

with noise.
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5.3.4 Hypotheses – effects of experience

A second set of hypotheses addresses how experiences affect subsequent votes. First,

votes may be affected by the cooperation of fellow group members that actors observed

in previous PDs under each voting outcome. Regarding votes on whether to implement a

punishment institution, the more cooperation actors have experienced under LP and HP

rather than NP, the more likely they will be to expect higher earnings under punishment

institutions than under NP. Regarding the vote for punishment effectiveness, the more

cooperation of other group members actors have experienced under HP relative to LP,

the more inclined they will be to expect higher earnings under HP than under LP.

Hypothesis 5.5 Actors are more inclined to vote for an option, the more cooperation

of fellow group members they have experienced under this option, and the less coopera-

tion of fellow group members they have experienced under the alternative option(s).

‘Incr’ columns in Table 5.1 show that with noise, actors often require more cooperation

under LP or HP than without noise to offset expected costs of interacting under LP or

HP rather than NP. ‘Cost’ columns show that with noise, interacting under HP has a

higher expected cost than interacting under LP such that with noise, actors only vote

for HP if they expect more cooperation under HP than under LP. The difference in cost

is even more pronounced if actors are more inclined to punish under HP than under

LP. Conversely, without noise, the cost of interacting under HP and LP is mostly equal.

Thus, with noise, more experienced cooperation may be required than without noise to

convince actors to vote for a (more effective) punishment institution.

Hypothesis 5.6 The effect of previously experienced cooperation on the likelihood of

voting for a certain option is weaker with noise than without noise.

Second, votes may be affected by experiencing that observed defectors are punished.

Punishment of observed defectors increases expected benefits of interacting under LP or

HP, as other’s cooperation in future interactions under LP or HP may increase. How-

ever, ‘Cost’ columns in Table 5.1 show that with noise, the expected costs of interacting

under punishment institutions also increase with the number of pro-social punishers.

Additionally, with noise, the difference between expected costs of interacting under HP

and of interacting under LP increases with the number of pro-social punishers. Thus,

with noise, it remains unclear whether actors expect benefits of experiencing punish-

ment of observed defectors to outweigh costs. Conversely, without noise, the cost of

interacting under LP or HP is hardly affected by the number of pro-social punishers.

Accordingly, while experiencing that observed defectors are punished may render ac-

tors more inclined to opt for a (more effective) punishment institution without noise,

we expect that with noise, this likely positive effect will be reduced or become negative.

Hypothesis 5.7 Noise reduces the effect of experienced punishment of observed defec-

tors under LP and HP on the likelihood to vote in favor of implementing a punishment

institution and to vote in favor of HP.
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Finally, votes may be affected by experiencing that observed cooperators are pun-

ished. In both noise conditions, punishment of observed cooperators discourages co-

operation, especially under HP where punishments are more severe. Thus, actors who

observe that cooperators are punished expect lower cooperation rates under punish-

ment institutions in the future and may expect to receive punishment if they cooperate

themselves. Accordingly, we hypothesize that punishment aimed at observed coop-

erators renders actors more reluctant to vote in favor of implementing a punishment

institution and for HP.

Hypothesis 5.8 Actors are less inclined to vote in favor of implementing a punish-

ment institutions and less inclined to vote for HP rather than LP after experiencing

punishment of observed cooperators under LP and HP.

With noise, experiencing that observed cooperators are punished may occur when re-

cipient contribution decisions are wrongly observed by focal actors or punishers. Thus,

negative effects of observing cooperators being punished are expected to be smaller

with noise than without noise, as without noise punishment of cooperators is perverse

by definition.

Hypothesis 5.9 Effects of experienced punishment of observed cooperators under LP

and HP on the likelihood to vote in favor of implementing a punishment institution and

to vote for HP are less negative with noise than without noise.

5.4 Experimental procedure

In the experiment, subjects participated in series of six-person PD games with endoge-

nous punishment institutions and effectiveness described in Section 5.3. In half of the

sessions, the PD with noise was employed, while in the other half, subjects partici-

pated in the PD without noise. Subjects were informed on whether and how noise

was implemented. Payoffs presented in Section 5.3 were represented to subjects as

points that were translated into monetary earnings at the end of a session. Throughout

each session, subjects were randomly re-matched in different groups of six after every

interaction.

At the start of the experiment, subjects received paper instructions that only de-

scribed the contribution stage of the PD. Subsequently, they answered control questions

on the computer to verify that they understood this part of the PD. If a subject did

not answer a question correctly, the right answer was presented on the screen. Each

session proceeded with five periods of a PD with a contribution stage only to familiarize

the subjects with the decision situation. Also these initial PDs were played either with

or without noise depending on the experimental condition. After each period, subjects

were informed of the (noisy) contribution decisions made by their group members and

of their own payoff. In the noise condition, subjects were informed of the payoff that
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they would earn if contribution decisions that they observed were accurate, instead of

their actual earnings. This prevented subjects from inferring actual contribution rates.

After the five initial periods, subjects interacted for 40 periods in the PD with

endogenous punishment institutions and effectiveness. Thus, each period opened with a

vote on whether or not to implement a punishment institution, and between LP and HP,

and the option that the majority of the six-person group voted for was implemented.4

Subjects received new instructions describing this phase of the experiment. After each

voting stage, subjects were informed of the voting outcome in their group, but not on

how many group members voted for each alternative. Regardless of voting outcomes,

in this part of the experiment subjects received an additional endowment of 10 points

after the contribution stage of each PD. Punishment cost was set at two points. Thus,

in groups that interacted under LP or HP, the endowment allowed subjects to punish all

five fellow group members. Under LP and HP, subjects were informed of punishments

that were received by all group members after the punishment stage. Under each

voting outcome, subjects were informed of their own earnings after each interaction.

Again, in the noise condition, these earnings were based on noisy contribution decisions

perceived by subjects. While subjects could theoretically acquire negative aggregate

earnings during this part of the experiment, we did not develop a protocol for negative

earnings, as they were highly unlikely and indeed never occurred. At the end of the

session, subjects were informed of their actual accumulated earnings.

The experiment was programmed using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and conducted

at the ELSE laboratory at Utrecht University. Subjects were recruited using the online

recruiting system ORSEE (Greiner, 2004). 156 subjects participated in total: 78 in

the noise condition and 78 in the condition without noise (41% male, 85% students,

30% economics students). Subjects earned e 12.50 on average (minimum of e 7.50,

maximum of e 15.50).

5.5 Methods and results

5.5.1 Descriptive results

In line with previous findings (Ledyard, 1995), cooperation rates in the five initial PDs

without a voting stage steadily decline from roughly 45% to roughly 28% regardless of

noise (output not shown). However, marked noise effects are visible in the PDs with

a voting stage. Figures 5.1a-5.1d show individual votes, voting outcomes, contribution

decisions, and earnings for each PD period with a voting stage and for both noise

conditions.

Subjects make two decisions at each voting stage: whether to vote in favor of im-

plementing a punishment institution, and whether to vote for LP or HP. Figure 5.1a

4In the experiment, neutral labels were used. Options in the voting stage were referred to as ‘system
A’ (NP), ‘system B1’ (LP), and ‘system B2’ (HP).
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Figure 5.1a: Proportion of subjects voting in favor of implementing a punishment
institution rather than NP, and proportion of subjects voting for HP rather than LP
without (left) and with (right) noise.
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Figure 5.1b: Proportion of groups under each voting outcome without (left) and with
(right) noise.

shows the proportion of subjects who vote in favor of implementing a punishment insti-

tution rather than NP and the proportion of subjects who vote for HP rather than LP.

Note that these are two independent decisions. Without noise, only 35% of all subjects

initially vote in favor of implementing a punishment institution. However, punishment

institutions quickly increase in popularity, with a stable majority of roughly 85% of

subjects voting in favor of implementing a punishment institution after the tenth pe-

riod. In the vote for effectiveness, 35% of all subjects initially vote for HP. However,

also HP increases in popularity over time, with a stable majority of roughly 70% voting

for HP after the tenth period. With noise, 20% of all subjects initially vote in favor of

implementing a punishment institution, increasing to roughly 50% over the forty peri-

ods. In addition, 20% of all subjects initially vote for HP, increasing to 35% over the

forty periods. This increasing tendency toward punishment institutions complements

previous findings (e.g., Ertan et al., 2009; Gürerk et al., 2006; Markussen et al., 2014).
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Figure 5.1c: Cooperation rates under each voting outcome without (left) and with
(right) noise.
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Figure 5.1d: Earnings for each voting outcome without (left) and with (right) noise.

Figure 5.1b presents voting outcomes. Without noise, most groups initially interact

under NP, but after a number of rounds, most groups interact under HP, followed by LP.

Groups hardly ever interact under NP in later rounds. With noise, almost all groups

initially interact under NP. Subsequently, a substantial proportion of groups interact

under one of the punishment institutions, but NP remains the most popular in almost

every period. Of the two punishment institutions, more groups interact under LP than

under HP.

Figure 5.1c shows cooperation rates for each voting outcome. Without noise, co-

operation rates under NP are relatively low. Conversely, almost full cooperation is

immediately achieved under HP. Initially, roughly 60% of subjects cooperate under LP,

but this rapidly increases to nearly full cooperation as well. With noise, cooperation

rates under NP likewise remain relatively low. From the first period onward, cooper-

ation rates are considerably higher under both LP and HP. Cooperation rates slowly

decrease over time under LP, but remain high under HP. Under both HP and LP, co-

operation rates are consistently lower with noise. Previous studies likewise found that

cooperation rates increase under endogenous punishment institutions (Kamei et al.,
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2011; Markussen et al., 2014; Sutter et al., 2010), and that cooperation rates are lower

under exogenous punishment institutions with noise (Fischer et al., 2013; Grechenig

et al., 2010; Chapter 4) but increase with effectiveness (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012;

Egas and Riedl, 2008; Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008).

Figure 5.1d shows that without noise, higher earnings are almost immediately

achieved under LP and HP than under NP. With noise, earnings achieved under the

LP and HP are somewhat higher than those achieved under NP, but this difference is

smaller than without noise. Additionally, while higher cooperation rates are achieved

under HP than under LP with noise, this does not appear to translate into higher earn-

ings. Previous studies found that exogenous punishment institutions negatively affect

earnings with noise under 1:3 effectiveness (Grechenig et al., 2010; Chapter 4).

Table 5.2 shows punishment received by actual cooperators and defectors. Without

noise, 91% of all defectors is punished by at least one fellow group member under LP,

and each defector receives punishment under HP. Additionally, the average number of

punishments that defectors receive when they are punished is slightly higher under HP

than under LP, such that defectors receive more punishments on average under HP than

under LP. Conversely, few cooperators are punished, typically by one group member

only, such that cooperators on average receive few punishments under both LP and

HP. With noise, most actual defectors are punished, though at lower percentages and

by fewer punishers than without noise. Accordingly, under LP and HP defectors on

average receive fewer punishments with noise than without noise. Several cooperators

receive punishment in the noise condition, under HP especially, but only from slightly

more than one group member on average, and thus the average number of punishments

received by actual cooperators remains low.

Table 5.2 shows that under LP with noise, defectors receive 1.23 × 6 = 7.38 pun-

ishment points and cooperators received 0.38 × 6 = 2.28 punishment points on average.

Thus, the difference in average punishment for defection and cooperation (7.38− 2.28 =

5.1 points) did not offset the 12-point payoff advantage of defecting. Rather, under

LP with noise, defectors earn more than cooperators on average. Similar calculations

reveal that punishment under the other voting outcomes is on average sufficient to deter

defection. This may explain why LP with noise is the only punishment institution that

does not result in nearly full cooperation and that showed a decline in cooperation over

time (Figure 5.1c).

5.5.2 Cooperation, punishment, and earnings

In what follows, multilevel regression models are presented with random effects at the

subject level to control for interdependencies within subjects. Too few observations were

made at the session level to include random effects that control for interdependencies

within sessions. Models with fixed session effects are difficult to interpret, as sessions

and noise are perfectly collinear by design. To facilitate a straightforward interpretation
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Table 5.2: Number (N) of actual cooperators and defectors, percentage (%) of coopera-
tors and defectors that receive at least one punishment, average number of punishments
received by cooperators and defectors who are punished (Av. pun), and average number
of punishments received by cooperators and defectors overall (Av. total) under LP and
HP with and without noise.

Actual defectors Actual cooperators

Av. Av. Av. Av.
Noise Eff. N % pun. total N % pun. total

No LP 99 91 2.68 2.43 705 17 1.08 0.18
HP 51 100 3.37 3.37 1929 17 1.09 0.18

Yes LP 410 74 1.66 1.23 586 33 1.17 0.38
HP 41 95 2.56 2.44 271 49 1.21 0.59

of noise effects, sessions are not controlled for in the models presented below. We

indicate when effects are not robust if session fixed effects are included to control for

interdependencies at the session level.

Figures 5.2a-5.2c show the effect of noise condition and voting outcome on the pre-

dicted probability to punish an observed defector, predicted cooperation, and predicted

period earnings. These predictions are based on regression models shown in Tables E.3

and E.4 in Appendix E. The differences described below are significant according to

these models. Table E.1 in Appendix E presents corresponding descriptive statistics.

Figure 5.2a shows the predicted probability that a subject will punish an observed

defector.5 In each period, subjects observe between zero and five defectors in their

group, for whom they decide whether to punish. Figure 5.2a shows that in both noise

conditions, the predicted probability to punish an observed defector is higher under HP

than under LP, and for both for HP and LP the predicted probability is lower with noise.

Thus, defectors receive significantly more punishment relative to cooperators under HP

than under LP and more without noise than with noise. Note that for deriving our

hypotheses, we already anticipated that noise may render actors reluctant to allocate

pro-social punishment and that subjects may be more inclined to punish (observed)

defectors when punishment effectiveness is high (Section 5.3).

The left panel of Figure 5.2b shows the predicted probability that a subject coop-

erates. In line with Hypothesis 5.3, Figure 5.2 shows that the predicted probability

to cooperate is higher under HP than under LP and higher under LP than under NP

regardless of noise. Moreover, under LP and HP the predicted probability to cooperate

is lower with noise , confirming Hypothesis 5.4. Thus, as expected, punishment, and

5No significant effectiveness or noise differences were found regarding the predicted probability to
punish an observed cooperator. Predicted probabilities fall below 0.003 for each level of effectiveness
and for each noise condition.
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Figure 5.2a: Predicted probability of punishing an observed defector under each effec-
tiveness and noise condition with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.2b: Predicted probability of cooperation under each voting outcome with and
without noise, and predicted probability to observe a cooperator with noise with 95%
confidence intervals.

especially severe punishment, promotes cooperation, while noise reduces cooperation-

enhancing effects of punishment institutions.

We noted that, with noise, if cooperation under LP and HP exceeds 50% while

cooperation under NP falls below 50%, cooperation rates that subjects observe under

LP and HP may fall below actual cooperation rates, while observed cooperation rates

under NP are higher than in reality. The right-hand panel of Figure 5.2b shows the

predicted probability to observe a cooperator with noise. These are five observations

per subject for each PD, one for the observed contribution decision of each fellow group

member. The predicted probability to observe a cooperator follows the same pattern as

the predicted actual cooperation, though the difference between NP and the punishment

institutions is smaller than in reality. Figure 5.2c shows predicted actual and perceived

period earnings with noise. In both noise conditions, predicted actual earnings are

higher under HP than under LP and higher under LP than NP. However, with noise,

subjects are predicted to observe significantly lower earnings under HP than under NP
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Figure 5.2c: Predicted period earnings for each voting outcome, and predicted observed
period earnings with noise with 95% confidence intervals.

and LP. Thus, while the positive effect of interacting under a punishment institution

on cooperation rates is partly detected by subjects in the noise condition, the subjects

do not observe that this translates into higher earnings.

5.5.3 Votes

We now model the effect of noise and experience on the decision whether to vote in

favor of implementing a punishment institution. Experienced cooperation rate was

calculated as the average number of other group members that a subject observed as

cooperators in all PDs with a voting stage that preceded the current vote, separated

by whether the subject interacted under NP, LP, or HP. Experienced punishment of

defection is measured as the average number of punishments that observed defectors,

including the subject,6 received in all preceding PDs in which a subject interacted under

LP and under HP. The same method was used to measure experienced punishment of

cooperation. If subjects in a certain period had never experienced a voting outcome or

never observed cooperation or defection under LP or HP, they are assigned a value zero

for the corresponding experience variable. Dichotomous variables indicating whether

zero was assigned are included to account for this imputation. We control for the period

and for whether the subject had voted in favor of implementing a punishment institution

in the previous period. Table E.2 in Appendix E presents relevant descriptive statistics.

Model 1 of Table 5.3 shows that subjects are less inclined to vote in favor of imple-

menting a punishment institution with noise than without noise, which is in line with

Hypothesis 5.1. However, in Model 2, noise effects are just insignificant, indicating that

such effects are partly explained by different experiences actors have in different noise

6The number of subjects receiving punishment for defection and for cooperation is insufficient to distin-
guish between punishments received by subjects and punishments received by other group members.
The results presented below do not change when only punishments received by others are considered
in the measures.
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Table 5.3: Logistic regression on the decision whether to vote in favor of implementing
a punishment institution in period t, with random effects at the subject level (6,084
PDs by 156 subjects).

Hyp. Exp. Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Noise 5.1 - -1.786** 0.313 -0.732 0.419 -2.477 1.379
Experience (observed)
Cooperation NP 5.5 − -0.375* 0.181 -0.377 0.310
× noise 5.6 + 0.092 0.392

Cooperation LP 5.5 + 0.419** 0.148 0.278 0.267
× noise 5.6 − 0.269 0.338

Cooperation HP 5.5 + 0.552** 0.157 -1.012 0.690
× noise 5.6 − 1.644* 0.716

Av. pun. def. LP -0.059 0.130 0.055 0.233
× noise 5.7 − 0.269 0.311

Av. pun. def. HP 0.064 0.110 0.364 0.275
× noise 5.7 − -0.508 0.314

Av. pun. coop. LP 5.8 − -0.177 0.375 0.583 0.589
× noise 5.9 + -2.588** 0.839

Av. pun. coop. HP 5.8 − -0.743* 0.326 0.223 0.666
× noise 5.9 + -1.103 0.788

Controls
Voted for pun. t − 1 3.499** 0.116 3.277 0.119 3.440** 0.179
× noise -0.413 0.237

Period 0.033** 0.005 0.009 0.007 0.015 0.011
× noise 0.005 0.016

Constant -0.779** 0.241 -3.222** 0.844 2.645 3.457

σu 2.907** 0.555 3.731** 0.698 3.837** 0.730
Log Likelihood -1480.390 -1439.326 -1418.964

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
Controlled for dichotomous variables indicating whether a value of zero was assigned
to legitimate missing values.

conditions. Furthermore, Model 2 shows that subjects are less inclined to vote in favor

of implementing a punishment institution, the more cooperation they experienced under

NP, and are more inclined to vote in favor of implementing a punishment institution,

the more cooperation they experienced under LP and HP, confirming Hypothesis 5.5.

The model further shows that subjects are less inclined to vote in favor of implementing

a punishment institution after experiencing more punishment of cooperators under HP,

confirming Hypothesis 5.8 for HP but not for LP.
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Model 3 presents interactions between experience and noise. The effects of cooper-

ation experienced under NP and LP on the likelihood to vote in favor of implementing

a punishment institution are not significantly affected by noise. Moreover, the positive

effect of cooperation experienced under HP is stronger with noise than without noise.

Thus, there is no evidence that noise weakens the effect of experienced cooperation,

implying that Hypothesis 5.6 is not confirmed. Contrary to our conjectures, more ex-

periences of punishment aimed at defectors do not render actors more inclined to vote

in favor of implementing a punishment institution without noise. Moreover, the effect of

experienced punishment of defection is not significantly reduced with noise, suggesting

that Hypothesis 5.7 is not confirmed. Additionally, the effect of experienced punish-

ment of cooperation is not significantly lower with noise than without noise, implying

that Hypothesis 5.9 is not confirmed. Instead, only with noise subjects are less inclined

to vote in favor of implementing a punishment institution, the more punishment of

cooperation they experienced under LP. It may be that too few perverse punishments

occurred without noise (Table 5.2) to affect votes. Experienced punishment of cooper-

ation under HP likewise renders actors less inclined to vote in favor of implementing a

punishment institution under noise, but the effect is not significant, possibly because

few groups interacted under HP.

In sum, subjects are, as expected, more inclined to vote in favor of implementing a

punishment institution, the more cooperation they have experienced under punishment

institutions relative to NP. However, we find no evidence that the effect of experiences

differs between noise conditions in the hypothesized manner (Hypotheses 5.6, 5.7, and

5.9). Instead, observing that cooperators are punished deters subjects from voting in

favor of implementing a punishment institution only with noise.

Table 5.4 shows the effect of noise and experience on the decision whether to vote for

HP instead of LP. The same experiences are used as in Table 5.3, though experienced

cooperation under NP is omitted. All votes are included regardless whether a subject

voted in favor of implementing a punishment institution.

Model 4 in Table 5.4 shows that subjects are less inclined to vote for HP with noise,

confirming Hypothesis 5.2. Model 5 shows that subjects are more inclined to vote

for HP after experiencing lower cooperation rates under LP. However, subjects were

not more inclined to vote for HP after experiencing higher cooperation rates under

HP, only partly confirming Hypothesis 5.5. The model further shows that experienced

punishment of defection under HP positively affects the likelihood to vote for HP. Actors

are less inclined to vote for HP after experiencing more punishment of cooperation under

HP, confirming Hypothesis 5.8.

Interactions between noise and experience are shown in Model 6. Supporting Hy-

pothesis 5.6, the negative effect of experienced others’ cooperation under LP on the

likelihood to vote for HP are less significant with noise. However, experienced cooper-

ation under HP does not interact with noise, thus only partly confirming Hypothesis

5.6. The effects of experienced punishment of defection and cooperation do not change
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Table 5.4: Logistic regression on the decision whether to vote for HP instead of LP in
period t, with random effects at the subject level (6,084 PDs by 156 subjects).

Hyp.Exp. Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

sign Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Noise 5.2 − -1.718** 0.299 -0.703* 0.3271 -3.357** 1.251
Experience (observed)
Cooperation LP 5.5 − -0.506** 0.138 -0.826** 0.227
× noise 5.6 + 0.684* 0.3061

Cooperation HP 5.5 + 0.079 0.147 -0.982 0.640
× noise 5.6 − 1.151 0.667

Av. pun. def. LP 0.118 0.127 0.230 0.207
× noise 5.7 − 0.008 0.298

Av. pun. def. HP 0.239* 0.100 0.009 0.233
× noise 5.7 − 0.313 0.282

Av. pun. coop. LP 5.8 − -0.054 0.352 -0.242 0.525
× noise 5.9 + -0.135 0.776

Av. pun. coop. HP 5.8 − -1.403** 0.302 -1.611** 0.5541

× noise 5.9 + 0.419 0.680
Controls
Voted for HP t − 1 3.579** 0.109 3.421** 0.112 3.307** 0.157
× noise 0.163 0.219

Period 0.017** 0.004 -0.013 0.007 -0.005 0.010
× noise 0.000 0.015

Constant -1.483** 0.223 0.135 0.772 6.776* 3.144

σu 2.595** 0.498 2.227 0.449 2.207 0.457
Log Likelihood -1612.811 -1559.525 -1552.497

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
1Not robust when controlling for session-fixed effects.
Controlled for dichotomous variables indicating whether a value of zero was assigned
to legitimate missing values.

with noise, implying that Hypotheses 5.7 and 5.9 are not confirmed. Instead, experi-

encing punishment of cooperation under HP renders subjects less inclined to vote for

HP regardless of noise. Note that this effect is not robust when session fixed effects

are considered. This is attributable to the fact that one session without noise has a

particularly high rate of perverse punishment, which, in line with our theory, generates

more votes for LP than in the other sessions.

In sum, it is partly confirmed that subjects are more inclined to vote for HP after

experiencing higher cooperation rates under HP, and lower cooperation rates under LP.

However, interactions between noise and experience do not consistently affect voting
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decisions in the hypothesized manner. Instead, experiencing punishment of cooperators

affects subsequent votes regardless of noise.

5.6 Conclusion and discussion

In this chapter, we study endogenous implementation of peer punishment institutions

and punishment effectiveness, in cooperation problems where actors accurately observe

the behavior of their peers, and in cooperation problems with a 20% probability of

cooperation being observed as defection and vice versa. In a laboratory experiment,

subjects decide by majority vote whether to interact without a punishment institution

(NP) or implement a punishment institution. If the latter was chosen, subjects selected

low (LP) or high (HP) punishment effectiveness. As expected, subjects are less inclined

to vote in favor of implementing a punishment institution, and are less inclined to

vote for HP rather than LP, with noise than without noise (Hypotheses 5.1 and 5.2).

Without noise, after some initial reluctance, the vast majority of groups interact under

HP, while with noise NP remains most popular. In both noise conditions, as expected,

cooperation rates are higher under HP than under LP and higher under LP than under

NP (Hypothesis 5.3). Moreover, cooperation rates under punishment institutions are

lower with noise (Hypothesis 5.4). Interestingly, in both noise conditions, earnings are

higher under LP and HP than under NP, but because of the presence of noise, subjects

in the noise condition observe lower earnings under HP than under LP and NP.

These results complement prevalent findings that actors choose the implementation

of peer punishment institutions after some experience with the decision situation, in

environments characterized by perfect information (e.g., Ertan et al., 2009; Gürerk,

2013; Gürerk et al., 2006, 2009; Markussen et al., 2014; Rockenbach and Milinski, 2006).

We add that actors support high peer punishment effectiveness, but less so the more

punishment is used perversely (Hypothesis 5.8). However, this increasing preference

for punishment institutions and for high punishment effectiveness does not extend to

noisy environments. With noise, lower observed earnings under LP than under NP

may have discouraged subjects from implementing punishment institutions. Moreover,

subjects are reluctant to opt for (more effective) punishment institutions when they

observe cooperators receiving punishment.

Our noise results limit previous findings on endogenous institution formation, as

noise is often present in cooperation problems outside of laboratory settings (Bereby-

Meyer, 2012). This raises questions regarding whether other (more realistic) environ-

ments inhibit actors’ willingness to interact under a peer punishment institution. For

example, actors may be less inclined to opt for a punishment institution that allows for

counter-punishment (Denant-Boemont et al., 2007; Nikiforakis, 2008; Nikiforakis and

Engelmann, 2011) or may be less inclined to implement a punishment institution in

populations where punishment is often used perversely (Herrmann et al., 2008).
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In addition to noise effects on voting outcomes and cooperation rates, our analysis

pinpoints determinants of individual votes. As expected, actors are more inclined to

vote for a certain option, the more cooperation they have thus far experienced un-

der that option relative to alternative options (Hypothesis 5.5). However, we cannot

confirm that actors account for noise in their experiences in the hypothesized manner.

When actors aim to vote for the option in which they receive the highest earnings, and

realize that their experiences are noisy, they may react differently to experiencing cer-

tain behavior of fellow group members under noise (Hypotheses 5.6, 5.7, and 5.9). For

example, with noise, more cooperation is required under punishment institutions than

without noise for earnings under punishment institutions to exceed those generated

under NP. Therefore, with noise observing cooperation under LP and HP should not

encourage subjects to vote for punishment institutions as much as without noise. Such

conjectures are not systematically corroborated by the data. Instead, certain experi-

ences affect subsequent votes regardless of noise. This may suggest that while subjects

react to previously experienced positive or negative incentives, they fail to consider

noise. Future research may assess how actors in cooperation problems aim to maximize

their expected earnings when presented with noisy information.
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Summary of findings and

suggestions for future research

6.1 Three issues concerning cooperation problems

with peer sanctioning institutions

This thesis opened with a description of a scenario in which a group of co-workers share

a departmental coffee corner. The co-workers jointly benefit from keeping their coffee

corner clean, but each has an incentive to free ride on the cleaning efforts of others.

Contributions to cleaning the coffee corner may be encouraged if each co-worker has

the opportunity to reward or punish others for their cleaning behaviors. The situation

in which actors benefit from mutual cooperation towards a collective endeavor, but

wherein each actor has an incentive to keep resources for private use, represents a

cooperation problem. The opportunity for the actors to punish (negative sanction) or

reward (positive sanction) one another represents a peer sanctioning institution.

This thesis focuses on three issues that concern cooperation problems with peer

sanctioning institutions. First, institutions under which each actor individually decides

on sanctioning are compared to institutions under which sanctioning decisions are made

by the group or by a subgroup as a collective. The effect of individual versus collective

sanctioning decisions on cooperation as well as on actors’ perceptions of the fairness

of the sanctions that are implemented are considered. Second, the effect of peer pun-

ishment institutions on cooperation is studied in cooperation problems wherein actors

may inaccurately observe others’ contributions to a collective endeavor. Third, it is

determined whether actors themselves implement a peer punishment institution when

given a choice to do so, and if so, whether they implement one in which allocated

punishments are relatively severe or one in which allocated punishments are relatively

mild.

Chapters 2 through 5 form the empirical and theoretical basis of this thesis, in which

specific research questions regarding one or several of the three topics are addressed.
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The theoretical approach employed in these chapters is broadly consistent with behav-

ioral game theory (Camerer, 2003). That is, several empirically validated contribution

and punishment behaviors are identified in previous studies. The theoretical frame-

work is based on implications of assuming that actors display these behaviors in the

scenario examined. Three laboratory experiments wherein cooperation problems are

represented by series of one-shot Public Goods Games (PGGs) or n-player Prisoner’s

Dilemmas (PDs) are employed for empirical testing.

This final chapter reconsiders the three main issues explored in this thesis. Major

findings revealed in the relevant empirical chapters regarding each of the three topics are

summarized, and emerging directions for future research on each topic are identified.

The chapter closes with general conclusions on cooperation under peer sanctioning

institutions and with recommendations for the co-workers who share a coffee corner

space.

6.2 Terminology

In what follows, resources that an individual allocates to a collective endeavor are

referred to as ‘contributions.’ Contributing less than other actors involved in a cooper-

ation problem is referred to as ‘free riding,’ and neglecting to contribute is referred to

as ‘defection.’ Contributing the highest possible amount is referred to as ‘cooperation.’

‘Group contributions’ refer to the aggregate contributions of group members under a

certain institution.

‘Sanctions’ include both negative and positive sanctions, i.e., punishments and re-

wards. Punishments directed at free riders or defectors and rewards directed at above-

average contributors or cooperators are referred to as ‘pro-social,’ as they should pro-

mote the group interest. Punishments directed at above-average contributors or coop-

erators and rewards directed at free riders or defectors are referred to as ‘perverse,’ as

they oppose the group interest. Terminology relating specifically to one of the three

topics examined is introduced in the respective subsections.

6.3 Individual and collective sanctioning decisions

The vast majority of previous studies focus on peer sanctioning institutions under which

each actor involved in the cooperation problem individually decides on punishing or re-

warding fellow group members. Henceforth, this is referred to as an individual decision

rule (IDR). In Chapters 2, 3, and 4, peer sanctioning institutions with an IDR are com-

pared to peer sanctioning institutions under which collective decision rules (CDRs) are

used to determine whom to sanction. Under a CDR, sanctions are only implemented

if a certain proportion of actors agrees to sanction a certain member of their group.

Sanctions not achieving the required level of agreement are ruled out. It is anticipated
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that a decision rule more effectively enforces cooperation as more pro-social sanctions

are implemented and as more perverse sanctions are ruled out. Moreover, it is hypoth-

esized that actors perceive personally received sanctions as more fair when more group

members are required to agree on sanctioning decisions and that actors find sanctions

received by other group members to be more fair when they are afforded more freedom

to decide whom to sanction.

Chapters 2 and 4 consider cooperation under peer punishment institutions with in-

dividual and collective decision rules. In both chapters, under every decision rule, it is

found that numerous actors attempt to allocate pro-social punishment, while relatively

few actors attempt to punish perversely. All proposed punishments are implemented

under IDRs. As pro-social punishment is common while perverse punishment is rela-

tively scarce, in Chapters 2 and 4, group contributions under the IDR are higher than in

cooperation problems without a sanctioning institution. This finding complements the

results of numerous previous studies (e.g., Balliet et al., 2011; Fehr and Gächter, 2000,

2002; Ostrom, 1990). The IDR employed in Chapter 2 more effectively maintains high

group contributions than the IDR employed in Chapter 4. This may be attributable to

the fact that perverse punishment is more common and more heavily affects coopera-

tion in Chapter 4 than in Chapter 2. Alternatively, this may result from the fact that

pro-social punishment under the IDR presented in Chapter 4 is, on average, too weak

to offset the payoff advantage of defecting.

In addition to IDRs, Chapters 2 and 4 consider group contributions made under

CDRs wherein punishments are implemented if at least a majority of remaining group

members agrees to punish a prospective recipient. CDRs for which the required con-

sensus level is lower than the majority are also examined. These CDRs successfully

maintain group contributions at a high level. Overall, under CDRs that require a ma-

jority consensus or less, some attempted pro-social punishments do not receive sufficient

consensus for implementation. Still, on average, free riders or defectors are punished

at a level similar or higher to that found under IDRs. Moreover, virtually no perverse

punishments are implemented under CDRs that require a majority consensus or less.

These results are in line with the results of a previous study by Casari and Luini (2009).

In Chapter 4, CDRs that require a majority consensus or less generate higher group

contributions than those generated under the IDR; in Chapter 2 a CDR that requires

majority consensus produces lower group contributions than the IDR. Although the two

chapters are difficult to compare due to differences in experimental designs employed,

these results may be attributed to the fact that collective agreement required for pun-

ishment to be implemented are less vigorous under the CDRs employed in Chapter 4

than those employed in Chapter 2. Additionally, while in Chapter 4, actors only de-

cided whether to cooperate or defect, in Chapter 2, actors also determined the level of

their contribution. The clear distinction between cooperators and defectors may have

facilitated collective agreement in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2 also considers a CDR in which unanimous agreement between group

members (except for the prospective recipient) is required to implement punishment.

Under this CDR, numerous attempted pro-social punishments do not receive sufficient

agreement for implementation. This results in considerably less severe punishment of

free riders than under the other decision rules. Accordingly, the CDR that requires

unanimous agreement maintains group contributions above those of cooperation prob-

lems without a sanctioning institution, but below those of other decision rules.

Finally, Chapter 2 compares group contributions under different decision rules for

implementing reward. Reward institutions always generate lower group contributions

than punishment institutions with the same level of required agreement. Still, in the

case of rewards, it is found that numerous actors attempt to allocate pro-social rewards,

while few attempt to reward perversely. Under the IDR, wherein every allocated reward

is implemented, group contributions are higher than those in cooperation problems

without a sanctioning institution. This complements previous findings (e.g., Balliet

et al., 2011; Sefton et al., 2007). Under a CDR that requires majority consent, some pro-

social rewards are not implemented because the required consensus level is not achieved.

Nevertheless, under majority agreement above-average contributors are rewarded by an

amount that is on average not much lower than under the IDR. Group contributions

made under a CDR that requires majority consent remain higher than those made

under cooperation problems without a sanctioning institution, but lower than those

made under the IDR. Under a CDR that requires unanimous consent, numerous rewards

are not implemented because the required consensus level is not reached. As a result,

this CDR produces lower group contributions than the other decision rules and does

not increase cooperation levels to above those of a cooperation problem without a

sanctioning institution.

In sum, with respect to both punishments and rewards, it is found that CDRs that

require majority consensus or less are suitable for increasing group contributions and

at the same time rule out perverse sanctions. Consensus requirements that exceed

majority levels rule out too many pro-social sanctions to maintain high contributions.

A traditional IDR is also found to promote cooperation in the present studies and

remains as the most successful decision rule in Chapter 2.

Future experimental research on collective sanctioning decisions may consider the

fact that the CDRs employed in this thesis are a stylized representation of how col-

lective sanctioning decisions might proceed outside of laboratory settings. This thesis

focused on levels of consensus required for implementing a sanction and on comparisons

between reward and punishment. As a next step, other aspects of the process through

which collective sanctioning decisions may proceed in cooperation problems outside of

laboratory settings may be modeled in further detail. For example, in many coopera-

tion problems, actors may be presented with opportunities to communicate with one

another while making peer-sanctioning decisions (Bochet et al., 2006; Ostrom et al.,

1992). Alternatively, before making their contributions to the collective good, actors
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might have the opportunity to agree on a certain contribution level that group members

should adhere to in order to obtain rewards or avoid receiving punishment (cf. Ertan

et al., 2009; Fehr and Williams, 2013; Kamei et al., 2011; Putterman et al., 2011. If

such opportunities are available in addition to sanctioning institutions with a CDR,

actors might be better able to coordinate sanctioning certain group members such that

cooperation is better maintained through CDRs than in the present setting.

Counter-punishment opportunities, that is, punishments directed towards actors

for their previous punishment decisions, serve as another realistic setting in which peer

sanctioning institutions with a CDR might be particularly suitable for maintaining co-

operation. Under an IDR, it is found that actors use counter-punishment strategies to

avenge previously received punishments, and this is found to render punishment institu-

tions with an IDR ineffective at promoting cooperation and earnings (Denant-Boemont

et al., 2007; Nikiforakis, 2008; Nikiforakis and Engelmann, 2011). Still, everyday coop-

eration problems may often include counter-punishment opportunities, highlighting the

importance of identifying punishment institutions that are more suitable for maintain-

ing cooperation when counter-punishment is possible (Chaudhuri, 2011; Guala, 2012;

Nikiforakis, 2014). Employing a CDR diffuses the responsibility for punishing someone

across several actors (Duch et al., 2015), rendering revenge through counter-punishment

less feasible. Thus, CDRs may be more successful than IDRs in maintaining cooperation

under threats of counter-punishment.

Chapter 3 considers actors’ perceived fairness of peer sanctions that are allocated

through various decision rules. It cannot be confirmed that the decision rule through

which sanctions are allocated systematically affects actors’ perceived fairness of the

sanctions that they receive themselves. However, it is found that actors perceive sanc-

tions that other group members receive as less fair as more sanctions that the focal actor

attempts to allocate are not implemented under CDRs. This suggests that actors prefer

decision-making procedures in which they hold decision-making power in sanctioning

certain actors. Moreover, actors evaluate personally received punishments as less fair

if they had received more punishments and personally received rewards as more fair if

they had received more rewards, suggesting that actors are biased towards their own

outcomes in their fairness evaluations.

The finding that procedures through which sanctioning decisions are made (i.e.,

the decision rules) do not significantly affect fairness perceptions of personally received

sanctions contradicts the findings of several previous studies. Typically, procedures

through which outcomes are arrived at are found to be a strong determinant of fair-

ness perceptions (e.g., Dolan et al., 2007; Messick and Sentis, 1979; Schroeder et al.,

2003). One possible explanation for this lack of evidence for a procedural fairness effect

on personally received sanctions may be that the CDRs failed to capture important

factors that render collective sanctioning decisions fairer than individual decisions. As

noted above, in numerous cooperation problems, actors may be afforded opportunities

to exchange information on appropriate sanctioning decisions. When such opportunities
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exist, actors may be better able to anticipate the contribution level that would solicit

sanctioning. This is especially true in the case of CDRs, as under an IDR, some fellow

group members may not adhere to agreed-upon sanctioning behaviors. Additionally,

when communication is possible, actors may better understand why some of the sanc-

tions that they attempt to allocate may not receive sufficient collective agreement for

implementation. In this way, more elaborate opportunities for communication might

enhance the perceived fairness of sanctions allocated through CDRs relative to those

allocated through IDRs (Guala, 2012).

6.4 Noisy information on others’ contributions

The second topic of this thesis addresses the effect of peer punishment institutions on

group contributions in cooperation problems wherein one or several fellow group mem-

bers might wrongly observe an actor’s contribution decision, i.e., observe cooperation

as defection or defection as cooperation. This possibility of wrongly observing others’

behaviors is referred to as ’noise.’ With noise, actors who wish to allocate pro-social

punishment may punish an actual cooperator whom they observe as a defector or ne-

glect to punish an actual defector whom they observe as a cooperator.1 An advantage

of CDRs over IDRs with noise is that when more actors are required to agree on pun-

ishment decisions, it is less likely that punishments are implemented that are proposed

after observing another actor’s cooperation as a defection. A disadvantage of CDRs

compared to IDRs with noise is that the more actors are required to agree, the more

difficult it might be to reach collective agreement on punishing an actual defector, as

potential punishers might observe a defector as a cooperator. Group contributions are

expected to be highest under a CDR that results in the most favorable ratio of the

expected advantage and disadvantage of CDRs.

Chapter 4 considers group contributions made under peer punishment institutions

with different decision rules in cooperation problems with noise. It is found that with

noise, a punishment institution with an IDR increases group contributions relative to

cooperation problems without a sanctioning institution. This cooperation-enhancing

effect of the IDR diminishes over time. Subjects waste resources on punishing actual

cooperators whom they observe as defectors such that earnings under the IDR are lower

than when no sanctioning is possible. These results complement those of previous stud-

ies (e.g., Ambrus and Greiner, 2012; Grechenig et al., 2010). Contrary to expectations,

with noise, two CDRs that require majority or lower consensus cannot increase group

contributions above cooperation problems without a sanctioning institution. A large

proportion of punishments directed at actual cooperators are ruled out under these

1Misguided perverse punishment decisions may occur as well. However, these are less relevant in
explaining cooperation with noise, as perverse punishment is typically less common than pro-social
punishment such that there are very few cases in which ‘misguided’ perverse punishment is assigned
to defectors.
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CDRs, but at the same time, numerous punishments directed at actual defectors are

not implemented. Interestingly, the same CDRs are particularly successful at promoting

cooperation without noise.

Chapter 5 shows that peer punishment institutions with an IDR that actors vol-

untarily implement in their group do increase cooperation and earnings with noise

relative to when sanctioning is not possible, and especially when actors implement a

punishment institution wherein allocated punishments are severe. Still, also voluntar-

ily implemented peer punishment institutions with an IDR are not as successful at

maintaining cooperation with noise as without noise.

Noise may be present in numerous cooperation problems outside of laboratory set-

tings (Bereby-Meyer, 2012). This thesis shows that the possibility to observe cooper-

ation as defection or vice versa clearly disrupts the ability of peer punishment institu-

tions, both with an IDR and with a CDR, to maintain high group contributions and

earnings. However, noise can operate in different ways. For example, in some settings,

cooperation may more frequently be observed as defection than the other way around,

or inaccurate observations of a contribution decision may not be independent across

group members. Probabilities of inaccurate observations might vary across settings as

well. This raises questions regarding whether other types of noise are less detrimental

to the performance of peer punishment institutions with different decision rules. Pre-

vious research employing lower noise levels than those used in this thesis likewise find

that noise reduces earnings under peer punishment institutions with an IDR (Grechenig

et al., 2010). Additionally, a study wherein cooperation is either observed correctly or

incorrectly by all group members, and in which defections are always accurately ob-

served, reports that noise has detrimental effects on the performance of peer punishment

institutions (Ambrus and Greiner, 2012). However, more detailed empirical evidence

is required to better understand how different peer punishment institutions function

under different types of noise.

To identify which types of (sanctioning) institutions maintain cooperation with

noise, it may be useful to first determine how and why noise affects contribution and

punishment behaviors that are empirically validated in cooperation problems without

noise. Thus far, mixed results have been found regarding the effect of noise on these

behaviors (e.g., Fischer et al., 2013; Grechenig et al., 2010; Chapter 4). Identifying

mechanisms that drive potential noise effects on behaviors in cooperation problems

may assist in identifying suitable (sanctioning) institutions for noisy environments.

6.5 Endogenous peer punishment institutions

The two aforementioned topics exclusively consider the effects of different peer sanc-

tioning institutions on actor behaviors in cooperation problems and on perceptions of

implemented sanctions. This final topic addresses whether actors foresee these effects
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and voluntarily implement a peer punishment institution in their group when given a

choice whether or not to do so. In Chapter 5, a setting is considered in which actors,

before engaging in a cooperation problem, indicate whether they wish to implement

a peer punishment institution with an IDR, and if so, whether they wish to allow for

relatively severe or relatively mild punishments. The option that the majority prefers

is implemented. Cooperation problems with and without noise are considered. It is hy-

pothesized that with noise, actors are less likely to implement a punishment institution,

and are less inclined to prefer severe punishments, than without noise.

Findings presented in Chapter 5 indicate that without noise, after some experience

with the cooperation problem, almost all choose to implement a peer punishment insti-

tution. Group contributions and earnings are much higher in groups that implement a

punishment institution than in groups that choose to interact without a punishment in-

stitution. These results complement those of several previous studies (e.g., Ertan et al.,

2009; Gürerk, 2013; Gürerk et al., 2006, 2009; Markussen et al., 2014; Rockenbach

and Milinski, 2006). Moreover, most groups implement institutions under which pun-

ishments are severe, though observing perverse punishment predisposes actors toward

institutions with mild punishments.

Chapter 5 shows that findings on endogenous institution formation do not generalize

to noisy environments. With noise, the majority of groups choose to interact without

a punishment institution, and if groups do implement a punishment institution, it is

most often an institution under which punishments are relatively mild. Group contri-

butions and earnings are higher in groups that implement a peer punishment institution

than in groups that do not. However, due to noise, subjects in the experiment observe

only slightly higher group contributions and lower earnings under a punishment insti-

tution. Moreover, with noise, actors are discouraged more from implementing a peer

punishment institution as they witness more group members whom they observe as

cooperators being punished.

The finding that actors support severe sanctions to ensure public good provision so

long as such sanctions are used to punish defectors may be exploited in future studies

that attempt to identify sustainable endogenous institutions that successfully promote

cooperation. However, questions remain regarding the extent to which this finding

generalizes beyond peer punishment institutions. Previous studies show that actors

likewise prefer severe over mild punishments if they can choose whether to implement

a mechanism that automatically punishes free riders (Kamei et al., 2011; Kingsley and

Brown, 2015). However, aside from this mechanism, punishment may also be allocated

by an external authority (e.g., a police officer) who may follow a less accurate and

predictable punishment strategy than an automatic mechanism. External authorities

may be better able to promote cooperation through severe punishment than via mild

punishment, but actors may be more reluctant to permit the use of (severe) punishment

by external authorities.
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The strong effect of noise on endogenous institution formation again highlights the

importance of testing the robustness of established experimental findings in cooper-

ation problems that reflect crucial aspects of daily situations (cf. Nikiforakis, 2014).

This raises questions concerning how the endogenous implementation of peer punish-

ment institutions and punishment severity proceeds in other environments that may

be less conducive for cooperation to emerge under peer punishment institutions. For

example, it may be interesting to examine the voluntary implementation of peer punish-

ment institutions with the option to use counter-punishment. Likewise, the possibility

for counter-punishment may render actors less likely to implement a peer punishment

institution or to prefer severe punishments relative to the standard IDR. As another

example, actors may be less likely to implement a peer punishment institution and se-

vere punishments in populations where numerous actors punish perversely (Herrmann

et al., 2008).

To develop a more complete understanding of actors’ preference for different in-

stitutions, it is important to look beyond the realm of peer punishment. Settings

may be considered in which actors can choose between different types of institutions

(Rockenbach and Wolff, 2009). Aside from peer punishment mechanisms, actors may

prefer institutions with built-in mechanisms that disable perverse punishment, or those

that successfully maintain cooperation without resorting to punishment threats (e.g.,

Markussen et al., 2014; Traulsen et al., 2012).

6.6 The coffee corner and peer sanctioning institu-

tions

Now that the main findings regarding peer-sanctioning institutions in this thesis are

summarized, what advice could be given to co-workers who aim to maintain a clean

coffee corner? More generally, how can cooperation be maintained through peer sanc-

tions? The results of this thesis are derived from series of one-shot cooperation problems

in laboratory experiments that differ in numerous respects from everyday cooperation

problems such as the coffee corner scenario. While this constitutes a limitation, some

general conclusions regarding means of promoting cooperation under peer sanctioning

institutions can be presented.

Suppose that all department members always accurately observe each co-worker’s

cleaning behaviors. In this case, as long as most co-workers encourage cleaning, a

clean coffee corner can be maintained if all department members individually determine

punishing or rewarding the cleaning, or lack thereof, of their co-workers. Punishments

promote cleaning more effectively than rewards. Department members may voluntarily

submit to the scenario wherein all can punish individually and may even prefer to allow

severe punishments, that in turn successfully promote cleaning. Still, when everyone

is allowed to sanction individually, at least some department members may discourage
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cleaning by punishing or rewarding co-workers who do not ‘deserve’ to be sanctioned. To

address this issue, an arrangement could be established wherein department members

may only sanction someone if they can find other co-workers who agree that the person

should be sanctioned. While sanctions that co-workers agree upon might result in a

clean coffee corner, they are not always as successful as individual sanctioning decisions.

Collective sanctioning decisions should not require too much agreement, as this renders

sanctioning inefficient. Additionally, collective agreement arrangements may cause co-

workers who cannot find others who agree with their sanctions to perceive sanctions

that are allocated as unfair.

More generally, for social dilemmas in which actors are accurately informed of one

another’s behavior, this thesis finds that cooperation can be maintained through tra-

ditional peer sanctioning institutions under which each actor can individually decide

on sanctioning. Punishments more effectively promote cooperation than rewards. Peer

punishment institutions do not need to be imposed upon actors. Rather, when given a

choice whether to implement a peer punishment institution with individual punishment

decisions in their group, most actors prefer to do so and to enable severe punishments.

Such voluntarily implemented punishment institutions with individual punishment de-

cisions are highly successful at promoting cooperation. Collective sanctioning decisions

rule out almost all perverse sanctions and are successful in maintaining cooperation so

long as not too much agreement is required to implement sufficient pro-social sanctions.

Still, collective sanctioning decisions do not always promote cooperation to the same

degree as individual decisions. Actors perceive it as fair when they receive rewards and

as unfair when they receive punishments or when punishments that they propose do

not receive sufficient collective agreement for implementation.

The situation for the co-workers might be very different when they cannot always ac-

curately observe one another’s cleaning behaviors. Strictly assigning punishment when

co-workers agree that someone should be punished does not promote cooperation in this

setting, as it is difficult to collectively determine whether someone had actually cleaned

and whether he or she should be punished such that allocating sufficient punishment to

maintain a clean coffee corner becomes infeasible. The coffee corner may be kept clean

when every member of the department individually decides on punishing co-workers,

especially when punishments are relatively severe. However, this arrangement should

be exogenously imposed upon the co-workers. The voluntary implementation of punish-

ment arrangements is unlikely, as the department members dislike the fact that those

who clean run a high risk of being punished ‘mistakenly’ by individuals who inaccu-

rately observe their behavior. Additionally, as information available to each co-worker

may be inaccurate, department members may not realize that punishments make their

co-workers more inclined to clean the coffee corner.

Generally speaking, in social dilemmas where actors may not accurately observe

one another’s behaviors, this thesis finds that implementing only those peer punish-

ments that actors collectively agree upon is insufficient to maintain cooperation. Het-
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erogeneous information among potential punishers on an actor’s contribution renders

collective agreement infeasible. Cooperation is promoted somewhat when every actor

can individually decide whom to punish, especially when punishments are severe and

when the institution is implemented voluntarily by the group. However, most groups

might not implement a punishment institution with individual punishment decisions,

as actors are discouraged from implementing a punishment institution when they ob-

serve other cooperators being punished and because actors may not realize that their

earnings increase under a punishment institution when available information is noisy.

Therefore, with noise, a peer punishment institution with an IDR might be exogenously

imposed upon actors.
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Appendix A

Instructions for the experiment of

Chapters 2 and 3

This is the English version of the instructions for the experiment that was used for

Chapters 2 and 3. Subjects in the experiment could choose for either a Dutch or an

English version of these instructions. The instructions for part 3 and 4 were handed out

when the preceding parts were finished. In this version of the instructions, the majority

condition was employed in part 3 and 4 with first punishment, then reward. Instructions

for the individual and unanimity conditions, or for first reward then punishment are

very similar.
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- Instructions -  

 

Welcome 

Please read the following instructions carefully. These instructions are the same for all 

participants. The instructions state everything you need to know in order to participate 

in the experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. One of the 

experimenters will approach you and answer your question.  

 

You can earn money by means of earning points during the experiment. The number of 

points that you earn depends on your own choices and the choices of other participants. 

At the end of the experiment, the total number of points that you earn during the 

experiment will be exchanged at an exchange rate of: 

 

60 points = 1 Euro 

 

The money you earn will be paid out in cash at the end of the experiment. Other 

participants will not see how much you have earned. During the experiment you are not 

allowed to communicate with other participants. Please turn off your mobile phone and 

put it in your bag. You may only use the functions on the screen that are necessary to 

carry out the experiment. Thank you very much. 

 

The Decision Situation 

First, we introduce the decision situation in which you will interact. You will learn 

about the procedure of the experiment later. 

 

You are a member of a group of four participants. You and the three other members of 

your group are endowed with 20 points each. You must all choose how many of these 

points to keep in your private account and how many points to contribute to a group 

account. You can choose any number of points to contribute to the group account, from 

zero to 20 points. The remaining points go into your private account. 

 

When all group members have made their contribution to the group account, the total 

number of points in the group account is multiplied by 1.6. The multiplied amount will 

then be equally distributed among all four group members. Your earnings from the 

decision situation are your share of the points from the group account plus the amount 

of points you kept in your private account. This holds for each participant in your group. 

 

Table 1, which you have received on a separate page, shows how many points you will 

earn given different levels of your own contribution to the group account and of the 

total contribution of others in your group. For example, suppose you contribute 5 points 

to the group account and the others contribute 14, 11 and 0 points respectively. The total 

contribution of others is thus 14+11+0 = 25 points. Table 1 shows that you then earn 27 

points. You can verify this yourself: the total contribution to the group account is 

5+14+11+0 = 30 points. Multiplied by 1.6 is 48 points in the group account, divided by 

four group members is 12 points each. Added to the 20–5 = 15 points of your 

endowment you kept in your private account, this results in 27 points earned. Note that 

Table 1 also applies to the other group members; for the group member who contributed 
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0 points in the example the total contribution of others (including you) was 5+14+11 = 

30 points. Table 1 shows that for an own contribution of 0 points and a total other’s 

contribution of 30 points (s)he earned 32 points. 

 

The Experiment 
This experiment consists of four parts. Each part includes the decision situation 

described above. The first part comprises two types of decisions, the other three are 

series of 10 decision rounds. These instructions are for part 1 and part 2; the instructions 

for part 3 and for part 4 will follow later. 

 

Before you continue reading the instructions, please choose the language in which 

you want to do the experiment and click “OK” on your computer screen. You will 

proceed to a number of control questions. Answer the questions to check whether 

you have understood the decision situation. Your answers to the control questions 

have no influence on your payment. 
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Table 1: Your earnings at different contribution levels (note that the actual 

contributions are not necessarily a multiple of five) 
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Instructions part 1 

In the first part of the experiment you are asked to make two types of decisions. First, 

you decide how much of your endowment of 20 points you would like to contribute to 

the group account given that you participate once in the decision situation described 

above with three unknown other participants. This is your unconditional contribution. 

 

 
 

You will see a screen like the one shown above. You type your unconditional 

contribution to the group account in the box as a number between 0 and 20. The 

remaining points will be transferred to your private account. Once you have entered a 

number, click the “OK” button to confirm your decision. 

 

Second, you fill in a conditional contribution scheme. Given that you participate once 

in the decision situation described above you decide how much of your endowment you 

would like to contribute to the group account for each possible average contribution 

of the three others in your group. Note that this is not the same as the total contribution 

of others shown in Table 1. The three others can contribute on average between 0 and 

20 points to the group account. For example, given that the three others contribute 5, 10 

and 15 points, respectively, this results in an average of (5+10+15)/3 = 10 points 

contributed to the group account. Given that the three others all contribute their full 

endowment of 20 points this results in (20+20+20)/3 = 20 points on average contributed 

to the group account. You thus make 21 decisions: given that others contribute on 

average 0, 1, 2, 3, … 20 points, you decide how much of your endowment of 20 points 

you would contribute to the group account. You will see the following screen: 
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For every average contribution of others you type the number of points you want to 

contribute to the group account in the corresponding box. 

 

In this part of the experiment you are randomly matched to three other participants. 

Your allocation to the group account is determined as follows. Of three randomly 

chosen players in your group the allocation to the group account is the unconditional 

allocation. These three unconditional allocations are averaged, and the allocation of the 

fourth member is the conditional allocation corresponding to the average unconditional 

allocation of the others. It might thus be that it is your unconditional contribution that is 

used to calculate your payoff, but it might also be your conditional contribution. Based 

on the four allocations your payoff is calculated as described above. After this round 

you will be informed about your allocation, the amount of points in the group account 

and the number of points that you have earned.
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Instructions part 2 

The remaining parts of the experiment consist of 10 decision rounds. In part 2, you are 

again randomly matched to three other participants. In each round, you receive an 

endowment of 20 points and determine the number of points you want to contribute to 

the group account. This is the only decision you have to make in every round, and will 

determine your earnings. 

 

 
 

You will see a screen like the one shown above. You type the number of points you 

want to contribute to the group account in the box as a number. The amount allocated to 

your private account is the part of your endowment of 20 points that is left. Once you 

have entered a number, click the “OK” button to confirm your decision. 

 

After all participants have made their decisions for the round, the computer will 

calculate the payoffs and tabulate the results. You will be informed about the 

contribution every member of your group has made to the group account and about the 

number of points that you have earned. 

 

This procedure is repeated for 10 rounds. The participants with whom you are together 

in your group will change randomly after every round. You will not be told each 

other’s identities at any time during or after the experiment. 

 

When you have finished the first and second part of the experiment you will receive 

new instructions for part 3 and finally for part 4. 
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Instructions part 3 

These instructions are for the third part of the experiment, which is again a series of 10 

decision rounds. The decision situation as explained in the first instructions remains 

unchanged. You will thus in every round be asked how much of your endowment of 20 

points you want to contribute to the group account. However, every round now has a 

second stage that follows after every member of your group has decided how much they 

want to contribute to the group account. In this second stage all group members have a 

chance to decrease the earnings of the others. You will see the following screen: 

 

 
 

In the first column you see the contribution every other member of your group 

(“Number 2”, “Number 3” and “Number 4”) has made to the group account. In the 

second column you decide whether you want to decrease the earnings of each other 

group member by clicking “yes” or “no”. You make this decision for each group 

member independently. If you decide that you want to decrease the earnings of another 

member, this will be done only if at least a majority of participants in your group 

wants to decrease this person’s earnings. A majority is reached when two out of three 

group members indicate that they want to decrease a fourth member’s earnings. Thus, if 

you want to decrease someone’s earnings this is only accomplished if at least one other 

member of your group also wants to decrease the earnings of this person. 

 

If a majority is reached, for example if you and “Number 2” both want to decrease the 

earnings of “Number 3”, both you and “Number 2” will lose 2 points. “Number 3” will 

lose 6 points for every group member who decreased his/her earnings, so in this case 

2×6 = 12 points. If majority is not reached, for example only “Number 2” wanted to 
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decrease the earnings of “Number 3”, the decrease will not be executed and both 

“Number 2” and “Number 3” will keep their points. 

 

Your total profit for the round will be the sum of your earnings from the first and the 

second stage of that round. At the end of the round, you will see a screen showing how 

much every member of your group contributed to the group account, by how much their 

earnings have been decreased, and how many points you have earned in this round. If 

one of the others wanted to decrease your earnings but no majority was reached, this 

will NOT be shown. Similarly, if you wanted to decrease the earning of a group 

member, but reached no majority, this will NOT be shown to the group member whose 

earnings you wanted to decrease or to any of the others. If a majority of others did 

decrease your points, you will see on this screen that your points have been decreased, it 

will NOT be shown which participants paid to have your earnings decreased. Similarly, 

if you and one or more other group member(s) decide to decrease the points of one or 

more other group member(s), their points will be decreased, but they themselves or any 

of the others will NOT be informed that you are one of the persons who paid to decrease 

his/her points. 

 

This procedure is repeated for 10 rounds. The participants with whom you are together 

in your group again change randomly after every round. “Number 2”, “Number 3” 

and “Number 4” will thus most likely be a different person than in the previous round. 

You will not be told each other’s identities at any time during or after the experiment. 

After this third part you will receive new instructions for part four of the experiment. 
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Instructions part 4 

These instructions are for the fourth part of the experiment, which is again a series of 10 

decision rounds. The decision situation as explained in the first instructions remains 

unchanged. You will thus in every round be asked how much of your endowment of 20 

points you want to contribute to the group account. However, the second stage  that 

follows after every member of your group has decided how much they want to 

contribute to the group account has changed. In the second stage all group members 

now have a chance to increase the earnings of the others. You will see the following 

screen: 

 

 
 

In the first column you see the contribution every other member of your group 

(“Number 2”, “Number 3” and “Number 4”) has made to the group account. In the 

second column you decide whether you want to increase the earnings of each other 

group member by clicking “yes” or “no”. You make this decision for each group 

member independently. If you decide that you want to increase the earnings of another 

member, this will be done only if at least a majority of participants in your group 

wants to increase this person’s earnings. A majority is reached when two out of three 

group members indicate that they want to increase a fourth member’s earnings. Thus, if 

you want to increase someone’s earnings this is only accomplished if at least one other 

member of your group also wants to increase the earnings of this person. 

 

If a majority is reached, for example if you and “Number 2” both want to increase the 

earnings of “Number 3”, both you and “Number 2” will lose 2 points. “Number 3” will 

receive 6 points for every group member who increased his/her earnings, so in this case 
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2×6 = 12 points. If majority is not reached, for example only “Number 2” wanted to 

increase the earnings of “Number 3”, the increase will not be executed and both 

“Number 2” and “Number 3” will keep their points. 

 

Your total profit for the round will be the sum of your earnings from the first and the 

second stage of that round. At the end of the round, you will see a screen showing how 

much every member of your group contributed to the group account, by how much their 

earnings have been increased, and how many points you have earned in this round. If 

one of the others wanted to increase your earnings but no majority was reached, this 

will NOT be shown. Similarly, if you wanted to increase the earning of a group 

member, but reached no majority, this will NOT be shown to the group member whose 

earnings you wanted to increase or to any of the others. If a majority of others did 

increase your points, you will see on this screen that your points have been increased, it 

will NOT be shown which participants paid to have your earnings increased. Similarly, 

if you and one or more other group member(s) decide to increase the points of one or 

more other group member(s), their points will be increased, but they themselves or any 

of the others will NOT be informed that you are one of the persons who paid to increase 

his/her points. 

 

This procedure is repeated for 10 rounds. The participants with whom you are together 

in your group again change randomly after every round. “Number 2”, “Number 3” 

and “Number 4” will thus most likely be a different person than in the previous round. 

You will not be told each other’s identities at any time during or after the experiment. 

 

Questionnaire 

After all decisions have been made you will be asked to fill in a questionnaire. Please 

take your time to fill in this questionnaire accurately. In the mean time your earnings 

will be counted. Please remain seated until the payment has taken place.  

 





Appendix B

Instructions for the experiment of

Chapter 4

This is the English version of the instructions for part 1 and 2 of the experiment that

was used for Chapter 4. Subjects in the experiment could choose for either a Dutch or

an English version of these instructions. The instructions for part 2 were handed out

after part 1 was finished. In this version of the instructions, CDR2 was employed in

part 2. After part 2, instructions for a third series of 15 decision rounds were handed

out, in which a different decision rule was employed. Instructions for the third part of

the experiment and for the other decision rules are highly similar to the instructions for

part 2 shown here. Italics indicate parts of the instructions that were only displayed in

the sessions with noise.
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- Instructions -  

 

Welcome 

Please read the following instructions carefully. These instructions are the same for all 

participants. The instructions state everything you need to know in order to participate 

in the experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. One of the 

experimenters will approach you and answer your question.  

 

You can earn money by means of earning points during the experiment. The number of 

points that you earn depends on your own choices and the choices of other participants. 

At the end of the experiment, the total number of points that you earned will be 

exchanged at an exchange rate of: 

 

160 points = 1 Euro 

 

The money you earn will be paid out in cash at the end of the experiment. Other 

participants will not see how much you have earned. During the experiment you are not 

allowed to communicate with other participants. Please turn off your mobile phone and 

put it in your bag. You may only use the functions on the screen that are necessary to 

carry out the experiment. Thank you very much. 

 

The decision situation 

First, we introduce the decision situation in which you will interact. You will learn 

about the procedure of the experiment later. 

 

You are a member of a group of six participants. You and the five other members of 

your group are endowed with 20 points each. You must all choose whether you want to 

keep your points to yourself in a private account or contribute your points to the group 

account. You can only contribute the entire amount of 20 points to the group account, 

or keep the whole endowment to yourself and contribute 0 points. 

 

When all members of your group have decided on their contribution to the group 

account, the total number of points in the group account is multiplied by 2.4. The 

multiplied amount is then equally distributed among all six group members. When you 

have kept your points in your private account, your earnings from the group account 

will be added to these points. This holds for each participant in your group. 

 

Table 1 below shows how many points you earn, given the choices you make and the 

number of others in your group who contribute to the group account. For example, 

suppose you contribute your 20 points to the group account, and four of the others 

contribute as well. The total number of people who contribute, including yourself, is 

five. The sixth group member keeps his/her points on the private account. Table 1 

shows that you then earn 40 points. You can verify this yourself: the total contribution 

to the group account is 5×20 = 100 points. Multiplied by 2.4 gives 240 points in the 

group account, divided by six group members is 40 points each. Note that Table 1 also 

applies to the other group members. For the group member who contributed 0 points in 

the example, five others (including you) have contributed. This group member then 
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receives the 40 points from the group account in addition to the 20 points on his/her 

private account, and earns 60 points. You can see this in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: the number of points you earn for different own contributions and number of 

other group members who contribute to the group account. 

Your 

contribution 

Number of other group members who contribute 20 points 

0  1 2 3 4 5 

0 20 28 36 44 52 60 

20 8 16  24 32 40 48 

 

Before you continue reading the instructions, please choose the language in which 

you want to do the experiment and click “OK” on your computer screen. You will 

proceed to a number of control questions. Answer the questions to check whether 

you have understood the decision situation. Your answers to the control questions 

have no influence on your payment. 

 

The Experiment 
This experiment consists of three parts. Each part includes the decision situation 

described above. All three parts are series of 15 decision rounds. These instructions are 

for part 1; the instructions for part 2 and for part 3 will follow later. 

 

Instructions part 1 

You will now participate in the first series of 15 decision rounds. You are randomly 

matched to five other participants. In each round, you receive the endowment of 20 

points and decide whether you contribute these points to the group account. This is the 

only decision you have to make in every round, and will determine your earnings. After 

this decision you are again randomly matched to five other participants. 

 

 
 

You will see a screen like the one shown above. You click whether or not you want to 

contribute your 20 points to the group account. If you choose “no”, the 20 points will go 

to your private account. Once you have made a choice, click the “OK” button to 

confirm your decision. 
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After all participants have made their decision for the round, the computer will calculate 

the payoffs and tabulate the results. You will be informed about the contribution every 

member of your group has made to the group account. 

 

Please note: this information is not always correct. For every contribution that you 

observe, there is a 20% chance that this is not the real contribution that this group 

member made. This means that, for each contribution of 20 that you see, there is a 20% 

chance that in reality this group member did not contribute to the group account. 

Likewise, for every contribution of 0 that you see, there is a 20% chance that this group 

member did contribute. Whether you see the correct contribution will be determined 

independently for every contribution that you see. It can happen that one, several, or 

none of the contributions that you see are displayed incorrectly. 

 

The 20% chance to see a wrong contribution also holds for the others in your group. 

Again, this chance is independent for every other group member. For example, every 

group member has a 20% chance to wrongly observe the contribution of the person who 

is displayed for you as “Number 6”. It can happen that for one, several, or none of the 

other group members the contribution of this person is wrongly displayed. This also 

means that every other group member has a 20% chance to see your contribution 

incorrectly. One, several, or none of the other group members can observe your 

contribution wrongly. 

 

You will not be informed which of the contributions that you observed were displayed 

incorrectly. However, your earnings will be determined by the real contributions of all 

group members. At the end of every round you are informed about the number of points 

that you earn in this round if the contributions that you see are the actual contributions. 

Please note that these might not be your real earnings. 

 

This procedure is repeated for 15 rounds. The participants with whom you are together 

in your group will be randomly selected after every round. You will not be told each 

other’s identities at any time during or after the experiment. 

 

When you have finished the first part of the experiment you will receive new 

instructions for part 2 and finally for part 3. 
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Instructions Part 2 

These instructions are for the second series of 15 decision rounds. The decision 

situation as explained in the first instructions remains unchanged. You will thus in every 

round be asked whether you want to contribute your endowment of 20 points to the 

group account. However, every round now has a second part that follows after every 

member of your group has decided whether they want to contribute. In this second part 

all group members can decrease the earnings of the others. To do this, every round 

again you receive an additional endowment of 10 points. You will see the following 

screen: 

 

 
 

In the second column you see the contribution every other member of your group 

(“Number 2” to “Number 6”) has made to the group account. Please note: again, there 

is a 20% chance, for every contribution that you see here, that this is not the real 

contribution of this group member. This chance is again independent for everyone, just 

like in part 1 of the experiment. If you do not remember exactly what this implies, have 

another look at part 1 of the instructions. 

 

In the third column, you decide whether or not you want to decrease the earnings of 

each other group member by clicking “yes” or “no”. You make this decision for each 

group member separately. If you decide that you want to decrease the earnings of 

another member, this is only possible if at least one of the other members of your 

group also wants to decrease this person’s earnings. 

 

When enough people want to decrease the points of the same group member, for 

example if you and “Number 2” both want to decrease the earnings of “Number 4”, you 

and “Number 2” will lose 2 points from the 10 extra points that you have both received 

in this second phase. “Number 4” will lose 6 points for every group member who 

decreased his/her earnings, so in this case 2×6 = 12 points. If there are no two people 

who want to decrease the earnings of the same person, for example only “Number 2” 

wanted to decrease the earnings of “Number 4”, the decrease will not be executed and 

both “Number 2” and “Number 4” will keep their points. 

 

Your total profit for the round will be the sum of your earnings from part 1 and part 2 of 

that round. The part of the additional endowment of 10 points that you do not spend on 
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decreasing others’ payoff will be added to your earnings. At the end of the round, you 

will again see a screen showing how much the others have contributed, and with how 

many points their earnings were decreased. You will see the same contributions here as 

you saw in the screen where you could choose whether or not to decrease others’ 

points. Contributions you observed incorrectly in that screen, will thus be displayed 

incorrectly again. Hence, you will never be informed about the true contributions. 

However, your earnings will be determined by the real contributions of all group 

members. At the end of every round you are informed about the number of points that 

you earn in this round if the contributions that you see are the actual contributions. 

Please note that these might not be your real earnings. 

 

If only one of the others wanted to decrease your earnings, this will NOT be shown to 

you. Similarly, if you wanted to decrease the earning of another group member, but not 

at least one other group member wanted this as well, this will NOT be shown to the 

group member whose earnings you wanted to decrease. If at least two of the others 

decided to decrease your points, you will see on this screen that your points have been 

decreased, but you will NOT see which participant paid to have your earnings 

decreased. Similarly, if you and one or more other group members decide to decrease 

the points of another group member, (s)he will be shown that his/her points are 

decreased, but (s)he will NOT be informed that you are one of the persons who paid to 

decrease his/her points. 

 

This procedure is repeated for 15 rounds. The participants with whom you are together 

in your group are again randomly selected after every round. “Number 2”, to 

“Number 6” will thus most likely be a different person than in the previous round. You 

will not be told each other’s identities at any time during or after the experiment. After 

this second series you will receive new instructions for the third series. 



Appendix C

Instructions for the experiment of

Chapter 5

This is the English version of the instructions for the experiment that was used for

Chapter 5. Subjects in the experiment could choose for either a Dutch or an English

version of these instructions. The instructions for part 2 were handed out after part 1

was finished. Italics indicate parts of the instructions that were only displayed in the

sessions with noise. Square brackets indicate parts of the instructions that were only

displayed in the sessions without noise.
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- Instructions -  

 

Welcome 

Please read the following instructions carefully. These instructions are the same for all 

participants. The instructions state everything you need to know in order to participate 

in the experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. One of the 

experimenters will approach you and answer your question.  

 

You can earn money by means of earning points during the experiment. The number of 

points that you earn depends on your own choices and the choices of other participants. 

At the end of the experiment, the total number of points that you earned will be 

exchanged at an exchange rate of: 

 

160 points = 1 Euro 

 

The money you earn will be paid out in cash at the end of the experiment. Other 

participants will not see how much you have earned. During the experiment you are not 

allowed to communicate with other participants. Please turn off your mobile phone and 

put it in your bag. You may only use the functions on the screen that are necessary to 

carry out the experiment. 

 

The decision situation 

First, we introduce the decision situation in which you will interact with other 

participants. You will learn about the procedure of the experiment later. 

 

You are a member of a group of six participants. You and the five other members of 

your group are endowed with 20 points each. You choose whether you want to keep 

your points to yourself in a private account or you want to contribute your points to the 

group account. You can only contribute the entire amount of 20 points to the group 

account, or keep the whole endowment to yourself on your private account. The five 

other members of your group also decide for themselves whether they contribute their 

20 points to the group account, or keep them on their private account. 

 

When the members of your group have decided whether or not to contribute 20 points to 

the group account, the total number of points in the group account is multiplied by 2.4. 

The multiplied amount is then equally distributed among all six group members. When 

you have kept your endowment in your private account, your earnings from the group 

account will be added to your endowment. This holds for each participant in your 

group. 

 

Table 1 below shows how many points you earn, depending on whether or not you 

contribute your endowment to the group account and on the total number group 

members who contribute. For example, suppose you contribute your 20 points to the 

group account, and four of the others contribute as well. The total number of people 

who contribute, including yourself, is five. The sixth group member keeps his/her points 

on the private account. Table 1 shows that you then earn 40 points. You can verify this 

yourself: the total contribution to the group account is 5×20 = 100 points. This gives 

100 × 2.4 = 240 points in the group account; 240 / 6 = 40 points each. Note that Table 1 
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also applies to the other group members. The group member who contributed 0 points in 

the example receives the 40 points from the group account in addition to the 20 points 

on his/her private account, and earns 60 points. You can see this in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: the number of points you and the other members of your group earn for 

contributing to the group account and for keeping the points on the private account, 

given the total number of group members who contribute 20 points. 

 

 

Before you continue reading the instructions, please choose the language in which 

you want to do the experiment and click “OK” on your computer screen. You will 

proceed to a number of control questions. Answer the questions to check whether 

you have understood the decision situation. Your answers to the control questions 

have no influence on your payment. 

Number of 

group 

members who 

contribute 20 

points 

Total amount on 

the group account 

(number of 

contributions × 20) 

× 2.4 Earnings for group 

members who 

contribute 20 

(profit from group 

account) 

Earnings for group 

members who keep 

the endowment on 

their private 

account 

0 0 0 - 20 

1 20 48 8 28 

2 40 96 16 36 

3 60 144 24 44 

4 80 192 32 52 

5 100 240 40 60 

6 120 288 48 - 
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The Experiment 
This experiment consists of three parts. The first two parts include the decision 

situation described above. These instructions are for part 1; the instructions for part 2 

and 3 will follow later. 

 

Instructions part 1 

You will now participate in a series of 5 decision rounds. You are randomly matched 

to five other participants. In each round, you receive the endowment of 20 points and 

decide whether you contribute these points to the group account. This is the only 

decision you have to make in every round, and that will determine your earnings for this 

part of the experiment. After this decision you are again randomly matched to five other 

participants. 

 

 
You will see a screen like the one shown above. You click whether or not you want to 

contribute your 20 points to the group account. If you choose “yes”, the 20 points will 

go to the group account. If you choose “no”, the 20 points will go to your private 

account. Once you have made a choice, click the “OK” button to confirm your decision. 

 

After all participants have made their decision for the round, the computer will calculate 

the payoffs and tabulate the results. You will be informed about the contribution that 

every member of your group has made to the group account. [Also, you will see how 

many points you have earned in this round.] 

 

Please note: this information is not always correct. For every contribution that you 

observe, there is a 20% chance that this is not the real contribution that this group 

member made. This means that, for each contribution of 20 points that you see, there is 

a 20% chance that in reality this group member did not contribute to the group account. 

Likewise, for every contribution of 0 points that you see, there is a 20% chance that this 
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group member contributed 20 points. Whether you see the correct contribution will be 

determined independently for every contribution of 0 or 20 that you see. It can happen 

that one, several, or none of the contributions that you see are displayed incorrectly. 

 

The 20% chance to see a wrong contribution also holds for the others in your group. 

Again, this chance is independent for every group member. For example, everyone has 

a 20% chance to wrongly observe the contribution of the person who is displayed for 

you as “Number 6”. It can happen that for one, several, or none of the group members 

the contribution of this person is wrongly displayed. This also means that every other 

group member has a 20% chance to see your contribution incorrectly. One, several, 

or none of the other group members can observe your contribution wrongly. 

 

You will not be informed which of the contributions that you observed were displayed 

incorrectly. However, your earnings will be determined by the real contributions of all 

group members. At the end of every round, you are informed about the number of points 

that you would have earned in this round if the contributions that you see would have 

been the actual contributions. Please note that these might not be your real earnings. 

 

This procedure is repeated for 5 rounds. The participants with whom you are together 

in your group will be randomly selected after every round. You will not be told each 

other’s identities at any time during or after the experiment. 

 

When you have finished the first part of the experiment you will receive new 

instructions for part 2. 
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Instructions Part 2 
These instructions are for the second part of the experiment. This part consists of a 

series of 40 decision rounds. The decision situation as explained in the first instructions 

remains unchanged. You will thus in every round be asked whether you want to 

contribute your endowment of 20 points to the group account. However, before you 

make this decision, a vote will take place in every round. The vote determines under 

which system the decision round takes place in your group. 

 

Below, you can first read what the different systems entail. Subsequently, we explain 

the procedure of the decision rounds. 

 

System A 
In system A you participate in the decision situation as described in part 1 of the 

instructions. The only difference is that after the interaction all group members receive 

an additional amount of 10 points regardless of their contribution to the group 

account. All group members keep this additional amount for themselves, it cannot be 

contributed it to the group account. 

 

Please note: again there is a 20% chance, for every contribution that you see, at the 

end of around, that this is not the real contribution of this group member. This chance is 

again independent for everyone, just like in part 1 of the experiment. If you do not 

remember exactly what this implies, have another look at part 1 of the instructions. 

 

System B 
System B has two different versions. Below you can first read the instructions for 

version B1. Subsequently, the difference with version B2 is explained. 

 

Version B1 

In system B, you likewise participate in the decision situation as described in part 1. 

However, in system B the round has a second stage, that follows after every member of 

your group has decided whether to contribute 0 or 20 points to the group account. In this 

second stage all group members can decrease the earnings of the others. To do this, 

after the contribution decisions every group member receives an additional amount of 

10 points. You will see the following screen: 
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In the second column you see the contribution every other member of your group 

(“Number 2” to “Number 6”) has made to the group account. 

 

Please note: again there is a 20% chance, for every contribution that you see here, that 

this is not the real contribution of this group member. This chance is again independent 

for everyone, just like in part 1 of the experiment. If you do not remember exactly what 

this implies, have another look at part 1 of the instructions. 

 

In the third column, you decide whether or not you want to decrease the earnings of 

each other group member by clicking “yes” or “no”. You make this decision for each 

group member separately. If you decide to decrease someone’s earnings, that person 

will lose 6 points while you lose 2 points from the 10 extra points that you have 

received in this second stage. If another person in your group decides to decrease your 

earnings, that person will lose 2 points and you will lose 6 points. If multiple group 

members decide to decrease the earnings of the same person, those group members will 

all lose 2 points and the person whose points are decreased will lose 6 points for every 

group member who decreased his/her earnings. 

 

Your total profit for the round will be the sum of your earnings from stage 1 and stage 2 

of that round. The part of the additional endowment of 10 points that you do not spend 

on decreasing others’ payoff will be added to your earnings. At the end of the round, 

you will again see a screen showing how much the others have contributed, and with 

how many points their earnings were decreased. [You will also be informed about the 

number of points that you have earned in this round.] You will see the same 

contributions here as you saw in the screen where you could choose whether or not to 

decrease others’ points. Contributions you observed incorrectly in that screen, will 

thus be displayed incorrectly again. Hence, you will never be informed about the true 

contributions. However, your earnings will be determined by the real contributions of 
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all group members. At the end of every round you are informed about the number of 

points that you would have earned in this round if the contributions that you see would 

have been the actual contributions. Please note that these might not be your real 

earnings. NB: information about the number of points by which your earnings or the 

earnings of other group members are decreased, is always accurate. 

 

If any of the other group members decides to decrease your earnings, you will see on 

this screen that your earnings have been decreased, but you will NOT see which 

participant(s) paid to have your earnings decreased. Similarly, if you decide to decrease 

the earnings of one or more of the other group members, their earnings are decreased, 

but they will NOT be informed that you are the person who paid to decrease their 

earnings. 

 

Version B2 

The instructions for version B1 also apply to version B2. The only exception is the 

number of points that group members lose when their earnings are decreased by others. 

 

If you decide to decrease someone’s earnings in version B2, that person will lose 12 

points while you lose 2 points from the 10 extra points that you have received in this 

second stage. If another person in your group decides to decrease your earnings, that 

person will lose 2 points and you will lose 12 points. If multiple group members decide 

to decrease the earnings of the same person, those group members will all lose 2 points 

and the person whose points are decreased will lose 12 points for every group member 

who decreased his/her earnings. 

 

Summary 
Table 2 contains a short overview of the content of each system. 

 

Table 2: the systems that you can vote for 

System A Everyone in your group receives an additional amount of 10 points on the 

private account 

System B Everyone in your group receives an additional amount of 10 points, that 

can be used to decrease the earnings of other group members. Decreasing 

someone’s earnings costs 2 points. The remaining part of the 10 extra 

points is added to the private account. 

Version B1 A group member whose earnings are decreased, loses 6 points for 

everyone who decreased his/her earnings. 

Version B2 A group member whose earnings are decreased, loses 12 points for 

everyone who decreased his/her earnings. 
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Procedure of a round 
From now on, at the start of every round you are shown the following screen: 

 
On this screen, you make two decisions. These decisions, and the decisions of the five 

other members of your group, will determine which system is implemented in your 

group. It might thus be that different groups in the experiment elect different systems. 

 

First, you vote for system A or B. If more members of your group vote for A than for B, 

system A will be implemented. If the majority votes for B, a version of system B is 

implemented. If exactly half of your group votes for system A, and the other half votes 

for B, the computer will randomly decide whether A or B is implemented. 

 

Second, regardless whether you voted for A or B, you choose between version B1 and 

B2. If system B is implemented in your group, the version of system B that most people 

in your group have voted for will be implemented. Hence, the choice between B1 and 

B2 is only relevant when B is actually implemented. If B is implemented, and exactly 

half of your group votes for version B1, and the other half votes for B2, the computer 

will randomly decide whether B1 or B2 is implemented. 

 

This procedure is repeated for 40 rounds. Thus, every round starts with a vote. After the 

vote, you are informed about the outcome but not about the number of group members 

that voted for each option. Subsequently, you participate in the decision situation under 

the system that your group voted for. The participants with whom you are together in 

your group are again randomly selected after every round. “Number 2”, to “Number 

6” will thus most likely be a different person than in the previous round. You will not be 

told each other’s identities at any time during or after the experiment. 

 

Remaining tasks 
After the 40 rounds, you participate in part 3, for which you will receive new 

instructions. Afterwards, you are asked to fill out a short questionnaire. 
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Figure D.1: Cooperation rates in each period of the first and second punishment se-
quence, separated by sessions, without (top) and with (bottom) noise. Note that the
change in experimental condition occurs after period 30 (dashed line).
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Table D.1: Average cooperation, earnings, and punishment of observed defectors in each
experimental condition, in the baseline and first punishment sequence (7955 punishment
decisions, 7560 PDs, 252 subjects).

Cooperation Earnings Pun. of
obs. defectors

Mean S.d. Mean S.d. Mean S.d.

Baseline no noise 0.225 0.418 26.300 9.139
Baseline noise 0.269 0.444 27.537 9.649
IDR no noise 0.587 0.493 29.498 9.799 0.375 0.484
IDR noise 0.511 0.500 25.841 10.716 0.380 0.485
CDR2 no noise 0.814 0.389 38.229 8.790 0.621 0.486
CDR2 noise 0.244 0.430 25.029 9.128 0.146 0.354
CDR3 no noise 0.915 0.279 43.630 6.549 0.613 0.488
CDR3 noise 0.299 0.458 26.128 10.470 0.280 0.449
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Table D.2: Logistic regression on the decision whether to cooperate and on the decision
whether to punish an observed defector, and linear regression on period earnings, all
with decisions nested in subjects and sessions, in the baseline and first punishment
sequence (7955 punishment decisions, 7560 PDs, 252 subjects).

Cooperation Earnings Pun. obs. defectors

Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Noise 0.098 0.223 1.146 0.635 0.286 0.672
IDR 1.937** 0.141 2.928** 0.492
× noise -0.520** 0.198 -4.639** 0.696

CDR2 3.573** 0.177 12.563** 0.492 2.235** 0.688
× noise -3.816** 0.233 -15.205** 0.696 -5.010** 0.987

CDR3 4.306** 0.225 16.906** 0.529 2.466** 0.752
× noise -4.081** 0.262 -18.185** 0.703 -3.707** 1.004

Constant -1.572** 0.159 26.333** 0.454 -1.054* 0.480

σu 0.130 0.218 0.817 0.267 0.291 0.359
σe 1.459 0.087 2.399 0.162 2.649 0.179

Log Likelihood -3600.076 -27544.172 -3114.541

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)

Table D.3: Logistic regression on the decision whether or not to cooperate and on
the decision whether or not to punish an observed defector, and a linear regression on
period earnings, all with a cluster at session level, in the baseline and first punishment
sequence (7955 punishment decisions, 7560 PDs, 252 subjects).

Cooperation Earnings Pun. obs. defectors

Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Noise 0.238 0.169 1.237* 0.868 0.018 0.236
IDR 1.590** 0.138 3.198** 1.444
× noise -0.546** 0.164 -4.895** 1.540

CDR2 2.715** 0.203 11.929** 0.942 1.001** 0.408
× noise -2.845** 0.419 -14.437** 1.623 -2.274** 0.477

CDR3 3.611** 0.570 17.330** 2.173 0.969** 0.324
× noise -3.466** 0.581 -18.739** 2.208 -1.422** 0.376

Constant -1.237** 0.135 26.300** 0.657 -0.509* 0.232

Log Likelihood/R2 -4225.501 0.238 -4603.520

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
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Table D.4: Logistic regression on the decision whether to cooperate in period t, with a
cluster at session level, in the first punishment sequence (3528 PDs, 252 subjects).

Coeff. S.e.

Noise 0.797* 0.391
CDR2 0.731** 0.108
× noise -1.172** 0.234

CDR 3 1.357** 0.341
× noise -1.687** 0.346

Own contribution t − 1 3.598** 0.420
× noise -1.210* 0.474

Punished while defecting t − 1 1.239** 0.339
× noise -0.661 0.395

Punished while cooperating t − 1 -0.771** 0.148
× noise 0.890* 0.186

Obs. n other cooperators t − 1 0.245** 0.051
× noise -0.031 0.076

Period -0.031 0.020
× noise -0.035 0.021

Constant -2.649** 0.407

Log Likelihood -1520.216

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
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Table E.2: Descriptive statistics of average experiences over all PDs preceding the focal
interaction (6240 PDs, 156 subjects).

No noise Noise

Variable Mean S.d. Min. Max. Mean S.d. Min. Max.

Cooperation NP1 0.711 0.417 0.000 3.000 1.574 0.434 0.000 4.000
Cooperation NP2 0.706 0.420 0.000 3.000 1.571 0.439 0.000 4.000
Never NP3 0.008 0.000 1.000 0.002 0.000 1.000
Cooperation LP1 3.342 1.049 0.000 5.000 3.024 0.611 1.000 5.000
Cooperation LP2 2.857 1.526 0.000 5.000 2.505 1.268 0.000 5.000
Never LP3 0.142 0.000 1.000 0.167 0.000 1.000
Cooperation HP1 4.805 0.212 3.000 5.000 3.554 0.769 1.000 5.000
Cooperation HP2 4.162 1.648 0.000 5.000 1.861 1.860 0.000 5.000
Never HP3 0.130 0.000 1.000 0.464 0.000 1.000
Av. punishment 2.326 1.353 0.000 5.000 1.069 0.715 0.000 1.000
defectors LP1

Av. punishment 2.300 1.369 0.000 5.000 1.066 0.717 0.000 4.000
defectors LP2

Never observed 0.012 0.000 1.000 0.003 0.000 1.000
defectors LP3

Av. punishment 3.065 1.410 0.000 5.000 0.934 1.113 0.000 4.000
defectors HP1

Av. punishment 2.700 1.656 0.000 5.000 0.913 1.109 0.000 4.000
defectors HP2

Never observed 0.120 0.000 1.000 0.022 0.000 1.000
defectors HP3

Av. punishment 0.206 0.255 0.000 1.250 0.379 0.230 0.000 1.556
cooperators LP

Av. punishment 0.208 0.269 0.000 1.333 0.319 0.394 0.000 2.000
cooperators HP

1Prior to the zero imputation of legitimate missing values.
2Following the zero imputation of legitimate missing values.
3Dummy variable where a value of one indicates that a zero was imputed for legitimate
missing values in the variable directly above.
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Table E.3: Multilevel regression or logistic regression on the decision whether to co-
operate, period earnings, and decision whether to punish an observed defector, with
decisions nested in subjects (3442 punishment decisions in 6240 PDs by 156 subjects).

Cooperation Earnings Pun. obs. defectors

Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Noise -0.044 0.394 0.168 0.689
LP 4.492** 0.275 14.183** 0.598
× noise -1.270** 0.310 -7.587** 0.697 -1.776** 0.514

HP 7.832** 0.336 20.661** 0.503 1.479** 0.260
× noise -2.703** 0.410 -12.518** 0.740 -2.084** 0.555

Constant -2.616** 0.308 33.991** 0.567 0.030 0.366

σu 3.896** 0.569 2.933** 0.212 2.840** 0.259
Log Likelihood -1668.929 -22247.904 -1527.599

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)

Table E.4: Multilevel regression or logistic regression on the predicted probability to
observe a cooperator, and predicted observed period earnings, with decisions nested in
subjects (31200 observations of others’ decisions in 6240 PDs by 156 subjects).

Obs. cooperation Obs. earnings

Coeff. S.e. Coeff. S.e.

Noise 1.085** 0.118 5.688** 0.694
LP 3.406** 0.092 14.449** 0.636
× noise -2.274** 0.101 -14.975** 0.742

HP 6.033** 0.108 20.583** 0.539
× noise -4.176** 0.126 -23.617** 0.792

Constant -2.007** 0.099 33.972** 0.582

σu 0.540** 0.041 2.732** 0.212
Log Likelihood -12993.612 -22668.678

*Significant at the .05-level. **Significant at the .01-level (2-sided)
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Samenvatting

Inleiding

Sociale groepen zoals teams, buurten en organisaties, functioneren vaak het beste wan-

neer hun leden zich inzetten voor het belang van de groep, door bijvoorbeeld tijd

of geld bij te dragen. Coöperatieproblemen ontstaan wanneer groepsleden een reden

hebben om hun eigen belang boven het groepsbelang te stellen. In een bedrijf of in-

stituut kunnen de medewerkers van een afdeling bijvoorbeeld samen verantwoordelijk

zijn voor het schoonhouden van de koffiehoek. Alle medewerkers hebben belang bij een

schone koffiehoek. Zodra een van de medewerkers de koffiehoek schoonmaakt, profiteert

daarom iedereen op de afdeling hiervan. Deze medewerker zou echter tijd en moeite

besparen, en even zo goed profiteren van een schone koffiehoek, wanneer hij of zij wacht

tot iemand anders schoonmaakt. Maar als alle medewerkers wachten tot een ander

schoonmaakt, wordt de koffiehoek een puinhoop en zijn de medewerkers slechter af dan

wanneer ze zich gezamenlijk hadden ingezet voor een schone koffiehoek.

In dit proefschrift worden coöperatieproblemen onderzocht waarbij de betrokken

actoren de mogelijkheid hebben elkaar voor hun bijdrage aan het collectieve belang

positief of negatief te sanctioneren, oftewel, te belonen of te straffen. De medewerkers

die een koffiehoek delen zouden collega’s die nooit schoonmaken kunnen straffen, bi-

jvoorbeeld door ze verantwoordelijk te maken voor een andere vervelende taak, of ze

zouden collega’s die vaak schoonmaken kunnen belonen met een compliment. Als zulke

sancties worden uitgedeeld of als alleen al de mogelijkheid bestaat dat dit gebeurt, zou

dat de medewerkers ertoe kunnen aanzetten vaker schoon te maken. De mogelijkheid

om anderen te sanctioneren kan daarom worden gezien als een ‘institutie’ ter bevorder-

ing van coöperatie. In dit proefschrift wordt er vanuit gegaan dat aan het uitdelen

van sancties persoonlijke kosten verbonden zijn. Hierdoor ontstaat een tweede-orde

coöperatieprobleem, waarbij alle betrokken actoren een reden hebben om zelf niet te

sanctioneren, maar wel te profiteren van de verhoogde coöperatie die volgt wanneer

ander groepsleden sancties uitdelen. Uit voorgaand onderzoek is echter gebleken dat

veel mensen in dergelijke situaties bereid zijn te sanctioneren ondanks de daaraan ver-

bonden kosten, en dat de beschikbaarheid van dergelijke instituties bijdraagt aan het

bevorderen van coöperatie.
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Dit proefschrift behandelt drie thema’s rond coöperatieproblemen met wederzijdse

sanctioneringsinstituties. Ten eerste worden instituties waarin iedere actor individueel

beslist een ander wel of niet te sanctioneren vergeleken met instituties waarin de be-

trokken actoren gezamenlijk de beslissing nemen om een groepslid te sanctioneren.

Hierbij gaat het zowel om het effect van deze verschillende instituties op coöperatie

als om de mate waarin gëımplementeerde sancties als eerlijk ervaren worden. Ten

tweede worden coöperatieproblemen waarin actoren elkaars bijdrage aan het collectieve

belang altijd correct observeren, vergeleken met coöperatieproblemen waarin actoren

soms verkeerde informatie ontvangen over de bijdragen van anderen. Verkeerde infor-

matie betekent dat ondanks dat iemand veel aan het collectieve goed bijdraagt, een of

meerdere groepsleden dit kunnen observeren alsof deze persoon niets bijdraagt, terwijl

iemand die niets bijdraagt kan worden geobserveed alsof hij of zij juist veel bijdraagt.

Ten derde wordt onderzocht of actoren die betrokken zijn bij een coöperatieprobleem

er zelf voor kiezen om in hun groep de mogelijkheid te hebben elkaar te straffen.

Theoretische en empirische benadering

Hoofdstuk 2 tot en met 5 beschrijven vier empirische studies naar een of meerdere van

de drie hoofdthema’s. In deze vier hoofdstukken worden coöperatieproblemen gemod-

elleerd in het eenmalige publiekgoedspel (PGS) of n-personen gevangenendilemma (GD).

‘Eenmalig’ houdt in dat actoren een spel slechts één keer in een bepaalde groepssamen-

stelling spelen, en de groepen na deze interactie opnieuw ingedeeld worden. Er is

onder andere voor eenmalige interacties gekozen, omdat actoren in herhaalde spellen

de mogelijkheid hebben om elkaar op alternatieve manieren te sanctioneren, bijvoor-

beeld door meer of minder bij te dragen afhankelijk van het eerdere gedrag van anderen.

Door deze mogelijkheid van herhaalde interacties uit te sluiten, wordt het pure effect

van de sanctioneringsinstitutie gëısoleerd ten opzichte van deze alternatieve effecten.

In zowel het PGS als het n-personen GD ontvangen alle actoren in een groep van

grootte n een startbedrag w. De actoren beslissen vervolgens tegelijkertijd en on-

afhankelijk van elkaar of ze hun startbedrag storten op ‘groepsrekening’. In een GD

kunnen de actoren er alleen voor kiezen om ofwel niets ofwel het volledige startbedrag te

storten (voor actor i’s bijdrage ci geldt ci ∈ {0,w}), terwijl actoren in een PGD kunnen

beslissen om een fractie van hun startbedrag bij te dragen (ci ∈ [0,w]). Nadat iedereen

een keuze heeft gemaakt wordt het totaal aan bijdragen c = ∑ ci vermenigvuldigd met

een factor m, waarbij 1 <m < n. De factor m vertegenwoordigt de toegevoegde waarde

die individuele bijdragen hebben voor de hele groep. De uitkomst voor de groep als

geheel (nw − c +mc) stijgt naarmate er meer op de groepsrekening gestort wordt. De

uitkomst voor een individu (w − ci +mc/n) is echter hoger, naarmate het individu min-

der bijdraagt, ongeacht de bijdragen van anderen. Dit maakt het PGS en het GD tot

klassieke voorbeelden van coöperatieproblemen.
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De mogelijkheid tot wederzijdse sanctionering wordt in dit proefschrift gemodelleerd

in een tweede fase van het PGS of GD. In de meest simpele vorm van deze fase ob-

serveren actoren de bijdragen cj van ieder ander groepslid j ≠ i. Vervolgens kunnen

alle actoren voor ieder ander beslissen wel of niet te sanctioneren. Wanneer i besluit

om j te sanctioneren, betaalt i hiervoor een bedrag a > 0. In het geval van beloning

ontvangt j daardoor b > a, in het geval van straf verliest j het bedrag b. Verderop wordt

beschreven hoe het PGS en GD aangepast kunnen worden om collectieve sanctioner-

ingsbeslissingen, verkeerde observaties, en endogene instituties te implementeren.

In ieder hoofdstuk waarin gedrag in het PGS of GD wordt onderzocht, wordt telkens

gebruik gemaakt van dezelfde theoretische benadering. Alleen in hoofdstuk 3 wordt het

gedrag in deze spellen niet onderzocht. In hoofdstuk 3 worden bestaande theorieën over

welke regels als eerlijk ervaren worden, toegepast op wederzijdse sanctionering. In de

overige empirische hoofdstukken wordt ten eerste beschreven hoe actoren zouden han-

delen onder standaard aannames uit de speltheorie. Deze aannameshouden in dat alle

actoren alleen hun eigen belang nastreven (egöısme), precies weten met welke beslissin-

gen ze hun eigen verwachte uitkomst maximaliseren (rationaliteit) en ook egöısme en

rationaliteit verwachten van hun groepsgenoten. Omdat het steeds om eenmalige in-

teracties gaat, en aan het uitdelen van sancties kosten a verbonden zijn, volgt uit deze

aannamesdat actoren geen sancties uitdelen en ook niet verwachten dat anderen dit

doen. In eenmalige interacties kunnen actoren hiermee ten slotte niet het gedrag van

anderen waarmee ze later weer te maken krijgen bëınvloeden. Actoren verwachten

dus geen straffen of beloningen te ontvangen ongeacht hun bijdrage, en maximaliseren

daarom hun verwachte uitkomst door niets bij te dragen. Onder deze aannames worden

dus geen bijdragen en geen sanctionering verwacht.

Eerder onderzoek wijst uit dat wanneer mensen aan het PGS of GD deelnemen,

hun gedrag vaak niet aan de aannames van rationaliteit en egöısme voldoet. Een groot

aantal studies laat zien dat ongeveer 50% van de mensen geclassificeerd kan worden als

‘conditionele coöperator’, wat inhoudt dat ze meer bijdragen of eerder geneigd zijn bij

te dragen, naarmate ze verwachten dat anderen meer bijdragen, ook als ze niet voor hun

beslissing gesanctioneerd kunnen worden. Wanneer wederzijdse sanctionering mogelijk

is, is een groot deel van de mensen bereid anderen die veel bijdragen te belonen en

anderen die weinig bijdragen te straffen, ook als hier kosten aan verbonden zijn. Vanaf

nu wordt hiernaar gerefereerd als ‘prosociale sanctionering’, omdat zulke sancties hoge

bijdragen zouden moeten bevorderen. Ten slotte wordt vaak gevonden dat er niet alleen

prosociaal wordt gesanctioneerd, maar dat sancties ook op een ‘antisociale’ manier

worden gebruikt. Dit betekent dat actoren anderen belonen die weinig bijdragen, of

anderen straffen die veel bijdragen. Typische bevindingen geven aan dat rond de 20%

van het totale aantal sancties antisociaal is. Naar aanleiding van deze bevindingen wordt

er in de empirische hoofdstukken vanuit gegaan dat een aanzienlijk aantal actoren bereid

is te sanctioneren, dat een klein deel antisociaal sanctioneert, en dat veel actoren bereid

zijn bij te dragen zolang anderen dit ook doen, zelfs als sanctionering niet mogelijk is.
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Vervolgens worden hypothesen opgesteld over wat de aanwezigheid van deze ‘typen’

actoren impliceert wanneer verschillende sanctioneringsinstituties aan het GD of PGS

worden toegevoegd.

Voor de empirische test van hypothesen wordt gebruik gemaakt van laboratoriumex-

perimenten, waarin proefpersonen in groepen van 4 of 6 personen anoniem deelnemen

aan series van varianten van het eenmalige PGS of GD. Laboratoriumexperimenten

bieden de mogelijkheid gecontroleerd verschillende condities met elkaar te vergelijken

door storende factoren uit te sluiten. Laboratoriumexperimenten zijn daarom bij uit-

stek geschikt voor het vaststellen van causale relaties. De uitkomsten van het PGS

of GD worden aan proefpersonen weergegeven als punten, die aan het einde van een

experimentele sessie worden uitbetaald. De proefpersonen hebben er dus belang bij zo

veel mogelijk punten te verdienen.

In de volgende paragrafen wordt telkens een van de drie hoofdthema’s besproken.

Per hoofdthema worden ten eerste kort de theoretische intüıties geschetst. Vervolgens

worden de belangrijkste resultaten beschreven. Ten slotte worden aanbevelingen gedaan

voor vervolgonderzoek. Deze samenvatting sluit af met een aantal algemene aanbevelin-

gen voor de collega’s die samen verantwoordelijk zijn voor het schoonhouden van de

koffiehoek.

Collectieve beslisregels

De overgrote meerderheid van het onderzoek naar instituties met wederzijdse sanc-

tionering focust op instituties waarin iedere actor individueel kan beslissen om ieder

ander wel of niet te belonen of te straffen (vanaf nu individuele beslisregel, afgekort

IBR). In dit proefschrift worden zulke instituties vergeleken met instituties waarin

een bepaald percentage van de groepsleden, bijvoorbeeld een meerderheid, gezamenlijk

besluit om iemand te belonen of te straffen (vanaf nu collectieve beslisregel, afgekort

CBR). In alledaagse coöperatieproblemen in kleinschalige groepen of gemeenschappen

wordt de beslissing om iemand wel of niet te sanctioneren vaak gezamenlijk genomen.

In het GD of PGS houdt een CBR in dat een sanctie van actor i gericht aan actor

j alleen wordt gëımplementeerd wanneer een bepaald aantal groepsleden tegelijkertijd

besluit om dezelfde j te sanctioneren. Wanneer niet genoeg actoren dezelfde j sanc-

tioneren, wordt de sanctie niet uitgevoerd. Degenen die sanctioneerden betalen dan

niet de kosten a en het beoogde doelwit verliest of verkrijgt niets. Groepsleden worden

niet gëınformeerd over sancties die niet zijn uitgevoerd.

CBRs hebben bij het bevorderen van coöperatie een voordeel en een nadeel ten

opzichte van IBRs. Aan de ene kant is de kans kleiner dat antisociale sancties, die

coöperatie schaden, bij gebruik van een CBR door de groep worden goedgekeurd. Hoe

meer collectieve overeenstemming gevraagd wordt, hoe kleiner de kans dat een antiso-

ciale sanctie wordt uitgevoerd. Aan de andere kant betekent hogere vereiste overeen-
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stemming dat de kans kleiner wordt dat genoeg actoren tegelijkertijd dezelfde persoon

sanctioneren om prosociale sancties te implementeren. Hoe meer overeenstemming

gevraagd wordt, hoe groter de kans dat er niet genoeg collectieve overeenstemming is

om voldoende prosociale sancties uit te voeren om coöperatie te bevorderen.

Naast het mogelijke effect van CBRs op coöperatie, wordt in dit proefschrift onder-

zocht hoe actoren de sancties ervaren die in sanctioneringsinstituties met verschillende

beslisregels worden gëımplementeerd. Hierbij wordt gekeken naar de mate waarin ac-

toren de sancties die ze zelf ontvangen en die de andere groepsleden ontvangen als eerlijk

beoordelen. Voor sancties die groepsleden zelf ontvangen wordt verwacht, dat deze als

eerlijker ervaren worden naarmate meer collectieve overeenstemming vereist is. Voor

sancties ontvangen door anderen wordt verwacht dat actoren het als eerlijk ervaren

wanneer ze zelf een hoge mate van autonomie ervaren in de beslissing om iemand te

sanctioneren, dus naarmate een groter aandeel van de door hun voorgestelde sancties

onder een CBR wordt gëımplementeerd.

In hoofdstuk 2 en 4 wordt coöperatie bij een IBR met coöperatie bij verschillende

CBRs vergeleken, waarbij actoren elkaar ofwel konden belonen ofwel konden straffen.

Zoals verwacht laten de resultaten ziendat veel actoren bereid zijn prosociaal te sanc-

tioneren, met andere woorden anderen te straffen die weinig bijdragen of anderen te

belonen die veel bijdragen. Slechts een klein aantal actoren sanctioneert antisociaal.

Bij een IBR, waarbij al deze sancties worden gëımplementeerd, wordt dan ook aan-

merkelijk hogere coöperatie geobserveerd dan wanneer sanctionering niet mogelijk is.

Dit geldt zowel voor de interacties met de mogelijkheid tot belonen als voor interacties

met de mogelijkheid tot straffen, hoewel het straffen tot hogere coöperatie leidt dan

het belonen. In hoofdstuk 2 hebben antisociale sancties geen significante invloed op

latere coöperatie, in hoofdstuk 4 hebben antisociale sancties een negatief effect. Dit

zou kunnen verklaren waarom coöperatie bij een IBR in hoofdstuk 2 hoger is dan in

hoofdstuk 4.

Naast de IBR worden in hoofdstuk 2 en 4 CBRs onderzocht waarbij collectieve

sanctionering door een meerderheid of minder dan een meerderheid wordt vereist. On-

der deze CBRs worden vrijwel geen antisociale sancties gëımplementeerd, terwijl een

groot deel van de prosociale sancties wél wordt uitgevoerd. Deze CBRs zijn dan ook

allen succesvol in het bevorderen van coöperatie ten opzichte van de situatie waarin

geen sanctionering mogelijk is. Ook voor deze beslisregels leidt de mogelijkheid tot

straf tot hogere coöperatie dan de mogelijkheid tot beloning. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt bij

CBRs waarvoor een meerderheid vereist is, iets lagere coöperatie geobserveerd dan bij

een IBR, terwijl in hoofdstuk 2 CBRs die een meerderheid of minder overeenstemming

vereisen tot hogere coöperatie dan de IBR leiden. Hoewel de twee hoofdstukken van-

wege verschillen in de experimentele designs moeilijk met elkaar te vergelijken zijn, is

een mogelijke verklaring voor deze discrepantie in de resultaten dat in hoofdstuk 4 min-

der collectieve overeenstemming werd vereist dan in hoofdstuk 2. Een andere verklaring
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zou kunnen zijn dat straffen onder de IBR in hoofdstuk 4 gemiddeld te zwak waren om

hoge bijdragen voor individuen rendabel te maken.

Ten slotte worden in hoofdstuk 2 CBRs beschouwd waarbij de gehele groep – ex-

clusief het beoogde doelwit – unaniem moet besluiten om iemand te sanctioneren vo-

ordat een sanctie wordt uitgevoerd. Bij deze CBRs worden aanmerkelijk minder proso-

ciale sancties gëımplementeerd dan bij de andere onderzochte beslisregels. De resultaten

laten dan ook zien dat CBRs waarvoor unanimiteit is vereist minder effectief zijn in

het bevorderen van coöperatie dan de andere beslisregels. Hoewel een CBR waarbij

groepsleden door unanieme beslissingen straffen leidt tot hogere coöperatie dan wan-

neer geen sanctionering mogelijk is, geldt dit niet voor een CBR waarbij groepsleden

door unanieme beslissingen belonen.

De CBRs die in dit proefschrift werden onderzocht vormen een zeer abstract model

van collectieve sanctioneringsbeslissingen. In toekomstig onderzoek zouden aspecten

van collectieve beslissingen die waarschijnlijk een rol spelen in coöperatieprobelemen

buiten het laboratorium in meer detail onderzocht kunnen worden. Actoren zouden

bijvoorbeeld de gelegenheid kunnen hebben om met elkaar te communiceren over welke

bijdragen voor sanctionering in aanmerking komen, zodat collectieve sanctionerings-

beslissingen beter gecoördineerd kunnen worden. Daarnaast zou het in toekomstig

onderzoek interessant zijn om collectieve sanctioneringsbeslissingen te combineren met

mogelijkheden voor wederzijdse represailles, ofwel de mogelijkheid om anderen te be-

straffen voor de straffen die ze uitdelen. Hoe meer actoren collectief beslissen om iemand

te straffen, hoe lastiger het wordt om represailles in te zetten om prosociale straffen te

ontmoedigen.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt onderzocht hoe actoren sancties gericht aan zichzelf en gericht

aan anderen ervaren die worden gëımplementeerd door middel van IBRs en CBRs. Er

wordt geen systematische evidentie gevonden voor de verwachting dat de beslisregel

een directe invloed heeft op de ervaren eerlijkheid van gëımplementeerde sancties. De

resultaten tonen echter wel aan dat actoren de sancties die anderen ontvangen als

eerlijker ervaren, naarmate een groter aandeel van de sancties die ze zelf voorstellen

wordt gëımplementeerd door middel van een CBR. Bovendien ervaren actoren straffen

die ze zelf ontvangen als oneerlijker naarmate ze meer gestraft worden, en beloningen als

eerlijker naarmate ze meer worden beloond. In toekomstige studies zou kunnen worden

onderzocht in hoeverre deze resultaten toe te wijzen zijn aan de operationalisering

van collectieve beslissingen als CBRs zonder mogelijkheden tot communicatie, en in

hoeverre deze resultaten ook gelden voor andere vormen van sanctioneringsinstituties,

waarin bijvoorbeeld een formele instantie verantwoordelijk is voor het uitdelen van

sancties.
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Inaccurate informatie

Voor het tweede hoofdthema van dit proefschrift worden coöperatieproblemen onder-

zocht waarin de betrokken actoren mogelijk verkeede informatie over de bijdragen van

anderen ontvangen. Naar de mogelijkheid dat informatie verkeerd is, wordt in het ver-

volg gerefereerd als ‘ruis’. In dit proefschrift houdt ruis in dat één of meerdere actoren

in het GD mogelijk observeren dat een groepsgenoot niets bijdroeg, terwijl deze per-

soon in werkelijkheid zijn of haar volledige startbedrag heeft bijgedragen, of dat één

of meerdere actoren observeren dat iemand zijn of haar volledige startbedrag bijdroeg,

terwijl deze persoon in werkelijkheid niets heeft bijgedragen. Of actor i de bijdrage van

actor j correct observeert, wordt onafhankelijk bepaald voor iedere observatie van j’s

bijdrage door elke actor i.

Ruis kan de mate waarin instituties met wederzijdse bestraffing coöperatie bevorderen

negatief bëınvloeden. Ten eerste kan het met ruis voorkomen dat een actor iemand die

heeft bijgedragen aanziet voor iemand die niet bijdroeg, en daarom straf uitdeelt. Ten

tweede kan het voorkomen dat een potentiële bestraffer iemand die niets bijdraagt ob-

serveert alsof deze persoon wél heeft bijgedragen, zodat het potentiële doelwit zijn of

haar straf (deels) ontloopt. Wanneer een IBR wordt toegepast, worden alle straffen

uitgevoerd die ‘per ongeluk’ gericht zijn aan actoren die bijdragen. Wanneer een CBR

wordt toegepast is de kans dat zulke straffen worden uitgevoerd kleiner naarmate meer

collectieve overeenstemming gevraagd wordt, omdat daarmee de kans kleiner wordt

dat genoeg actoren een bijdrage verkeerd observeren om de straf te implementeren.

CBRs hebben echter ook tot gevolg dat wanneer een deel van de potentiële proso-

ciale straffers niet correct observeert dat iemand niet bijdraagt, de kans groot is dat

collectieve overeenstemming niet bereikt wordt. Hoe meer overeenstemming gevraagd

wordt, hoe kleiner de kans dat voldoende prosociale straffers een lage bijdrage correct

observeren en bestraffen. CBRs hebben dus een voordeel ten opzichte van een IBR in

coöperatieproblemen met ruis, maar ook een nadeel. Zowel het voordeel als het nadeel

worden groter, naarmate meer collectieve overeenstemming is vereist.

Hoofdstuk 4 vergelijkt een IBR met een CBR waarvoor overeenstemming van een

meerderheid van de overige groepsleden gevraagd wordt om een straf te implementeren,

en een CBR waarvoor minder dan meerderheidsovereenstemming vereist is, in coöperatie-

problemen met ruis. De resultaten wijzen uit dat de IBR coöperatie enigszins bevordert,

terwijl beide CBRs niet in staat zijn om coöperatie tot boven het niveau te bren-

gen dat bereikt wordt als geen sanctionering mogelijk is. Hoewel bij de CBRs vrijwel

geen straffen gëımplementeerd worden die gericht zijn aan actoren die in werkelijkheid

hebben bijgedragen, wordt ook een groot deel van de straffen gericht aan actoren die

niets bijdroegen niet gëımplementeerd. Bij de IBR worden degenen die niet bijdra-

gen wél voldoende gestraft om coöperatie te bevorderen. Het komt echter ook vaak

voor dat actoren al dan niet ‘per ongeluk’ worden bestraft wanneer ze hun volledige

startbedrag bijdragen. Hoewel zulke straffen toekomstige coöperatie niet significant
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negatief bëınvloeden, worden er aanzienlijke opbrengsten mee vernietigd (kosten a en

effect b), zodat actoren met betrekking tot het aantal verdiende punten onder een IBR,

evenals onder de CBRs, uiteindelijk slechter af zijn dan wanneer sanctionering niet

mogelijk is.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een institutie met wederzijdse sanctionering door middel van

een IBR onderzocht die actoren in coöperatieproblemen met ruis vrijwillig in hun

groep implementeren. Hier bevordert de mogelijkheid tot sanctioneren coöperatie wél

en verdienen actoren meer als ze voor deze mogelijkheid kiezen dan als ze dit niet

doen, vooral wanneer sancties een hoog bedrag b van de opbrengsten van het doelwit

vorderen. Desalniettemin zijn ook vrijwillig gëımplementeerde sanctioneringsinstituties

in coöperatieproblemen met ruis niet zo succesvol in het bevorderen van coöperatie als

in coöperatieproblemen waarin informatie altijd correct is.

Aangezien in alledaagse coöperatieproblemen vaak enige mate van ruis aanwezig

is, plaatsen deze bevindingen een belangrijke beperking op de resultaten van voor-

gaand onderzoek waarin met ruis geen rekening is gehouden. Dit roept de vraag op

in hoeverre de huidige resultaten ook gelden wanneer ruis op andere manieren wordt

gëımplementeerd, bijvoorbeeld wanneer de kans op een verkeerde observatie hoger of

lager is, of wanneer de kans dat één actor een bijdrage verkeerd observeert, samenhangt

met de kans dat een ander dezelfde bijdrage verkeerd waarneemt. Ook zou toekomstig

onderzoek duidelijk kunnen maken hoe ruis de beslissing van actoren om bij te dragen

en om te sanctioneren precies bëınvloedt.

Endogene sanctioneringsinstituties

Evenals het overgrote deel van het voorgaand onderzoek beschouwen de vorige twee

hoofdthema’s uitsluitend situaties waarin sanctioneringsinstituties exogeen (door de

onderzoeker) aan actoren worden opgelegd. Daarmee kan worden onderzocht welke

gevolgen bepaalde instituties hebben voor gedrag in coöperatieproblemen. Het laat-

ste hoofdthema van dit proefschrift draait om de vraag of actoren zelf deze gevolgen

voorzien en er voor kiezen de mogelijkheid tot wederzijdse bestraffing door middel van

een IBR in hun groep toe te laten wanneer ze de keuze hebben dit wel of niet te doen.

Hiervoor wordt gekeken naar situaties waarin actoren in een GD voordat ze beslissen

wel of niet bij te dragen aangeven (vanaf nu: ‘stemmen’) of ze de mogelijkheid tot

bestraffen in de groep willen toelaten of niet. Tegelijkertijd stemmen actoren over de

vraag of iedere uitgedeelde straf een hoog of een laag bedrag b van het doelwit vordert

(vanaf nu: ‘effectiviteit’) in het geval dat de mogelijkheid tot bestraffen wordt toege-

laten. De optie waar de meerderheid van de groep voor stemt, wordt gëımplementeerd.

Zowel coöperatieproblemen waarin informatie altijd correct is als coöperatieproblemen

met ruis worden onderzocht. Omdat met ruis de mogelijkheid bestaat dat actoren ‘per

ongeluk’ gestraft worden wanneer ze bijdragen of straf ontlopen wanneer ze niet bij-
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dragen, wordt verwacht dat actoren in het geval van ruis minder vaak de mogelijkheid

tot bestraffen toelaten dan wanneer informatie altijd correct is, en minder vaak kiezen

voor de hoge effectiviteit.

De resultaten van hoofdstuk 5 laten zien dat in coöperatieproblemen zonder ruis

actoren er na enige ervaring vrijwel altijd voor kiezen om de mogelijkheid tot bestraffen

toe te laten. Hierbij kiezen de meeste groepen voor straffen met hoge effectiviteit,

en wordt vaker voor de lage effectiviteit gekozen naarmate straffen vaker antisociaal

gebruikt worden. Zowel bijdragen als uitkomsten zijn hoger in groepen waar voor de

mogelijkheid tot bestraffen gekozen wordt dan in groepen die er voor kiezen om deze

mogelijkheid niet te hebben.

Voor coöperatieproblemen met ruis geven de resultaten van hoofdstuk 5 een ander

beeld. Hier kiest een meerderheid van de groepen er voor om niet de mogelijkheid tot

bestraffen te hebben, en als er toch voor de mogelijkheid tot bestraffen wordt gekozen,

kiezen groepen het vaakst voor straffen met een lage effectiviteit. In groepen waar

voor de mogelijkheid tot bestraffen wordt gekozen, zijn bijdragen en opbrengsten iets

hoger dan in groepen waar niet voor deze mogelijkheid gekozen wordt. Omdat actoren

vanwege de ruis echter niet elkaars werkelijke bijdragen te zien krijgen, observeren

ze juist dat de mogelijkheid tot bestraffen tot lagere opbrengsten leidt. Bovendien

stemmen actoren in coöperatieproblemen met ruis minder vaak voor de mogelijkheid

tot bestraffen wanneer ze observeren dat degenen die bijdragen straf ontvangen.

De bevinding dat actoren de mogelijkheid voor het uitdelen van relatief zware straf-

fen vrijwillig implementeren zolang deze straffen op een prosociale manier worden ge-

bruikt, zou verder uitgewerkt kunnen worden in toekomstig onderzoek naar karak-

teristieken van duurzame instituties ter bevordering van coöperatie. Het blijft echter

de vraag in hoeverre deze bevinding gegeneraliseerd kan worden naar andere vormen

van sanctioneringsinstituties. Het is bijvoorbeeld niet duidelijk in hoeverre actoren in

de huidige setting voor de mogelijkheid tot effectieve bestraffing kiezen omdat ze van

mening zijn dat dit coöperatie het beste bevordert, of omdat ze zelf de gelegenheid

willen hebben om zware straffen uit te delen.

Het sterke effect van ruis op de endogene vorming van instituties roept opnieuw

vragen op naar de mate waarin onderzoeksresultaten die verkregen zijn in coöperatie-

problemen met accurate informatie te generaliseren zijn naar situaties buiten het lab-

oratorium. Een andere factor die, zoals ruis, in alledaagse situaties vaak aanwezig

is en de endogene formatie van instituties zou kunnen bëınvloeden is bijvoorbeeld de

mogelijkheid tot represailles. In toekomstige studies zou het interessant zijn om te

onderzoeken of actoren er minder vaak voor kiezen om de mogelijkheid tot wederzi-

jdse bestraffing toe te laten wanneer de mogelijkheid tot represailles bestaat. Ook zou

het interessant zijn om te kijken naar endogene institutievorming in populaties waar

straffen vaak antisociaal worden gebruikt. Ten slotte zou voor completer beeld van

institutievorming gekeken moeten worden naar meerdere soorten instituties dan alleen

wederzijdse sanctionering.
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Het schoonhouden van de koffiehoek

Ter afsluiting van dit proefschrift worden de belangrijkste conclusies van de vier em-

pirische hoofdstukken toegepast op de situatie van collega’s die samen verantwoordelijk

zijn voor het schoonhouden van de koffiehoek. De eenmalige coöperatieproblemen die

voor de laboratoriumexperimenten zijn gebruikt waar de conclusies van dit proefschrift

zich op baseren, verschillen natuurlijk op talloze manieren van de situatie van de medew-

erkers. Ondanks deze kanttekening lijkt het toch mogelijk om een aantal algemene

conclusies te presenteren.

Een eerste set conclusies betreft situaties waarin de medewerkers altijd volledig en

correct gëınformeerd zijn over de mate waarin hun collega’s er aan hebben bijgedragen

de koffiehoek schoon te houden. Zolang de meeste medewerkers sancties gebruiken om

coöperatie te bevorderen, blijft de koffiehoek in dit geval schoon als iedereen zelf besluit

anderen wel of niet te sanctioneren. Hierbij wordt samenwerking beter bevorderd door

slecht gedrag te bestraffen dan door goed gedrag te belonen. De medewerkers zouden

individuele sanctionering vrijwillig in de groep toe kunnen staan, en zelfs de voorkeur

kunnen geven aan de mogelijkheid tot het uitdelen van zware straffen, die op hun beurt

het schoonhouden van de koffiehoek zeer effectief bevorderen. Toch blijft het, wanneer

iedereen zelf beslist om wel of niet te sanctioneren, mogelijk dat individuen sancties op

een perverse manier gebruiken. Om dit te voorkomen, zou een institutie aangewend

kunnen worden waarin medewerkers elkaar alleen mogen sanctioneren wanneer anderen

het er mee eens zijn dat iemand gesanctioneerd dient te worden. Collectieve sanctioner-

ingsbeslissingen zijn echter niet altijd even effectief in het bevorderen van coöperatie als

individuele beslissingen. Bovendien zou niet te veel overeenstemming gevraagd moeten

worden, omdat dit collectieve beslissingen inefficiënt maakt. Bovendien bestaat het

risico dat medewerkers die iemand willen sanctioneren, maar niet genoeg collega’s vin-

den die het voorstel ondersteunen, dit als oneerlijk ervaren.

Een tweede set conclusies betreft situaties waarin de medewerkers niet altijd van

elkaars beslissing op de hoogte zijn. Collectieve strafbeslissingen zijn in dit geval niet in

staat om schoonmaken te bevorderen, omdat het lastig is om collectief vast te stellen dat

iemand niet heeft bijgedragen en dient te worden gestraft. De koffiehoek zou schoonge-

houden kunnen worden wanneer de medewerkers individueel kunnen beslissen om col-

lega’s te straffen, vooral wanneer deze institutie vrijwillig door de medewerkers wordt

gëımplementeerd en wanneer relatief zware straffen worden toegestaan. Het is echter

niet waarschijnlijk dat medewerkers deze institutie vrijwillig implementeren wanneer

ze merken dat mensen die bijdragen toch een hoog risico lopen om gestraft te worden.

Bovendien zorgt de verkeerde informatie er voor dat medewerkers zelf niet merken dat

de mogelijkheid tot bestraffen coöperatie bevordert. Een dergelijke institutie zou dus

aan de medewerkers moeten worden opgelegd.
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